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Abstract 
" COLD CASE " INVESTIGATIONS WITHIN FAIRFAX COUNTY : 
TURNING THE LIABILITY OF TIME INTO AN ASSET 
By : Rodney L .  Gohn , Master of Science 
A t hesi s  submitted in partial fulfi l lment o f  the 
requi rements for t he degree of Master o f  Science at 
Virginia Commonwealth University . 
Virginia Commonwealth University , 1 9 9 5 . 
Director : James E .  Hooker ,  Professor 
Department o f  Criminal Justice 
No department or individual involved in the 
inves tigation o f  homicides i s  ever going t o  have a 1 0 0 %  
c l osure rate . Therefore , many departments wi l l  be 
faced with a situation where another homicide happens 
before t hey are finished handling the previous one . 
How does one manage these open cases ; how often 
are t hey reviewed ; and who i s  responsible once t he 
assigned detective is either t rans ferred or leaves the 
unit or department ?  Someone has t o  be abl e  to answer 
questions from t he fami l y ,  media and anyone e l se who 
might inquire about the case . 
viii 
ix 
Based on the number o f  unsolved homic ide cases 
w ithin Fairfax County , the concept of a " Cold Case 
Squad " was explored . During January 1 9 9 5 ,  the Fairfax 
County Pol ice Department implemented a Cold Case Squad 
cons ist ing of one supervisor , three veteran det e c t ive s ,  
two auxi l iary police o f f i cers and one c ade t . The Cold 
Case detect ive s  inherited approximately 75  unsolved 
homicides which occurred in Fair fax County ,  Virgini a , 
f rom 1 9 6 4  t hrough December 3 1 ,  1 9 9 4 . More than hal f  o f  
t h e  unsolved homicides ( 4 2 )  have occurred in t h e  past 
nine years . 
The hypo thesi s for this the s i s  was : The 
formul a tion of a Col d  Case Squad would measurably 
reduce the number of unresol ved homi ci des wi thin 
Fairfax Coun ty. The primary evaluat i on f actor for the 
t he s i s  was the Cold Case Squad ' s  " c lose - ab i l i t y "  rate . 
The the s i s  ident i f ied and evaluated nine 
solvab i l i ty factors ut i l ized by the Cold Case Squad 
Supervisor . The solvab i l i ty factors are considered 
when prioritiz ing case invest igat ion , ass igning 
personne l to an invest igat ion and suspending 
inve s t igate e ffort s . One of t he goal s  for u t i l iz i ng 
solvab i l i ty factors is to develop a c lear pro f i l e  of 
cases w it h  the most potent ial for c lose - abi l ity . 
x 
The study populat ion for this thesis  i s  t he 4 2  
unsolved homic ides which have occurred in Fairfax 
County, Virgini a ,  between January 1 ,  1 9 8 6 , and December 
3 1 ,  1 9 9 4 . Solvabi lity factor work sheets were 
completed and computated for t he study populat i on . 
The hypothe s i s  has been proven as t here i s  a 
measurable reduct ion in the number of unsolved 
homic i de s . From t he study population ,  two cases have 
been c losed by arrest , one case c losed by exceptional 
means and one case is pending approval f rom the 
Commonwealth Attorney ' s  Office to obtain arres t  
w arrant s . These four cases represent a 9 . 5 % reducti on 
o f  unsolved cases within the study populat ion . 
A copy o f  this thesis  was given to the Cold Case 
Squad Supervi sor for review and appl icat ion . I t  i s  
hoped t he research f rom t h i s  the s i s  w i l l  b e  applied t o  
t he Cold Case Squad so it wil l  become more e f f ec tive 
and cont inue to turn the l iabi lity of t ime into an 
asset . 
The Lord God said . . .  
Thou Shalt Not Kill 
THE F I FTH COMMANDMENT 
Book Of Exodus 
The Holy Bible 
THE OATH OF 
PRACTICAL HOMICIDE INVESTIGATION 
HOMICIDE INVESTIGATION IS A PROFOUND DUTY . AS AN OFFI CER 
ENTRUSTED WITH SUCH A DUTY , IT IS INCUMBENT UPON YOU TO 
DEVELOP AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE DYNAM ICS AND PRINC I PLES 
OF PROFESSIONAL HOMICIDE INVESTIGATION . 
PRACTICAL HOMICIDE INVESTIGATION SUGGESTS THAT " THINGS BE 
DONE RIGHT THE FIRST TIME , " AND " KNOWLEDGE I S  POWER . "  
KNOWLEDGE WHI CH HAS BEEN ENHANCED WITH EXPERIENCE , 
FLEXIBIL ITY AND COMMON SENSE . 
PRACTITIONERS MUST BE PREPARED TO USE TACTI CS ,  PROCEDURES 
AND FORENSI C  TECHNIQUES IN THEIR PURSUIT OF THE TRUTH ; 
AND THEN FOLLOW THE COURSE OF EVENTS AND THE FACTS AS 
THEY ARE DEVELOPED TO THE IR ULTIMATE CONCLUSI ON . 
DEATH INVESTIGATION CONSTITUTES A HEAVY RESPONS I B I L I TY ,  
AND AS SUCH , LET NO PERSON DETER YOU FROM THE TRUTH AND 
YOUR OWN PERSONAL COMM ITMENT TO SEE THAT JUSTI CE I S  DONE , 
NOT ONLY FOR THE DECEASED , BUT FOR THE SURVIVING FAMILY 
AS WELL . 
AND REMEMBER : " YOU ARE WORKING FOR GOD . " 
Lt . Cmdr . ( Ret . )  Vernon J .  Geberth 
New York City Pol ice Department 
Commanding Officer 
Bronx Homic ide Task Force 
1 9 8 8  
Chapter One 
The Problem and I t s  S e t ting 
Introduc t i on 
Photographs of the ir smi l ing faces are packed away 
in dusty boxes , but t hey s t i l l  haunt the invest igators 
who t ri ed t o  catch their killers . Farnum L. Burton was 
discovered 20  years ago at  the bottom o f  a pond . Heidi' 
Berg was shot s ix t imes in the back whi le j ogging i n  
1 9 8 4 . Jeannie Herholtz was strangled in her car at a 
shopping cent er in 1 9 8 7 . 
At an a l l - too- steady pace , new names are added t o  
t h e  l ist o f  unsolved homicide s . Robin Warr Lawrence ,  
stabbed t o  death i n  her Springfield home in November ;  
Jenning Kett leson , gunned down out side a Centrevi l le 
movie theater in January - - and even so investigators 
rarely have t ime to look back . But this i s  about t o  
change . 
The Fairfax County Police Department has recent ly 
added a four-person " Cold Case Squad " t o  thei r  Homic ide 
Section to speci f ically invest igate unsolved homic i de s . 
Fairfax County has approximately 7 5  unsolved homic ides 
dat ing back as far as 1 9 6 4 . There are several more 
1 
suspi cious " undetermined"  cause of death cases that 
were considered c l osed which w i l l  now be re invest ­
igated . 
I t  i s  hoped the passage of t ime may help in many 
of t he cases . As years go by , relat ionships change . 
Peopl e  divorce . Witnesses once reluctant to come 
forward may have a change of heart . 
2 
Technology is improving on a daily bas i s . New 
forensic  t echnology may give today ' s detect ives t oo l s  
so they can u s e  once -marginal evidence .  Through DNA 
analysi s ,  useless blood stains f rom t he past suddenly 
may reveal a k i l l er . Through more sophi sticat ed 
l aboratory detect ion what once appeared t o  be a c l e an 
surface on a murder weapon now may yield a f ingerprint . 
Overal l ,  Fairfax County ' s  numbe r  o f  homicides has 
remained unchanged during the past eight years ( 1 9 8 7  
t hrough 1 9 94 ) , holding steady a t  an average o f  2 1  
homic ides per year , a sma l l  number for a county w i t h  a 
grow ing population o f  more than 8 4 0 , 2 8 3  resident s . 
Nevertheless , it i s  ant i cipated t he Cold Case 
Squad w i l l  resolve more "whodunit " homic ides by 
ut i l i z ing solvab i l ity factors t o  help prior i t ize cases 
t hat w i t h  a l it t l e  more informat ion , can be solved . 
Demographic s  o f  Fai r f ax County 
The Fair fax County Police Department is the 
l argest , local law enforcement agency in the 
Commonwealth o f  Virginia . Present ly , t he department 
has author ized staff ing for 1 , 04 2  sworn personnel and 
4 2 1  non- sworn personne l ( Statistical Informat ion , 
1 9 94 ) . 
Fair fax County i s  approximately 3 9 9  square miles 
in s ize and i s  an a f f luent suburb o f  Washington , D . C .  
The most recent income computat ions ava i lable 
( Stat i s t ical Informat ion , 1 9 9 4 ) for Fair f ax County 
res idents were as follow s : 
• Median family income ( 1 9 9 1 )  $ 7 0 , 0 0 0  
• Median household income ( 1 9 9 1 )  $ 6 1 , 0 0 0  
• Per c apita income ( 1 9 9 1 )  $ 2 9 , 9 3 7  
3 
The median housing value for calendar year 1 9 94 i n  
Fair f ax County ( Statistical Informat ion , 1 9 9 4 ) was 
calculated at : 
• Single family detached 
• Townhouse 
• Condominium 
Al l uni t s  
$ 2 2 2 , 0 5 0  
$ 1 4 2 , 4 8 3  
$8 6 , 6 15 
$ 1 8 4 , 4 0 0  
Populat ion data for both Fairfax County a s  a 
whole ,  ( inc luding Dul les , Vienna , Herndon and Fort 
Belvoir ) and t he Fairfax County Pol i ce Department 
service area only is pre sented in Tabl e  One. 
4 
Base year ( 1 9 9 5  and 2 0 0 0 )  populat ion estimates were 
provided by the Fairfax County Off ice of Research and 
Stat i s t i c s : populat ion data for other years was 
interpolated from the base year data . 
Populat ion f igures reflect est imates , as o f  
January 1 o f  each year as prepared b y  t h e  Off ice of 
Research and Statist i c s . 
Tabl e  One 
Popu l a tion Data For Fairfax County 
FAIRFAX COUNTY 
POLICE DEPARTMENT 
SERVICE AREA 
FAIRFAX COUNTY 
( INCLUDES VIENNA , HERNDON, 
FORT BELVOIR AND DULLES) 
1 9 8 0  
1 9 8 1  
1 9 8 2  
1 9 8 3  
1 9 8 4  
1 9 8 5  
1 9 8 6  
1 9 8 7  
1 9 8 8  
1 9 8 9  
1 9 9 0  
1 9 9 1  
1 9 9 2  
1 9 9 3  
1 9 9 4  
1 9 9 5  
1 9 9 6  
1 9 9 7  
1 9 9 8  
1 9 9 9  
2 0 0 0  
5 6 2 , 7 0 0  
5 7 3 , 2 0 0  
5 8 3 , 7 0 0  
5 94 , 5 0 0  
6 0 9 , 6 4 0  
6 2 7 , 4 6 0  
6 4 7 , 2 5 7  
6 6 8 , 6 1 5  
7 0 7 , 6 4 7  
7 3 0 , 4 9 1  
7 6 8 , 1 7 7  
7 8 7 , 4 9 2 
7 9 8 , 9 5 9  
8 1 3 , 5 4 8  
8 24 , 5 0 9  
8 4 0 , 2 8 3  
8 5 1 , 8 4 1  
8 6 3 , 4 0 0  
8 7 4 , 9 5 8  
8 8 6 , 5 1 7  
8 9 8 , 0 7 5  
5 9 6 , 9 0 0  
6 0 8 , 9 0 0  
6 2 0 , 8 0 0  
6 3 0 , 4 0 0  
6 4 9 , 3 1 3  
6 6 8 , 2 9 0  
6 8 3 , 8 0 9  
7 0 4 , 7 5 7  
74 6 , 7 8 0  
7 6 4 , 7 8 0  
8 0 8 , 6 7 5  
8 2 7 , 1 1 9  
8 3 7 , 1 4 2  
8 5 1 , 8 53 
8 6 3 , 1 3 5  
8 7 9 , 5 3 7  
8 9 1 , 9 2 9  
9 0 4 , 3 2 2  
9 1 6 , 7 1 4  
9 2 9 , 1 0 7  
9 4 1 , 4 9 9  
Tabl e  Two represents the most recent demographic 
characteristics ava i lable for Fairfax County 
( Stat i st ical Informat ion , 1 9 94 ) . 
Tabl e  Two 
Demographic Charac ter i s t i c s  For Fairfax County 
BY RACE ( 1 9 9 2 )  BY AGE ( 1 9 9 2 )  BY SEX ( 1 9 9 2 )  
White 7 6 . 0 % Under 5 6 . 8 % Male 4 8 . 2 % 
As ian 9 . 2  5 - 9 6 . 8  Femal e  5 1 . 8 
Black 7 . 4  1 0  - 14 6 . 9  
Hispanic 6 . 2  1 5  - 1 9  5 . 9  TOTAL 1 0 0 . 0 % 
Other 1 . 2  2 0  - 2 4  5 . 4 
2 5  - 3 4  1 7 . 4  BY MARITAL STATUS 
5 
TOTAL 1 0 0 . 0 % 3 5  - 4 4  2 0 . 1  Never Married 2 3 . 7 % 
4 5  - 5 4  1 5 . 0  Married 6 3 . 0  
5 5  - 6 4  7 . 9  Separated 2 . 1  
6 5  & over ---L...L Divorced 7 . 5  
Widowed 3 . 7  
TOTAL 1 0 0 . 0 % 
TOTAL 1 0 0 . 0 % 
1 9 9 2  Medi an 
Age ( years ) 3 4 . 3  
Changing demographics , increasing bus ines s  
activity and accompanying a f fluence have produced 
dif ferent crime t rends . All of these factors have 
combi ned to shape the Fairfax County Pol ice Department 
as it is t oday . 
Ensuring the safety of the hundreds o f  t housands 
of people who l ive and work in Fairfax County is an 
enormous responsibi l i ty and a monumental j ob .  To stay 
in step with these changes , the department has 
responded in several key ways . I t  has grown in s i z e , 
become more speciali zed and improved i t s  t raining 
programs . The department also cont inuously submit s  t o  
sel f - evaluat ion as we l l  as to scrut iny b y  outside 
organi zations in further improving t he services it  
provides . One of t he very f irst law enforcement 
agencies in the country to rece ive nat ional 
accreditat ion , the Fairfax County Pol ice Department 
maintains i t s  qual ity and integrity through ongoing 
reaccreditat ion procedures ,  and has become a model by 
which other police department s evaluate the i r  own 
l eve l s  of service . Tab l e  Three provide s  t he reader 
with a comparison of the Fairfax County Pol ice 
Department to other police departments within the 
Washington Metropol itan area . 
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Tab l e  Three 
BUDGETARY DATA COMPARISONl 
WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENTS 
FISCAL YEAR 1 9 95 
Popula- Square Per Capita Total Total 
tion Mi les Budget Spending Personnel Sworn 
Personnel 
Fai rfax 840,283 399.0 $92,891 ,329 $110.55 1,433 1,042 
County, VA 
Arl ington 183,400 25.8 $29,632,177 $161.57 442 324 
County. VA 
Alexandri a 116,000 15.8 $24,924,104 $214.86 378 258 
Ci ty, VA 
Montgomery 757,000 502.0 $92,587,840 $122.31 1,364 926 
County, MD 
Prince 760,684 488.0 $110,546,501 $145.33 1,809 1,330 
George's 
County, MD 
Overview o f  Inves t igative Respons ibi l i ti e s  Wi thin 
Fairfax County 
Most pol ice departments have estab l i shed 
guidel ines and procedures which w i l l  al low the 
organi zat ion to funct ion e f f i c ient ly within the ir 
j urisdictional purview . The structure o f  t he 
department and how i t  i s  organi zed to perform 
inves tigat ive functions wi l l  determine which unit s  are 
responsible for conduct ing criminal invest igations . 
7 
Information has been provided by the individual police 
j urisdict ions as noted . This budgetary information is part of a 
statistical package presented by the Fairfax County Pol i ce 
Department , Planning and Research Bureau . 
Due to the diverse nature o f  criminal complaints 
reported to the Fairfax County Pol ice Department and 
the various complexities which may arise during 
i nvest igat ions , it is necessary to del ineate the areas 
o f  invest igat ive respons ibil ity . Normally,  the 
prel iminary invest igat ion begins when t he f irst pol ice 
o f ficer arrives at the scene and cont inues unt i l  a 
postponement o f  the invest igat ion or transfer of 
invest igat ive respons ibil ity is made . There are two 
level s  or transfers of invest igat ive responsibil ity 
within t he Fairfax County Police Department . 
8 
Criminal Inves t igation S e c t ions : The f irst 
t rans fer o f  invest igative respons ibil ity involves those 
crime s  commonly referred to as " crimes against 
property , "  ie . burglary , larceny , vandal ism and so 
forth. These crimes are invest igated at stat ion level 
by Criminal Invest igat ion Sect ion ( C I S )  det ec t ive s . 
Each of the seven district stat ions has a Criminal 
Invest igat ion Sect ion and their detect ives invest igate 
a l l  crime s  against property incident s that occur within 
thei r  district ( General Order 5 0 1 . 2 ,  1 9 94 ) . Crimes 
against property scenes are normal ly processed for 
phys ical evidence by squad/stat ion evidence 
technicians . Stat ion evidence technicians are t rained 
and equipped t o  take s t i l l  photographs of scenes and 
powder process for latent print s . 
9 
C r iminal Inves tigations Bureau: The second 
t ransfer of invest igat ive responsibi lity is for crimes 
commonly referred to as " crimes against person , " ie . 
abduction ,  homic ide , malic ious wounding , robbery , 
sexua l  assault and so forth . These crimes against 
person inc idents are investigated by a central i zed 
Criminal Invest igat ions Bureau ( CI B )  detect ive ( General 
Order 5 0 1 . 2 ,  1 9 94 ) . No matter where the crime against 
person inc ident occurred within Fairfax County, a 
Criminal I nvest igat ions Bureau detect ive wi l l  respond 
for t he invest igat ion . When there is large amounts o f  
physical evidence and/or advanced scene processing 
technology required , members o f  the Crime Scene Sect ion 
are reque sted . Crime Scene Sect ion personne l are 
ava i lable 24 hours a day . 
I t  i s  the practice of Fairfax County Police 
Homic ide Detect ives to assume a l l  death scenes are 
homicide s  unt i l  proven otherwise . The homicide crime 
scene i s ,  without a doubt , the most important scene a 
police o f f icer or detect ive w i l l  be called upon to 
1 0  
invest igate .  Because of the nature of the scene , the 
answer to the quest ion " What has occurred? "  can only be 
determined after the profess ional and medical 
evaluation of t he various bits and pieces of evidence 
gathered by the detect ive and/or evidence technician. 
Obviously,  homic ide invest igat ion should be a 
highly professional and speciali zed undertaking which 
requires years of pract ical experience coupled with a 
proces s  o f  cont inual educat ion and training. Whether 
it be the call taker who initially takes t he call and 
obtains a cruc ial piece of informat ion , or the o f f icer 
i n  a patrol car who responds to a " homicide " and 
detains a key witness or suspect , the f act is t hat 
homicide invest igat ion i s  based on the cooperat i on of 
all members o f  the department and detect ives working 
t ogether toward the common goal of solving t he 
homic ide . 
1 1  
The Prob l em 
No department or individual involved in the 
invest igat ion o f  homicide s  is ever going t o  have a 1 0 0 %  
closure rat e . In fact , c losure rates for homicides are 
decreasing . According to the 1 9 6 2  Uni form Crime 
Report s ,  during 1 9 6 1  there were 8 , 74 0  homicides 
reported in the United States. At that t ime the rate 
o f  homic ide per 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  of popu lat ion was 4 . 7  with a 
9 4 %  c losure rate . By 1 9 9 1  the number o f  homicides 
increased to 2 4 , 7 0 3 . The rate o f  homicide per 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  
o f  popu lat ion was 1 0  with a decreased c losure rate o f  
6 7% nationwide ( Uni form Crime Report s ,  1 9 9 2 ) . 
There fore , many departments ( especially l arger 
department s )  wi l l  be faced with a situat ion where 
another homicide happens before t hey are finished 
handling t he previous one . As detectives t rans fer in 
and out of the Homicide Sect ion , t he i r  unresolved 
homicide s  remain open and unworked . How does one 
manage these open cases ; how often are they reviewed ; 
and who i s  responsible once the assigned detect ive i s  
e ither transferred or leaves the unit or department ? 
There are several approaches t o  this dilemma . 
Natural ly , i f  t he detective who originally was assigned 
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t he investigation is sti l l  i n  the section , h e  or she 
wou ld remain "in- charge " of the case . I f  this 
individual has been transferred or reassigned,  someone 
has to be able to answer questions from the family,  
media and anyone e lse who might inquire about the case . 
The Hypothes i s  
I f  there i s  a need f o r  a separate ,  inve stigative 
unit based on t he number of unsolved homicide cases , as 
i s  t he situation within Fairfax County , the concept of 
a " Cold Case Squad" shou ld be explored . 
This researcher ' s  hypo thesis i s : The formu lation 
of a Cold Case Squad wou ld measurably reduce t he 
number o f  unresolved homicides wit hin Fairfax 
County . 
The Cold Case Squad ' s  responsibi lities wi l l  be t o  
review inactive , open homicide cases where t he original 
lead detective is no longer in the Homicide Section ; 
be reactive to incoming leads ; and investigate " mi s sing 
person " complaint s where the individual is mi ssing 
under suspicious circumstance s . 
The primary evaluation factor for this thesi s  wi l l  
be the Cold Case Squad ' s  " c los e - abi lity" rate . 
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The Cold Case Squad ' s close - abil ity rate wi l l  come 
under c lose scrutiny by various dec i s ion makers to plan 
and analyze police act ivities . Addit ional resource 
needs may also be determined by the section ' s 
e f fect iveness .  All o f  the homicide cases that have 
been and wi l l  be assigned to the Cold Case Squad are 
c l a s s i f ied as " Inact ive . "  The Fairfax County Pol i c e  
Department ' s  Report Writing Manual a llows a case t o  be 
c la s s i f ied as inact ive when : 
a l l  invest igat ive leads have been exhausted 
and no informat ion exi sts  which would l ead to 
an arrest or except ional c learanc e . Inact ive 
cases may be reopened at any t ime addit ional 
informat ion is rece ived or developed that 
would pos i t ively aid the invest igat ion of t he 
o f f ense (p . I I - 7 ) . 
One o f  the ways to evaluate the Cold Case Squad ' s  
success w i l l  be how many inact ive cases were 
inves tigated and reclassif ied as " Closed by Arrest " or 
" Closed by Except ional Means . "  The Report Writ ing 
Manual al lows a case to be closed by arrest when " at 
l east one person is arrested for the o ffense under 
invest igation and turned over to t he court s for 
prosecution . "  
A case may qual i fy for an except ional c learance i f  
a l l  of the fol lowing quest ions can b e  answered yes : 
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a .  Has the invest igat ion spe c i f ically establ i shed the 
ident ity o f  the of fender? 
b .  Does suf fi c ient informat ion exist to support an 
arrest and place the of fender before a court for 
prosecution? 
c .  I s  the exact locat ion of the of fender known so 
that custody could take place now? 
d .  Does some reason outs ide t he Department ' s  control 
prevent the o f fender from being arrested and 
prosecuted? 
In addition t o  answering all o f  the previous quest ions 
a f f i rmat ive ly,  one of the following c ircumstances must 
exist: 
a .  The v i c t im refuses to cooperate in t he prosecut i on 
o f  the case. 
b .  Prose cut ion of the o f fender i s  not possible 
because the of fender i s  being prosecuted in 
another j ur i sdict ion and cannot be released for 
return to Fairfax County .  
c .  Extradi t ion has been denied . 
d .  There i s  a confess ion by an of fender already in 
custody or serving a sentence for some othe r  
o f f ense . 
e .  The o f f ender i s  deceased . 
f .  The o f f ense i s  one of the fol lowing : a doubl e  
homic ide ; two people who have k i l led each other ; 
or a homicide in which the perpetrator t hen 
commits suic ide . 
g .  The of fender has been granted immunity by the 
Commonwealth ' s Attorney in a plea bargain 
agreement . 
When the qual i fying quest ions have been answered 
a f f i rmat ively,  and one of the previously l i sted 
c ircumstance exi sts , the case shall  be c losed 
except iona l ly . 
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When a case i s  new and fre s h ,  most detect ives w i l l  
agree t ime i s  e ssential . The f i rst 4 8 - 72 hours are 
genera lly recognized as the most crit i ca l . During this 
init ia l  t ime period, t he informat ion i s  the freshest in 
the mind o f  the witness and i s  usually more accurat e . 
Additional l y ,  the witnesses are easier to locat e . 
However ,  what usually happens when this period passes 
is  the probab i l i ty o f  a quick c losure decreases . 
I t  i s  ant i c ipated the Cold Case Squad wi l l  turn 
the l iabi l ity o f  t ime into an asset . Time , the enemy 
that usual ly works so hard against solving a case , may 
eventually become the detect ives a l ly .  
This t he s i s  proj ect w i l l  ident ify and evaluate 
solvab i l ity factors which w i l l  be used by t he Fairfax 
County Pol ice Department ' s  Cold Case Squad . The 
f indings of this the s i s  w i l l  be made ava i l able to t he 
Cold Case Squad for review and ut i l ization so that the 
Squad may better resolve open homicide cases within 
Fairfax County . 
The Need for the S tudy 
Many violent crimes , espe c ially murder ,  have no 
s impl e  mot ive and no easy solution . Homic ide i s  
generally thought to b e  the most serious crime 
committed against persons and i t s  grave implicat ions 
make its detect ion , solution and adj udicat ion mat ters 
o f  vital importance to every c i t izen and the ent ire 
community . Confronted by a c riminally violent deat h ,  
society demands that the assailant b e  promptly 
ident i fied and apprehended . 
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Homic ide detectives everywhere are f inding thei r  
work loads increasing with each pass ing month,  creat ing 
a backlog of murders that remain unsolved . The 
caseload of most homic ide detectives today prevents 
them f rom focusing on spe c i f ic cases for extended 
periods of t ime and from fol lowing these cases through 
to a solut ion . 
The Fairfax County Pol i ce Department Homic ide 
Sect i on is comprised of one supervisor and e ight 
detectives . The Homic ide Sect ion is responsible for 
invest igating the fol lowing types of inc ident s 
(Supervisor ' s Training Manual , 1 9 9 5 ) : 
• Acc i dental shoot ings of one person by another 
• Homic ides 
• Suicides 
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• Abduction cases involving the abduction o f  a minor 
child by a stranger or unre lated person where 
c i rcumstances indicate the child ' s l i f e  is in 
danger 
• Found body cases 
• Drowning 
• Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (S IDS ) cases 
• Construction fatalities 
• Fire fatalities  
• Police shoot ing-other than accidental discharge 
with no inj uries 
• Fe lony assaults , i f  victim i s  hospitali zed othe r  
t han/or in addit ion to emergency room t reatment 
• Attempted murder cases (ie . shoot ing case in which 
t he vict im is unharmed) 
Lieutenant Dennis Wi l son2 stated the Homic ide 
Sect ions ' workload is approximately 5 2 5  cases per year 
with an average workload of seven cases a month per 
invest igator . The homic ide rate has almost doubled i n  
t h e  past seven years when compared to t he preceding 
Personal interview conducted on May 2 3 ,  1 9 9 5 ,  with 
Lieutenant Dennis Wil son , Supervisor of the Cold Case Squad . Prior 
to Lieutenant wilson being ass igned supervisor of the newly formed 
Cold Case Squad, he was the supervisor of the Homicide Section for 
approximately four years . Lieutenant Wilson has been a criminal 
Investigations Bureau supervisor for approximately 10 years and 
employed by the Fairfax County Police Department for 17 years . 
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seven year period . There are approximate ly 7 5  unsolved 
homic ides from 1 9 6 4  to present . More than hal f  of 
these ( 4 2 )  have occurred in the past nine years . Tabl e  
Four represents the number of homicide s ,  unsolved 
homicide s  and percentage of unsolved homicides per year 
which have occurred in Fairfax County f rom 1 9 6 4  t hrough 
1 9 9 4 . 
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TABLE FOUR 
HOMICIDES PER YEAR IN FAIRFAX COUNTY 
% 
# OF HOMICIDES YEAR UNSOLVED UNSOLVED 
1 2  1964 2 17 
10 1965 1 1 0  
1 0  1 9 6 6  0 0 
9 1967 1 1 1  
8 1 9 6 8  0 0 
9 1 9 6 9  0 0 
13 1970 2 1 5  
17 1971 0 0 
15 1972 3 2 0  
2 0  1 973 3 1 5  
1 4  1 974 1 7 
1 8  1975 2 1 1  
1 3  1 976 1 8 
13 1 977 2 1 5  
19 1978 1 5 
1 2  1979 3 2 5  
1 8  1 9 8 0  3 17 
1 2  1 9 8 1  2 17 
11 1 9 8 2  3 27 
1 0  1983 2 2 0  
13 1 9 84 2 1 5  
4 1 9 8 5  0 0 
14 1 9 8 6  3 2 1  
1 2  1987 4 33 
23 1 9 8 8  4 17 
2 8  1 9 8 9  6 2 1  
2 5  1 9 9 0  3 1 2  
2 2  1 9 9 1  7 32 
2 0  1 9 9 2  5 2 5  
1 8  1 9 9 3  4 2 2  
17 1 9 94 6 35 
459 TOTAL 75 15% 
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The increase i n  unsolved homic ides during recent 
years may be a reflect ion of the murder prof ile 
nat ionwide . Whereas in earlier years the vict im and 
murderer were known to each othe r ,  the trend during t he 
last few years has been t he victim and murderer are 
unknown to each other prior to the homic ide . Often the 
unsolved homicide is related to another c rime such as 
robbery , rape or drugs . 3  
Homic ide cases have become more complex requiring 
extensive case preparat ion due to legal defense 
strategies created by a more l iberal j udicial system . 
The intricacy of homicide invest igat ion requires a 
total commitment of t he invest igato r ' s t ime o ften 
last ing months . 
Present ly,  detectives charged with t he 
i nvest igat ion of several homic ides are also ass igned 
addit i onal service - type cases which detracts f rom t he ir 
primary responsibi l ity o f  homic ide invest igation . 
Every e f fort i s  made to l imit the caseload of the 
detect ives during the invest igat ion of a homic i de . 
However ,  due to the restricted number of detect ives and 
an overall increased case load , this has become 
Wilson interview . 
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increasingly more di f f i cult t o  accomplish . 4 
Often a detect ive , whi le invest igat ing a homic ide , 
w i l l  have to redirect his e f fort s to other cases such 
as suicide s ,  unattended deaths , miss ing persons and 
other invest igat ions . Addit ionally,  a detect ive may 
have to suspend an invest igat ion because he has to 
prepare for a t rial regarding another homic ide . These 
types of distract ions create two speci f i c  problems . 
F irst , i t  i s  extremely di f f icult for a detect ive to 
maintain a " focus " on the case when he i s  being pul led 
in other direct ions . Second , t he detect ive begins 
feel ing fat igue or what is commonly referred to as 
" burn out . "  I n  an e f fort to try to accomp l i sh 
everything expected of them , the detect ive works 
extended hours in addit i on to gett ing cal l ed out and 
going many nights with l it t le or no s leep . I n  addit ion 
to being phys ically harmful for the detect ive , t he 
thoroughness of the invest igat ion suffers as fat igue 
fosters errors and e c l ipses c lear thinking . s  
Wilson interview . 
Wilson interview . 
Recent ly,  a phenomena the Homicide Section has 
experienced is the increased quest ioning of suicide 
invest igat ions by the deceased family and the media . 
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I t  has always been dif f icult for fami lies  t o  accept the 
idea t hat a relat ive committed suicide . With t he 
emergence o f  invest igative media such as Unsol ved 
Mys teries, Curren t Affair, Inside Edi tion, Case Closed 
and others , fami lies  are receiving support and 
encouragement to challenge the val idity of a suicide 
determinat ion . Responding to these persistent inquires 
consumes addit ional staff ing hours . 6  
Ethically , the department has an obl igat ion to the 
family o f  homicide vict ims and the community to keep 
these unsolved cases act ive unt i l  they are resolved . 
To not try to resolve old cases is an inj ustice to the 
fami l ies . 
During January 1 9 9 5 , the Fairfax County Pol ic e  
Department implemented a Cold Case Squad . The squad 
cons ists  of one supervisor , three veteran detective s ,  
two auxi l iary police o f f icers and one cadet . The two 
auxi l iary o f f i cers and cadet will  be used for 
administrat ive and c lerical t asks . Although in i t s  
Wil son interview . 
infancy , t he Cold Case Squad was ass igned a l l  o f  t he 
unsolved homic ides where the " lead" detect ive i s  no 
longer in the Homicide Sect ion and miss ing person 
report s / invest igat ions . 
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The Cold Case Squad w i l l  b e  looking a t  various 
criteria during case screening . The obj ect ive o f  case 
screening i s  to priorit i ze cases that have the best 
chance of being invest igated to a succe s s ful 
conclus ion . One o f  the criteria for priorit i z at ion 
w i l l  be solvab i l ity factors . These factors wi l l  be 
considered when ass igning personnel to an invest igat ion 
and also used for suspending invest igat ive e f fort (Case 
Management Procedures for the Cold Case Squad , 1 9 9 5 ) . 
Chapter Two 
Review of L i terature 
Chapter Two is presented in two sect ions . The 
f irst sect ion t i t led Related Li terature in Criminal 
Jus t i c e  ident i f ies what resources were employed and 
exhausted in an ef fort to locate informat ion regarding 
the extent and prevalence of Cold Case Squads and 
solvab i l ity factors . I t  also provide s  a conc i s e  
discussion addressing t h e  Violent Criminal Apprehension 
Program (VI CAP ) managed by the Federal Bureau of 
I nvest igation and the Homicide Assessment and Lead 
Tracking Systems (HALT ) ,  managed by the Virginia State 
Pol ice . Las t l y ,  this sect ion ident i f ies which law 
enforcement agencies were queried for Cold Case Squad 
informat ion and their responses . 
The second section t itled Related Li terature in 
Other F i e l ds begins with a f low chart showing the 
process a case w i l l  travel through once i t  i s  assigned 
to t he Cold Case Squad . Nine solvability factors are 
ident i f ied which wi l l  be used by the Fairfax County 
Pol ice Cold Case Squad supervisor to aid in prior i ­
t i z ing cases . Key aspects o f  each solvab i l ity factor 
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i s  di scussed and how related literature supports the ir 
sign i f icance . 
In short , this sect ion focuses exclusively upon 
supportive l i terature and other informat ion sources for 
the nine solvab i l ity factors . " Case in point " studies 
are provided to the reader for micro - analyses to 
i l lustrate the potent ial complexit i e s  of the 
solvab i l ity factors . 
Related L iterature in Criminal Jus t i c e  
The succeeding informat ion services were contacted 
in an e ffort to obtain Criminal Justice l i terature on 
the general theme o f  " Cold Case Squads/Solvab i l ity 
Factors . "  Thi s  researcher contacted each of the 
l i st ed informat ion services by telephone and talked 
with a representat ive . The informat ion services 
contacted include : 
• Bureau of Just i ce Ass i stance (BJA) 
• Department o f  Criminal Justice Services ( DCJS ) 
• Forens ic S cience Informat ion Resource System ( FS I RS )  
• Internat ional Assoc iation o f  Chi e f s  o f  Police ( IACP ) 
• Pol ice Execut ive Research Forum (PERF ) 
• Pol i ce Foundat ion 
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• Nat ional Criminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS ) 
• Nat ional Sheri f f ' s  Associat ion (NSA) 
None of the services had written informat ion on 
the topic of " Cold Case Squads . "  During the 
conversations , this researcher also requested any 
informat ion on " solvabil ity factors , "  " ma j or case 
management " or other related data which may be used to 
add validity to my research . 
The NCJRS provided dated informat ion that al luded 
to solvab i l ity factors in a research study conducted 
during 1 9 7 5 . Under a grant from the Urban Institute by 
the Nat ional Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Just ice , Law Enforcement Assistance Administration , 
U . S .  Department of Just ice , under the Omnibus Crime 
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1 9 6 8 , a manual was 
created ent i t led Managing Criminal Investigat ions . The 
authors , Peter Bloch and Donald Weidman , created t he 
manual to a s s i st pol ice managers in improving t he 
success o f  their departments '  c riminal investigat ion 
funct ion . This manual detai led the processes and 
result s  observed whi le conduct ing on- s ite research with 
selected pol ice department s .  
Bloch and We idman acknowledged that whi le skilled 
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detect ives are essential , there are a number o f  " new " 
methods police managers can use to improve the success 
o f  the invest igation process . Vi s - a -vis one o f  t he 
most s igni ficant aspects of this management system i s  
the ut i l i zation of solvab i l ity factors to screen out 
the cases which hold l ittle or no invest igat ive 
informat ion ( B l och & Weidman , 1 9 7 5 ) . 
This screening works to insure the detectives 
being assigned cases to invest igate will only receive 
t hose which merit fol low up . The key to the success o f  
t he screening process is  t h e  proper complet ion of the 
init ial  report . Bloch & Weidman ( 1 9 7 5 )  al lude t o  t he 
Rochester Pol i ce Department , New York , who part i cipated 
in the i r  study and were ut i l i z ing solvab i li ty factors . 
The Rochester Police Department designed a new 
preliminary report form that ident i fied items o f  
informat ion which should b e  obtained during a 
prel iminary invest igat ion and arranged those items in 
t he logical sequence for obtaining t hem . The form 
requires t he pre l iminary o f f i cer to indicate whether 
spe c i f i c  " solvabil ity factors " have been ident i f ied -
items of information which might lead to t he solut i on 
o f  t he case . By asking the o f f icer t o  check a box i f  
he/ she cannot ident i fy a part icular factor , the form 
requires the o f f i cer to go through a mental checkl i s t  
o f  the items which should b e  cons idered . I f  a 
part icular box is not checked , then the o f f i cer must 
give a j us t i f icat ion for not doing so ( Managing 
Criminal I nvestigat ions , 1 9 75 ) . 
The report form makes it easier for a reviewing 
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o f f icer t o  decide whether a case should have a fol low-
up invest igat ion . I f  any of the proceeding 1 2  
solvab i l ity factors i s  present , then a follow-up i s  
conducted . The 1 2  solvabil ity factors ident i f ied by 
Bloch & Weidman ( 1 9 7 5 ) on the Rochester Pol ice 
Department Crime I nvest igat ion Report were : 
1 .  Was there a witness to  the c rime ? 
2 .  Can a suspect be named? 
3 .  Can a suspect be located? 
4 .  Can a suspect be described? 
5 .  Can a suspect be ident i f ied? 
6 .  Was a vehicle known to have been involved with the 
suspe c t ?  
7 .  I s  stolen property traceable? 
8 .  I s  there a signi ficant M . O .  present ? 
9 .  I s  there signi ficant phys ical evidence present ? 
1 0 . Has an evidence techni cian been cal led? 
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1 1. I s  there a s igni f icant reason in the j udgement o f  
t h e  pol ice o f f icer or supervisor to bel i eve that 
the c rime may be solved with a reasonable amount 
of invest igat ive ef fort : e . g .  the c rime may 
arouse s igni f icant public  interest giving rise t o  
t he possibil ity of the public  supplying useful 
informat ion on the case? 
1 2 . Was t here a de f inite , l imited opportunity for 
anyone except the suspect to commit the crime ? 
According to Bloch & We idman ( 1 9 75 ) , the Rochester 
Police Department ' s  solvab i l ity factors serve as the 
basi s  for deciding if addit ional invest igat ive e f forts 
should be dedicated to the case and whether there i s  a 
reasonable chance for case solut ion . Appendix A i s  the 
current " Crime Invest igat ion Report " being used by t he 
Rochester Pol ice Department . 
In another early study , researchers Peter 
Greenwood and Joan Peters i l i a  (The Criminal 
Inve s t igat ive Process , 1 9 7 5 ) secondarily mentions 
" solvabi l ity factors " whi le discuss ing and proposing 
reforms in the primary topic o f  " Screening and Case 
Assignment . "  Greenwood and Peters i l ia ( 1 9 7 5 ) state 
that : 
In some departments formal " solvab i l ity 
factors " or the j udgement o f  the unit 
supervisor may be used t o  determine whether 
or not a spec i f i c  case should be fol lowed up 
by the invest igator ass igned , or s imply 
suspended unt i l  any new facts develop (p . 9 ) . 
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Greenwood and Peters i l ia did not ident i fy or l i s t  
spe c i f i c  solvabil ity factors i n  the ir research report . 
Solvab i l ity factors were also discussed by Steven 
Egger in his book Serial Murder :  An Elus ive 
Phenomenon . Egger ( 1 9 9 0 )  recognizes that resources are 
scarce and most law enforcement agencies must al locate 
on a cos t - ef fect ive bas is . Egger bel ieves solvab i l ity 
factors as wel l  as currency of the event lead to higher 
priorit ies and al locat ion of invest igat ive s t a f f ing , 
especially as part of a serial sequenc e . The 
ut i l i zation of solvabil ity factors in a homicide 
invest igat i on ,  or more speci f ical ly ,  in a serial 
homic ide invest igat ion may become more ut i l i zed in the 
near future pending the results of current , ongoing 
research . Egger gives credit to Robert D .  Keppe l ,  who 
in 1 9 8 6 ,  analyzed over 1 , 2 0 0  homicide cases in the 
state of Washington and used a combinat ion of 
solvab i l ity factors in his research . According t o  
Egge r ,  one of Keppe l ' s  research obj ect ive s w a s  " to 
determine the crit ical solvab i l ity factors present in 
homicide invest igat ions in order t o  provide t he abi l ity 
o f  t he police to apprehend murderers . "  
Keppel l i s t s  in his book , Serial Murder : Future 
Impl icat ions for Police Investigat i ons ( 1 9 9 0 )  the 
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fol lowing solvability factors which may contribute t o  a 
suc c e s s fu l  complet ion o f  an invest igat ion : 
1 .  The qual ity of police interviews with 
eyewi tnesses . 
2 .  The c i rcumstances which led to the initial stop o f  
t h e  murderer . 
3 .  The c i rcumstances which established the probable 
c ause to search and se ize phys ical evidence f rom 
the person and or the property of the murde re r ;  
spec i f ically ,  the solvabil ity factors i n  each 
case . 
4 .  The qual ity of the invest igat ion at t he c rime 
scene (s ) . 
5 .  The qual ity of the scient i f i c  analys i s  o f  the 
physical evidence se ized from t he murderer and or 
his property and its  comparison to phys ical 
evidence recovered from the vict ims and the 
homicide scenes . 
Keppel states that : 
I t  i s  surpris ing that more empirical research 
has not been generated from the appe llate 
cases which have cri t i c ized the qual ity of 
police invest igat ions . Nor have detectives , 
t radit ionally,  researched these invest igat ive 
factors to make themselves more e f fe c t ive . 
To date , advances in the qual ity of detect ive 
work have been mot ivated and accompl i shed 
primarily by the ingenuity and drive of 
individual detectives (p . 4 ) . 
Keppel analyzed f ive notorious serial murderers ; 
Larry Eyler , Wayne Wi l l iams , John Gacy, Theodore Bundy 
and Juan Corona . Each of the f ive was convicted of at 
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least one murder and suspected i n  at least 2 0  other 
murders . Keppe l ' s  text focuses on the maj or invest ­
igat ive and legal imp l icat ions exhibited by these 
cases . I t  also ident i f ies common invest igative factors 
and trends that have been raised on appeal by convicted 
murderers in an e f fort to improve the invest igat ive 
understanding of serial murder invest igat ions . 
The FSIRS also provided l imited and dated 
information . All o f  the informat ion provided by the 
FS IRS were art icles that appeared in past issues of the 
Federal Bureau of Invest igat ion ' s  Law Enforcement 
Bul l e t i n . Al l of FSIRS ' s informat ion was provided t o  
t h i s  researcher . These art icles were reviewed and t hey 
discussed the Nat ional Center for the Analys i s  of 
Violent Crime (NCAVC ) ,  Violent Criminal Apprehension 
Program (VI CAP ) and state managed Homicide Assessment 
and Lead Tracking Systems (HALT ) .  The most recent 
art i c l e  was dated December 1 9 8 6 . 
The concept for the NCAVC came about in November 
1 9 8 2 , when t he Criminal Personal ity Research Proj ect 
Advisory Board met at the FBI Academy in Quant ico , 
Virginia . The main idea o f  the NCAVC was t o  "bring 
t ogether t he f ragmented e f fort s f rom around the country 
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s o  they could be consolidated into one national 
resource center avai lable to the ent ire law enforcement 
community"  ( FB I  Law Enforcement Bul letin , 1 9 8 6 )  
As i t  was original ly conceived,  the NCAVC 
cons i sted o f  four programs : 
• Research and Deve lopment 
• Training 
• Pro f i l ing and Consul tat ion 
• VICAP 
The overa l l  goal of the NCAVC has been to reduce 
the amount o f  violent c rime in American society . The 
NCAVC serves as a law enforcement c learinghouse and 
resource center for the most baf f l ing and fearful o f  
t he unsolved , violent c rimes such as homicide , forcible 
rape , child molestation/abduct ion and arson . The NCAVC 
collects and analyzes violent c rime data and provides 
a s s i st ance to the law enforcement agencies in the i r  
attempts t o  ident ify,  locat e ,  apprehend , prosecute and 
incarcerate the persons responsible for these and other 
violent c rimes and to develop new programs for the 
prevention of violent c rime vict imizat ion ( FB I  
Bul l e t i n ,  1 9 8 6 ) . 
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I t  i s  often said t hat two quest ions spring t o  a 
detect ive ' s  mind when faced with a new case : what has 
happened l ike this before ? And , whom do we know who 
could have done thi s ?  Answers to these quest ions wi l l  
ident i fy of fenders and can also ident ify occurrences o f  
dif f e rent of fenders us ing a s imilar modus operandi 
(M . O . ) . 7 There are systems in other countries and the 
Uni t ed States t hat store informat ion about cases for 
comparison and crime analysis . Two systems that are 
systemat ically used by the Fairfax County Pol ic e  
Department are VICAP and HALT . Both systems w i l l  be 
described bri e f ly at this t ime so the reader may better 
understand the importance of entering informat ion into 
these systems . 
The fol lowing informat ion concerning VI CAP was 
obtained by interviewing Mr . Eric Witz igB at the FB I 
Academy . The interview began with Mr . Wit z ig 
explaining the mission o f  VICAP i s  to fac i l i tate 
The abbreviation M . D .  represents " modus operandi " - the' 
manner of operation ; the means of accomplishing the act ; 
characteristic method deployed by defendant in performance of 
repeated criminal acts , e . g . , the M . D .  of the murder was suffocation 
by pillow (Law Dict ionary ,  1 9 9 1 ,  p .  3 0 6 ) . 
Personal interview conducted with Mr . Eric Witzig on June 
1 ,  1 9 9 5 ,  at the FBI Academy, Quantico,  Virginia . Mr . Witzig is a 
faculty member of the FBI Academy and VICAP Specialist . 
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cooperat ion , communi cat ion and coordinat ion between l aw 
enforcement agencies and provide support in the i r  
e f forts to invest igate , ident i fy ,  track , apprehend and 
prosecute violent offenders. VICAP is a nat ionwide 
data information center designed to collect , col late 
and analyze c rimes of violence - spe c i f ically murder . 
The types o f  homicides VI CAP deals with fall  into t hree 
categori e s : 
1 .  Solved or unsolved homicides or attempt s ,  
espec i a l ly those that involve an abduct ion ; are 
appar�nt ly random , motive less or sexual ly 
oriente d ;  or are known or suspected to be part o f  
a series. 
2 .  Missing persons , where t he c i rcumstances indicate 
a strong pos sibility of foul play and the vict im 
i s  s t i l l  miss ing. 
3 .  Unident i f ied dead bodies where the manner o f  death 
is known or suspected to be a homicide . 
Mr . Witzig stressed that cases in which the 
o f fender has been arrested or ident i f ied should be 
submit ted to permit unsolved cases in the VICAP system 
to be evaluated for pos s ible l inkages9 to the known 
o f f ender . 
The term " l inkage " and " l inkage bl indnes s "  has been coined 
(Eggar , 1984 , p .  1 6 1 )  to describe the situation in which the sheer 
number of pol ice forces in the United States makes it difficult to 
c irculate information that might be of mutual benefit . 
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I t  was explained that once a case i s  entered into 
the VICAP database , it  is  compared cont inual ly against 
all  other entries on the basi s  of certain aspects of 
the c rime such as type of weapon , body recovery s it e ,  
f i rearm cal iber and many other detai l s . The purpose o f  
this i s  to detect s ignature10 aspects of homic ide and 
s imilar patterns of M . O . ' s ,  which wi l l  in turn al low 
VICAP personnel to pinpoint those crimes t hat may have 
been committed by the same of fender and not i fy the 
agencies involved . 
Appendix B is the VICAP Crime Analys i s  Report and 
presents to t he reader an overview of the volume of 
informat ion required to accurate ly complete t he report . 
When a murderer has been ident i f ied,  VICAP can 
assist law enforcement agencies which may have relevant 
cases by coordinat ing a mUl t i - agency invest igation 
confe rence . This becomes important when t he suspec t  
h a s  committed crimes in mUl t iple j uri sdict ions . The 
value of this conference is the resultant coordination 
o f  act ivit ies such as search warrant s ,  interview 
mat ters and laboratory test ing . 
10 Sometimes the murderer will leave a dist inct or unique 
" signature " at the crime scene . Detect ives may not recognize the 
s imilarity of the kill ings and the pattern will go undetected due to 
the sheer volumes of cases , particularly in large cities ( Eggar , 
1 9 9 0 ,  p .  1 6 6 ) . 
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Furthermore , Mr . Witzig explained that VICAP 
o ffers services inc luding invest igat ive support such as 
t imel ines , invest igat ive matrix,  etc . , maj or case 
management consultat ion and fac i l itat ion and training 
in crime analys is . 
For years police detectives working in di f ferent 
j urisdict ions on s imilar cases have worked independ­
ently of one another . They did not have access to the 
informat ion available e l sewhere that could speed and 
enhance invest igat ions in their own j urisdict ion . With 
t he advances in computer technology , several agencies 
have ( and are ) deve loping programs that help detect ives 
work better by a l lowing them access via computer to a 
wide range o f  informat ion about serious crimes and t o  
t he resources t hat can help solve them ( Keppel & We i s ,  
1 9 9 3 )  . 
Examples of these programs are the Homic ide 
I nvest igation and Tracking System (HITS ) that began in 
Washington State and the Homic ide Assessment and Lead 
Tracking System ( HALT ) managed by the Virginia State 
Police . These types of programs are similar to VICAP 
and provide several maj or services to loca l , l aw 
enforcement . Most of these programs , after data is 
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entered into the ir f i l e s , wi l l  automat ically reformat 
the informat ion and create a report to be submitted t o  
VICAP ( Keppel & Weis , 1 9 9 3 ) . 
Appendix C represents the Virginia State Police 
HALT Crime Analys is Report . 
Several of the informat ion representatives 
suggested this researcher contact agencies who were 
known or rumored to have some form of a Cold Case 
Squad . None of the representat ives could locate any 
written documentat ion that l i s t s  agenc ies with Cold 
Case Squads . 
Ini t ia l l y ,  this researcher made random phone c a l l s  
to several of t he agencies inquiring about the i r  Cold 
Case Squads . I t  quickly became apparent that phone 
c a l l s  would not be very product ive ( and created an 
outrageous phone bi l l ) . Of those agencies where 
personnel were available to talk over the phone , i t  was 
l earned t hat e i ther the agency did not have a Cold Case 
Squad or , if t hey did have a Cold Case Squad , no 
wri tt en informat ion and/or data was ava i l able .  
On May 2 2 ,  1 9 9 5 ,  a letter of inquiry was mai led t o  
1 3  agenc ies request ing assi stance and informat ion . 
Appendix D represents the inquiry letter . 
The following are the queried agenc ies and t he i r  
responses :  
• Bal t imore C i ty Police Department , Maryland : 
no response .  
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• Bal t imore County Police Department , Maryland : 
received a telephone call  on June 2 2 , 1 9 9 5 ,  f rom a 
Cold Case Squad Detect ive . The detect ive advised 
written informat ion would be mailed " during the 
next few days . "  No informat ion was received . 
• Broward County Sheri f f ' s O f f ic e , Florida : 
no response . 
• Charlo t t e  P o l i c e  Department , North Carol ina : 
no response . 
• Henri c o  County Police Department , Virginia : 
responded on May 2 4 , 1 9 9 5 , by t e lephone t o  advise 
t hey do not have a Cold Case Squad . 
• Los Angles County Sheri f f ' s O f f i c e ,  Cali fornia : 
responded on June 6 ,  1 9 9 5 , by t e lephone to advise 
they do have an " Unsolved Case Squad . "  Thi s  squad 
consists  of f ive invest igators . The ir primary 
functions are to re invest igate old cases , 
prosecute cases in fore ign j urisdict ions and 
psychological prof i l ing . The squad only inherits 
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cases i f  the lead invest igator i s  no longer i n  the 
homic ide sect ion . The Unsolved Case Squad only 
reinvest igates inherited cases if new informat ion 
is received . The sect ion supervisor advi sed t hey 
barely " keep their heads above wate r "  and t hey do 
not have the t ime or resources to re invest igate a 
case unless there are new , viable leads . They do 
not use solvabil ity factors . This is part ially 
because o f  the homicide section ' s large case load 
of 5 0 0 - 7 0 0  homicides per year . 
• Metro- Dade Police Department , F lorida : 
responded on June 7 ,  1 9 9 5 , to advise they have had 
a Cold Case Squad since 1 9 8 8 . The sect ion 
supervisor advised they inherit unsolved homic ides 
when the lead detective is no longer in t he 
homicide sect ion . Metro-Dade ' s  Homic ide Sect i on 
i s  involved with 1 7 0 0 - 1 9 0 0  unsolved murders per 
year . Their Cold Case Squad uses a l imited form 
o f  solvability factors . Because of the volume o f  
unsolved cases , most re invest igat ions are 
generated f rom a fresh l ead be ing obtained . The 
sect ion supervisor feels Cold Case Squads are a 
" luxury " and very expensive to operate due t o  
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required travel during the course o f  an 
invest igat ion . In the supervisor ' s  experience ,  
some form of a cold case squad customi zed to the 
individual department needs would def initely 
contribute to cases being resolved that otherwise 
would go unsolved . Written informat ion was to be 
mai led , but none was received . 
• Metropol i tan P o l i c e  Department , Washington , D . C . : 
no response .  
• Montgomery County Police Department , Maryland : 
responded on May 3 1 ,  1 9 9 5 ,  by telephone to advi se 
t hey do not have a Cold Case Squad . However ,  they 
wi l l  occas iona l ly look at unsolved cases by 
ut i l i z ing personnel on inj ury " l ight duty . "  From 
1 9 8 9  through 1 9 9 4  Montgomery County has sustained 
1 6 5  homicides , 36 which are " open " case s . 
• Orange County Sheri f f ' s O f f ic e , Cal i fornia : 
no response . 
• Prince Georges County P o l i c e  Department , Maryland : 
no response . 
• Richmond C i ty Police Department , Virginia : 
no response . 
• San Di ego County Sheri f f ' s  O f f ic e ,  Cal i f ornia : 
no response . 
Also contacted were the fol lowing publication 
companies to obtain their t i t l e  l i s t s : 
• Aldine de Gruyte r ,  Hawthorne , NY 
• Anderson Publi shing Company , Cinc innati , OH 
• Chapman & Hal l  Publications , New York , NY 
• Charles C Thomas , Publi sher , Springf ield,  IL 
• CRC Press , Boca Raton , FL 
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• El sevier Science Publ i shing Company , New York , NY 
• Fac t s  on File , New York , NY 
• Gould Publ icat ions , Longwood, FL 
• Greenwood Pub l ishing Group , CT 
• J . B .  Lippincott Company , Phi ladelphia , PA 
• Nat ional Inst itute of Justice Publications List , 
Rockvil le ,  MD 
• Rand Corporat ion , CA 
• Wavel and Press , Prospect He ights ,  IL 
• Waverly Publ ishing , Balt imore , MD 
A variety of t i t l e  l i s t s  were acquired in the 
areas of Criminal Just ice , Criminal Law , Criminology , 
Forens ic Medi c ine , Forens ic Science , Law Enforcement , 
Pol ice S cience , Sociology and so forth . 
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The pub l i cat ion synopses were reviewed . I f  the book 
synopsis  appeared to have related informat ion , an 
e ffort was made to come into possess ion of t he book 
and/or purchase a text , if available . This researche r  
has reviewed numerous books with related informat ion . 
The t ext s reviewed are inc luded in the Bibl iography . 
The maj ority of the f inite informat ion related to Cold 
Case Squads and solvability factors involves " serial 
kil lers . "  Most of this literature involves serial 
killer case management and exchange of informat ion 
between agencies involved with serial kil ler 
invest igations . I t  i s  not this writer ' s  intent to 
research t he serial killer murder phenomenon per se , 
but t o  extract useful informat ion for this the s i s  and 
department / s Cold Case Squad . 
During April  1 0 - 1 2 / 1 9 9 5 / this re searcher attended 
the Virginia Homicide Invest igators As soc iat ion annual 
Homic ide Sympos ium . There were approximately 1 5 4  
persons present . Those in attendance represented two 
countries ( United States and Canada ) / seven states , 
e ight federal agencies and a variety of police 
department s ,  sheriff  o f f ices , coroner/medical examiner 
o f fices and Commonwealth / s Attorney Offices . After a 
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break , this researcher was a l lowed t o  ask those in 
attendance i f  anybody was fami l iar with Cold Case 
Squads and/or had written informat ion concerning Cold 
Case Squads . Several people approached this researcher 
during the sympos ium . All of the ideas and informat ion 
given to this researcher were already explored . 
This researcher also ut i l i zed Homicide : A 
Bibliography , ( 1 9 93 ) . The authors state they have : 
Extens ive ly searched the world l i terature on 
homi cide . References from hundreds of 
j ournal s  and publicat ions have been included . 
Al l maj or indexes have been searched , 
inc luding some . . .  which are not universal ly 
ava i l abl e . Twenty- three indexes have been 
ut i l i zed in t he compi lat ion of this work . 
There i s  no other s ingle source avai lable 
which can provide the researcher with such a 
complete select ion of homic ide literature . 
Al l e ssent ial e l ements of the ecology and 
epidemiology o f  homicide are reflected in the 
organizat ion of the various chapter and 
subchapter headings . Chapters on t he 
murderer , the victim,  the mode , and the 
environments that produce a l l  three are 
inc luded . This format guides the user to 
art i c l e s  of part icular interest to their 
spec ialty and highl ights t he many components 
neces sary for prevent ion in each . The 
subj ect index refers to spe c i f i c  key-word 
headings ( pp .  vi - vi i ) . 
This researcher checked the Subj ect Index for key-
word headings to inc lude cold case squad, solvabili ty 
fac tors , solving murders and closure rate. Nothing was 
l isted under any of the key-word headings . 
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Anot her area where solvabil ity factors i s  men-
t ioned is in the written standards from the Commission 
on Accreditat ion for Law Enforcement Agenc ies 
( CALEA) . l1 Standard 4 2 . 1 . 2  states : " the agency uses 
a case - s creening system and spe c i f ies the criteria for 
cont inuing and/or suspending an invest igat ive e ffort . "  
I n  the commentary of standard 4 2 . 1 . 2 ,  among other 
things , it  states : 
The written direct ive should specify how such 
screening is to be conducted, by whom , and 
what criteria ( solvab i l ity factor s )  should be 
used . Screening of pre l iminary invest igat ive 
information should assist in the dec is ion on 
whether a fol low-up invest igat ion should be 
made . The dec i sion about the extent of 
fol low-up or the suspension o f  invest igat ive 
e f fort s should be made at a management leve l . 
Decis ion making involves the cont inued 
app l ication of solvab i l ity and degree - o f ­
seriousness factors plus operat ional input 
f rom periodic reporting by invest igators on 
the progress of ass igned cases . Suspens ion 
criteria may include lack o f  further leads or 
solvab i l ity factors , unavai labi l ity of 
invest igat ive resources , and/or insu f f i c ient 
degree o f  seriousness (p . 4 2 - 1 ) . 
1 1  The CALEA is a national program which was formed in 1 97 9  
and is currently sponsored by the International Association o f  
Chiefs of Poli ce ( IACP ) , the National Sheri f f ' s  Association (NSA) , 
the National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives 
(NOBLE) and the Police Executive Research Forum ( PERF ) . This 
commission has developed a comprehensive set of written standards 
covering every aspect of law enforcement policie s ,  procedures ,  
pract ices and operations . The Fairfax County Police Department 
became accredited on May 3, 1 9 8 5 ,  and maintains compl iance with the 
professional standards called for by the commission . 
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Related L i t e rature in Other Fi elds 
There are volumes of informat ion related to t he 
invest igat ion of crime . There i s  a large amount of 
l iterature in other fields to include informat ion for 
t he uni formed o f f i cers who are invariably f irst to 
arrive on the scene ; how to conduct a prel iminary scene 
invest igat ion ; spe c i f i c  duties at the scene ; crime 
scene process ing and collect ion of evidenc e ; forens i c  
ident i f icat ion of suspect s ;  c riminal personal i ty 
pro f i l ing ; maj or case management and a myriad o f  other 
related topics . There is informat ion for newly 
ass igned detectives , experienced detectives , members o f  
t h e  court and other legal special ists . Information i s  
provided from the view point of law enforcement , legal 
strategi st s ,  social workers , c lergy , prevent ion and 
control analysts , stat i st i cians , medicolega l i s t s  and 
psychologist s . View points are abundant . 
Thi s wealth o f  informat ion has been reviewed with 
an emphasis placed on related l it erature which supports 
the u t i l i zat ion of solvabil ity factors . 
F igure One i l lustrates this process and ident i f ies 
t he maj or steps a case wi l l  travel through once it i s  
ass igned to t he Fairfax County Police Cold Case Squad . 
Figure One 
The process a case will travel through after being 
assigned to the Cold Case Squad. 
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The f irst step o f  the process i s  case preparat i on . 
Case preparat ion involves preprocess ing t he case . This 
i s  intended to save valuable , invest igat ive t ime that 
would otherwise be lost by having a detect ive perform 
rout ine c lerical and administrat ive tasks . This 
rout ine preprocess ing is done by two Auxi l i ary Pol ice 
Off i cers who have been assigned to the Cold Case Squad 
s ince i t s  incept ion . Preprocess ing also al lows 
supervisors to quickly assess a case relat ive to other 
ongoing invest igat ions to determine at what priority it 
should be worked . 
In addit ion to phys ical ly organi z ing the c ase , t he 
case preparat ion phase wi l l  yield the fol lowing 
invest igat ive aids for detect ives : 
Homic ide A s s e s sment and Lead Tracking Sys tem ( HALT) 
Report . 
All unsolved homic ides wi l l  be submitted to the 
HALT system . The intent is to enter a l l  cold 
cases into the HALT system to determine i f  there 
are s imilar cases that may be located in other 
Virginia j urisdict ions . After HALT system 
personne l enters the crime analys is report into 
the system , it is  then given to NCAVC to be 
entered into the VICAP . The HALT report wi l l  be 
reviewed for accuracy and completeness by the 
Cold Case Squad supervisor before submi ss ion to 
the Virginia State Police . 
Screening Solvab i l i ty Factors . 
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Thi s  set o f  quest ions wi l l  be answered during the 
preprocess ing . These solvabil ity factors are 
covered in depth beginning on page 5 2 . 
Case Chronology . 
This sect ion will  provide a brief summary o f  a l l  
events regarding the actual case as we l l  as case 
handl ing ( ass igned detect ive , search warrant s ,  
etc . )  . 
Evidence Summary . 
Thi s  sect ion wi l l  detail all  evidence held in t he 
case , its  locat ion and status . 
Loca t i on ,  Persons , Vehic l e  Summary . 
Thi s  sect ion wi l l  provide an index into the case 
according to any vehicles , persons and locat ions 
relat ive to the case . 
Background Package s .  
These packages wi l l  include current criminal 
history , driver ' s  l i cense history ,  wants and 
warrant checks on all persons involved in the 
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case . Thi s wil l  be used by the detect ive i f  there 
is a dec i sion to recontact any persons involved in 
the case . 
Gap Repor t . 
This is an unstructured report that l ists  any gaps 
o f  informat ion in the case . This wi l l  be done 
without cons iderat ion of the importance of the 
gaps of informat ion . Examples of the types of 
gaps expected to be l i sted are persons mentioned 
in statements that do not have a corresponding 
interview report in the case f i l e , undocumented 
invest igative act ions , etc . 
Case Ass ignment . 
The case ass ignment process wi l l  take a pre ­
processed case and priorit i ze it relat ive to other· 
cases ass igned to the Cold Case Squad . Invest i ­
gat ive resources wi l l  be directed t o  cases that 
have a high solvab i l ity potent ial . A combinat ion 
of solvab i l ity factors and other e l ements o f  t he 
case w i l l  be evaluated during supervisory review 
before the case i s  ass igned to a detect ive . 
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Case Inve s t igation . 
The Cold Case Squad wi l l  record a l l  activit ies to 
maintain a complete , invest igat ive log . Case 
act ivity wi l l  be recorded in a word processor with 
a data t ime stamp to allow easy review o f  a l l  case 
act ivity . 
The S igni f i cance of Solvab i l i ty Factors . 
The Fairfax County Police Cold Case Squad 
supervisor wi l l  use nine solvab i l ity factors as an aid 
to help determine the priority of cases . The nine 
solvab i l i ty factors are : 
Has the death been ruled a homicide? 
Has t he scene location been determined? 
Has the victim been ident i f ied? 
Is there physical evidence that can ident ify a 
suspect ? 
Can any evidence be reprocessed to yield further 
c lues ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  available?  
Are there named suspects in the case ? 
Are t here witnesses in the case?  
Have there been leads in the last  s ix months? 
At this point , a succinct explanat ion o f  each 
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solvab i l i ty factor is going t o  be provided t o  the 
reade r . The explanations are being given for t he 
purpose o f  better understanding solvabil ity factors and 
to apprec iate how s ignificant these factors may become 
in a complex death scene invest igat ion . 
• �; ;gfli! I��. §��I .#i!� ! � ·I�.§flii!� 
The burden is on the state to prove that the 
deceased ' s  death was the result o f  a criminal act . 
Unt i l  this . i s  done , it i s  presumed the death was due to 
natural causes ( Moenssens , Inbau & Starrs , 1 9 8 6 ) . 
The burden in any homic ide prosecut ion rests  on the 
state to show that the cause of death was due t o  a 
c riminal act o f  the accused and the deceased i s ,  in 
fact , dead . The burden of proof in homic ide , as with 
all crimes , i s  placed on the prosecut ion . I t  
encompasses proof , beyond a reasonable doubt and a l l  o f  
t he e ssent ial e lement s of the offense ( Moenssens et 
a l . ,  1 9 8 6 ) . 
A primary way to determine whether or not death 
was the result of homic ide , suic ide , accident or 
natural c auses is through a medicolegal invest igation . 
A pathologi st can often make useful contribut i ons to 
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the invest igat ion through postmortem examinat ion . The 
pathologi st ' s  e f forts suppl ement , but do not replace 
those o f  t he pol ice (Ade lson , 1 9 74 ) . 
There are two general types of medicolegal 
invest igat ive systems in the United States : coroner 
systems and medical examiner systems . The coroner 
system is the older of the two medicolegal systems , 
dat ing back to feudal England . In the pure form o f  
this system ,  a n  individual who is not a phys ician i s  
e l ected the coroner . The coroner makes rul ings as to 
the cause and manner of death in cases t hat fall under 
the coroner l aw ( DiMaio , 1 9 8 9 ) . 
The medical examiner system was f irst introduced 
in t he United States in 1 8 7 7  in Massachusetts . The 
f irst true medical examiner system came into existence 
in 1 9 1 8  in New York City . In the pure form of this 
system , the medical examiner i s  a physician experienced 
in t he f ie l d  o f  forensic pathology ( D iMaio , 1 9 8 9 ) . 
S ince t he Commonwealth of Virginia i s  under the 
purview of a medical examiner system and has been s ince 
its incept ion in 1 9 4 6  ( Medical Examine r ' s Handbook , 
1 9 8 2 ) , this researcher w i l l  confine t he importance o f  
t h e  medical examiner to Virginia spec i f i c  guide l ines 
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and procedures .  
In 1 94 6 ,  by Act of the General Assembly,  Virginia 
became one of the f irst states to institute a stat e ­
wide Medical Examiner System . The Office of the Chief  
Medical  Examiner is now comprised of four district 
o f f i ce s : Richmond ( 1 9 4 6 ) , Norfolk ( 1 9 5 7 ) , Roanoke 
( 1 9 6 7 )  and Fairfax ( 1 9 72 ) . Figure Two is a map o f  t he 
district o f f ices o f  the Chie f  Medical Examiner and 
depicts t he four district s '  boundaries . 
Figure Two 
District Off ices of the 
Chief Medical Examiner 
Nort hern Virginia District ( Fairfax) 
9 7 9 7  Braddock Rd . ,  Suite l O U  
Fairfax , VA . 2 2 0 3 2  
7 0 3 - 7 6 4 - 4 6 4 0  
Wes tern District ( Roanoke ) 
9 2 0  South Jef ferson Street 
Room 3 0 1 
Roanoke , VA . 2 4 0 0 6  
7 0 3 - 9 8 2 - 7 2 9 0  
Tidewater District (Norfolk) 
4 0 1 -A Col ley Avenue 
Nor folk , VA . 2 3 5 0 7  
8 0 4 - 6 2 3 - 8 3 6 6  
Central District ( Richmond ) 
9 North 14th Street 
Richmond , VA . 2 3 2 1 9  
8 0 4 - 7 8 6 - 3 174 
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Each o f f ice is staf fed by two cert i f ied forens i c  
pathologists , a n  administrat ive a i d ,  appropriate 
c lerical and morgue personne l .  The Chie f  Medical 
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Examiner ,  housed i n  the Richmond Office , i s  respons ible 
for the overa l l  operat ion of the system ( Medical 
Examiner ' s  Handbook , 1 9 8 2 ) . 
The Medical Examiner is authorized by the 
Commonwealth of Virginia to invest igate violent , 
susp i cious or unnatural deaths . The purpose i s  to 
bring trained medical evaluat ion into t he invest igation 
o f  t hose deaths which are of concern to the public  
hea l t h ,  safety and wel fare . The office and funct ions 
o f  the Medical Examiner are establ ished by the Code of 
Virginia , § 3 2 . 1 - 2 7 7  et seq . 
According to Dr . Francis Field12 , two of t he mos t  
important funct ions of the medical examiner are the 
determinat ion of the cause and manner o f  death . Dr . 
Field explained that persons in law enforcement , 
lawyers and the lay public often have di f f iculty 
understanding the dif ference between cause of death and 
12 Personal interview conducted on May 31 , 1 9 9 5 ,  at the 
Northern District Medical Examiners Office . Dr . Francis Field is a 
Deputy Chief Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of Virgini a ,  
assigned to the Northern District . 
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manner of death . Simply put , the cause of dea th i s  any 
inj ury or disease that produces a physiological 
derangement in the body that results in the individual 
dying . Thus , the fol lowing are causes of death : a 
gunshot wound of the head , a stab wound of the chest , 
adenocarcinoma ( c ancer) of the lung and coronary 
atherosclerosis ( " hardening of the arteries " ) . The 
manner of dea th explains how t he cause of death came 
about . In Virginia there are f ive manners of death . 
All deaths are ruled one of the fol lowing : 
• Natural 
• Homic ide 
• Suicide 
• Acc ident 
• Undetermined 
The manner of death as determined by an Ass i s t ant 
Chie f  Medical Examiner i s  an opinion based on the known 
facts concerning the c ircumstances leading up to and 
surrounding the death in conj unct ion with the f indings 
at autopsy and the laboratory tests . 13 
Tab l e  Five , Off ice of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Stat i s t i c a l  Data Report , for January 1 ,  1 9 9 3 , to 
December 3 1 ,  1 9 9 4 , lists the f ive manners o f  death ( and 
other pertinent data )  as reported f rom the four 
distric t s . This is the most recent data available . 
13 Field interview . 
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The manners o f  death may appear s imple , but become 
very complex in certain situations , especially when 
invest igating gun shot deaths . Dr . Field provided this 
example . 
I f  we have an individual found with a contact 
gunshot wound of the temple , without a weapon 
present and no history of any suic idal 
threat s ,  one might then conclude that this 
case is  a homicide . I f  subsequent ly it turns 
out that the individual had embez z led hal f  a 
mi l l ion dol lars from his company and was 
about to be indicted by the grand j ury , and 
his body was initially found by his wife , who 
removed a gun and a suicide note from the 
scene , one would change the manner of death 
to suic ide . 
An " undetermined" manner of death is also a 
complex issue to deal with , espec ially when deal ing 
with skeletal parts or when only port ions of t is sues 
and organs are found . I t  has been this researcher ' s  
experience that such bodies or their remains are mos t  
f requent ly discovered outdoors ( although w e  have 
invest igated cases where they are found indoors under a 
f loor , or other interior place ) . The remains may be 
t hose of a person who was murdered or run over by a 
vehicle , committed suicide or was lost and became t he 
victim o f  exhaust ion or exposure or was suddenly 
overcome by s i ckness and death . 
Case in point : 
During 1 9 7 7  Deborah F i t z j ohn , age 2 5 ,  
was reported missing by her parent s .  In 
1 9 7 8 , a hunter found skeletal remains in the 
woods and through dental records , Fit z j ohn ' s 
ident ity was determined . Because there was 
no s igns of trauma to the few skeletonized 
remains recovered , the Medical Examiner 
o f f i c i a l ly ruled the manner o f  death as 
" undetermined . "  The Medical Examiner could 
not c la s s i fy the manner of death as an 
accident , homic ide or suicide , s ince the 
cause of death is unknown . 
In this part icular incident it is wel l  
documented who the last known person was with 
F i t z j ohn and their act ivit ies be fore she was 
reported miss ing . This person is ident i f ied 
as John B .  Crutchley and he is  present ly 
serving 25 years in a F lorida state pri son 
for kidnapping and assault ing a 1 9 - year-old 
hitchhiker in Brevard County ,  Florida . 
Crutchley is e l igible for parole next year . 
Crutchley gained notoriety during his trial 
after test imony revealed he kept the 
hitchhiker in bondage for 22 hours , draining 
and drinking her blood . Obviously , Crutchley 
i s  a prime suspect in this case and it is  
be l i eved he kil led Fitzj ohn . ( Synopsis f rom 
Fairfax County case # 7 8 2 8 8 6 8 3 1 )  . 
I t  i s  ant ic ipated that incident s such as this , 
when reworked by the Cold Case Squad , wil l  f ind that 
piece of evidence or lead needed to have the case r e -
c l a s s i f ied and bring the c a s e  to a successful 
conclus ion . 
6 0  
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Thi s  i s  another factor that at f irst glance appears to 
be straight forward . However ,  establishing the actual 
s cene locat ion of an old homic ide can be a val i d ,  legal 
defense . Normally,  it  is  assumed that " where they l ie 
i s  where they die "  and the j urisdict ion where the 
vict im was found wi l l  be responsible for the 
invest igation and subsequent act ions taken to bring the 
case to a successful conclus ion . Quest ions that must 
be answered before dec l aring invest igat ive venue 
include : I s  the locat ion the victim was found the 
actual locat ion of death or the " dump site " ?  Was the 
body moved from an unknown locat ion? Is the locat ion 
t he v i c t im was found the same locat ion as where t he 
assault leading to death took place? 
Case in point : 
On September 1 8 , 1 9 9 4 , Fairfax County Pol ice 
Homic ide Detectives and Crime Scene Sect ion 
personne l responded to the Residence Inn ,  located 
in t he Tyson ' s Corner area of Fairfax County at 
t he request of the Nassau County Pol i ce Depart ­
ment , New York . Nassau County detect ives 
requested assistance for an invest igat ion they 
were conduct ing . Nassau County personnel re ­
quested a motel  room be checked for t he presence 
o f  blood and or other circumstances that may give 
them invest igative guidance in thei r  invest iga ­
t ion . I t  was learned from Nassau County personnel 
t hat t hey had responded to a suicide in the i r  
j urisdiction o n  9 - 1 6 - 94 . The vict im was 
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ident i f ied a s  Richard Ablamsky . Prior t o  his 
death , Ablamsky was in the company of his 
girl friend , Deborah Taylor . The couple had stayed 
at the Residence Inn approximately one week prior 
to the suic ide . According to the Nassau County 
Police , they were unable to locate Taylor and 
be l i eve Ablamsky kil led her prior to taking his 
own l i f e . 
The cleaning staff/maids were interviewed by 
Fairfax County Police Homicide Detectives and it 
was learned that several sheets and knives were 
missing from the suite . This was not iced j ust 
after Ablamsky checked out . The missing sheets 
and knives were not reported to management . The 
cleaning crew saw Ablamsky in the suite , but never 
saw Taylor . The c leaning crew had performed the 
usual sanitary procedures to the suite and didn ' t 
not ice anything else unusual . 
A systemat ic , forensi c  search was conducted 
o f  the mote l  suite by Crime Scene Sect ion 
personnel and blood stains were located in several 
areas within the suite . Speci f ically , a s i zable 
amount of dried blood was located under a mattress 
in an upstairs loft ; the unders ide of the box 
springs and on the interior s ide of a lamp shade . 
The dried blood was ident i f ied as coming from a 
human source . ( Synopsis from Fairfax County case 
# 94 2 6 0 0 0 1 7 6 8 )  . 
Thi s " suspicious event " raises several 
quest ions . 
• I s  Ms . Taylor , in fact , dead? 
• I f  she is dead and her corpse is ever found , 
wi l l  there be enough remains/ forensic 
evidence to determine she was murdered? 
• I f  it is determined Ms . Taylor was murdered , 
did Ablamsky k i l l  her and where? Was she 
murdered in the Residence Inn located in 
Fairfax County , or at an unknown locati on 
somewhere between Fairfax County and Nassau 
County , New York? 
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The answer t o  these quest ions wi l l  b e  scrut ini zed 
by any number of persons , including fami ly members , 
j udicial personnel and other professional persons such 
as insurance companies , when there is a potent ial for 
large death pension sett lement s to be paid . 
• ��1:i�I�� lffigE. m�. &e;�imf ilf l�e;£ 
Snyder ( 1 9 7 7 )  states " ident i f i cat ion o f  either 
l iving persons or dead bodies is  treacherous . "  I f  you 
stop to rea l i z e  that among your own acquaintance s  there 
are usual ly several persons whom it is  d i f f icult to 
dist inguish f rom one anothe r ,  you can see what are the 
possibi l it ies for error in ident i fying a corpse found 
days , weeks , months or even years from the t ime of 
demise . 
Obviously , there are diff icult ie s  ident i fying a 
f ound body that has undergone a great amount of 
alterat ion . The alterat ion may be from intent ional 
di smemberment or destruct ion by the act ion of insects 
and t he i r  larvae . When only skeletal parts and/or 
porti ons o f  t i ssues are found , the usual methods for 
ident i f icat ion such as document s or possess ions found 
on t he body , vi sual ident i f icat ion and f ingerprint s are 
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l imited . Forens i c  anthropology and odontology 
t echniques may prove useful in making an ident i f icat ion 
under these c ircumstances . 
Occasionally,  the ident ity of the dead person i s  
not known , and the body has to b e  buried a s  that of an 
unnamed individual .  Prior to burial , pain staking 
steps are taken to document other important information 
which may be used in the future for ident i f icat ion . 
Another factor bearing on potent ial success in 
e st ab l i shing ident i f icat ion i s  whether the deceased has 
been l isted as a miss ing person , and i f  so , where . 
Increased mob i l ity has diminished to some extent t he 
value o f  " m i s s ing persons " report s .  I t  could be 
possible for a person , who disappears from San 
Francisco yesterday morning and subsequently reported 
" m i s s ing " last night , be found dead in Fairfax County 
this evening . I f  no personal ident i f i cat ion i s  found 
with t he corpse , identi fying this victim would be a 
monumental cha l lenge , especially i f  t he victim has no 
f i ngerprints on record . 
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Physical evidence plays a very important rol e  in 
t he initial crime scene invest igat ion and all 
subsequent j udicial proceedings ( Lee , 1 9 94 ) . Phys ical 
evidence can take any form . I t  can be large or so sma l l  
that it  can only b e  seen under a microscope . I t  may be 
f leet ing as an odor . In short , physical evidence i s  
any type o f  evidence having a n  obj ect ive exi stenc e ,  
t hat i s ,  anything with s i z e ,  shape and dimension 
( Fi sher , Svensson & Wende l ,  1 9 8 7 ) . 
Fi sher et al . ( 1 9 8 7 )  asks the quest ion : " What i s  
t he value of physical evidence and why should 
detect ives concern themselves with an understanding of 
the uses and ways to collect phys ical evidence ? "  (p . 
6 ) . Fi sher et al . ( 1 9 8 7 )  ident i f ies , l i s t s  and 
discusses ten uses for phys ical evidence . Listed below 
are f our o f  Fi sher ' s potent ial uses for phys ical 
evidence as re lated to this solvab i l ity factor . 
1 .  Phys ical evidence can place the suspect in contact 
with the victim or with the crime scene . 
2 .  Physical evidence can establ i sh the ident ity o f  
persons associated w i t h  the crime . 
3 .  Physical evidence can exonerate the innoc ent . 
4 .  A suspect confronted with phys ical evidence may 
make admiss ions or even confess . 
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I n  further evaluat ing the contribut ion o f  phys ical 
evidence , one cannot overlook an important real ity in 
the courtroom : The weight or signi f icance accorded 
phys ical evidence is a determination left ent irely to 
the t rier of fact , usually a j ury of laypersons . Given 
t he high e steem in which scient ists are general ly held 
by society and the infal l ible image c reated by books 
and t elevis ion for forens ic science , it  is  not hard t o  
understand why scient i f ically evaluated evidence often 
takes on an aura of special reliab i l ity and 
t rustworthiness in the courtroom . Often phys ical 
evidence i s  accorded great weight during j ury 
del iberat ions and becomes a primary factor in 
reinforcing or overcoming lingering doubts about gui lt 
or innocence ( Saferste in,  1 9 8 7 ) . In short , physical 
evidence i s  expected by the j udge and j ury . 
ga �,il �f!iffil�ffi;§@ §� �i;$ggm�m�� sg ¥ffi�wl �.#I�� SW.��i1i 
As s cience and technology cont inues to advance ,  
the informat ion that may be obtained from phys ical 
evidence wi l l  increase , and hence the importance of re ­
evaluat ing dated physical evidence . I t  must be kept in 
mind that yesterday ' s state of the art technology used 
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t o  examine physical evidence may b e  ant iquated by 
t oday ' s standards . 
The Fairfax County Police Department Crime S cene 
Sect ion has kept abreast of new and changing 
technologies . Of current technologies , this researcher 
bel ieves three spe c i f ic technologies readi ly available 
t o  the Fairfax County Police Department should be 
ident i f ied and summari zed so the reader has a bas i c  
understanding of these potent ial assets . The three 
t echnol ogies to be summari zed are : 
• DNA test ing 
• Forens i c  Light Sources 
• Automated Fingerprint Ident i f i cat ion Systems 
The goal i s  for the reader to be enl ightened to t he 
importance of evaluat ing and reprocessing dated 
phys ical evidence . The reader must keep in mind a 
c entral problem for the homicide detect ive i s  t he 
e stab l ishment of personal identity - usua l ly of the 
criminal , sometimes of the victim . I t  i s  a grave error 
for a detect ive to believe that any item of evidence 
can be directly re lated to a spe c i f i c  person , place or 
t hing . 
There are only a few kinds of phys ical evidence 
that c an be individuali zed . In other words , an item i s  
unique when the item can be shown to be directly 
assoc iated with a spe c i f ic individual source . 
Fingerprints ,  tool marks and f i red bul lets are examples 
o f  evidence capable of being specif ically associated 
with a unique source . Although DNA typing cannot 
t echnica l ly be considered a unique source o f  
ident i f icat ion ; today ' s genetic f indings are 
statist ically stat ing that an individual may have a DNA 
pro f i l e  o f  one in a few mill ion or even b i l l ions o f  
individuals . In other words , they can be virtually 
unique in the human populat ion . 
DNA Testing : I t  seems there isn ' t  a day goes by 
that t here isn ' t some ment ion of DNA on the te l evi s i on 
or in the printed media . Especially with the " O . J .  
S impson Trial " in progress . There is no e scaping the 
S impson trial . The case i s  the staple of televis ion 
and radio shows , art icles , editorials and commentarie s ,  
j okes and cartoons . Coleman and Swenson ( 1 9 9 4 ) predic t  
this case , b y  t h e  t ime it is  ove r ,  wi l l  have received 
more news coverage than any event s ince the Viet Nam 
War . 
Within the forens ic community and news media ,  it  
i s  genera l ly thought DNA test ing represent s the most 
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important breakthrough i n  crime detect ion s ince t he 
discovery of the f ingerprint . DNA technology may 
represent the future of forensic medicine ; the expert s 
have only begun to scratch the surface with this 
technology . 
The forensi c  use of DNA started with the work o f  
A l e c  Je f f reys , a geneticist a t  t h e  University o f  
Leicester in Britain ' s  Midlands . In 1 9 8 4 , Jeffreys 
invented t he techniques that took human ident i f i cat ion 
f rom t he laboratory to the courtroom (DNA in the 
Courtroom , 1 9 94 ) . Jeffreys used his new form o f  
gene t i c  typing to resolve a n  immigrat ion case . A boy 
f rom Ghana , seeking immigrat ion to Britain , claimed his 
biological mother was already a res ident . Convent ional 
b lood tests could only conf irm the two were related . 
DNA analys i s  showed beyond reasonable doubt the re ­
lationship was as claimed and the home o f f i ce put i t s  
stamp o f  approval o n  the new technology (DNA in t he 
Courtroom , 1 9 9 4 ) . 
A detect ive in the East Midlands read of the case 
and sought Jeffreys ' help in solving the vicious murder 
and rape of two Brit ish schoolgirls . The police hel d  a 
prime suspect in the case . Semen samples from the 
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murder scenes and a blood sample from the suspect were 
compared . Jeffreys confirmed that the same person 
committed both crimes but it was not the suspect t he 
police held . On November 2 1 ,  1 9 8 6 , this suspect became 
the f irst person in the world to have his innocence 
proven by DNA test ing ( DNA in the Courtroom , 1 9 94 ) . 
S ince forensic DNA testing was introduced in 1 9 8 6 , 
it already has been used in approximate ly 5 0 , 0 0 0  
criminal invest igat ions i n  the United States alone ( DNA 
in t he Courtroom , 1 9 9 4 ) . 
During May 1 9 8 9 ,  the Commonwealth of Virginia 
became one of the f irst states in the country to have 
DNA test ing capabil ity in a state forens i c  laboratory 
and go on- l ine with a DNA data bank . During July 1 9 8 9 ,  
l eg i s l at i on was passed which required a l l  convicted 
felony sex o f fenders to submit a sample of their blood 
to be entered into the data bank . At that t ime only 
convicted sex o f fenders were required to submit to 
b lood samples being taken because of the dispro ­
port i onal high rec idivism rate of sex of fenders . 
During July 1 9 9 0 ,  legislat ion was passed which now 
requires a l l  convicted fe lons to submit a sample of 
their blood to be entered into the data bank as 
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prescribed in Code o f  Virginia , § 1 9 . 2 - 3 1 0 . 2  through 
§ 1 9 . 2 - 3 1 0 . 1 1 .  
Ms . Ambrozy14 explained that although legi s lat ion 
requires all felons to submit to blood samples , l imited 
funding al lows for only convicted sex offender blood 
samples to be processed and entered into the data bank . 
As of April  1 9 9 5 , there are 4 , 6 3 8  samples on- l ine 
in the data bank - all convicted sex o f fenders . 
Another 9 9 , 9 1 5  samples are preserved and await ing to be 
processed and entered into the data bank when funding 
becomes avai lable . �  
I t  should be obvious to the reader that DNA 
test ing i s  a powerful tool for j ustice used by both the 
prosecution and the defense . DNA test ing i s  available 
t o  both t he prosecut ion and defense in homic ide and 
sexual assault cases . 
14 Personal interview conducted on May 31 , 1 9 9 5 , at the 
Northern Region State Forens ic Laboratory . Ms . Karen Ambrozy is the 
supervisor of the Serology Section at the northern laboratory . 
15 Ambrozy interview . 
Forensic L ight Sources : For years , the primary 
f ingerprint search tool was a brush with black 
fingerprint powder . " Dust ing" for latent 
f ingerprints16 is rout inely done at crime scenes . 
Fingerprint powder is des igned to adhere to the 
moisture in latent f ingerprint s .  I tems with smooth , 
s l i ck surfaces such as bot t les , cans , glass and so 
forth have conducive surfaces for retaining latent 
print s . Except for paper products that could be 
processed with a chemical such as ninhydri n ,  porous 
surfaces were not considered conducive to latent 
proces sing . 
In the early 1 9 8 0 ' s , research began to show 
promise for t he use of laser light as a method o f  
searching f o r  fingerprint s .  As research turned into 
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pract ical applicat ion , various lasers were marketed for 
crimina l i s t i c  app licat ion . These early forensic l ight 
16 Each ridge of the fingers , palms and soles bear a row of 
sweat pore s ,  which in the average person, constantly exude 
perspiration . Als o ,  the ridges of the f ingers and palms are in 
intermittent contact with other parts of the body , such as the hair 
and face , and with various obj ect s ,  which may leave a f ilm of grease 
or moisture on the ridges . In touching an obj ect , the f ilm of 
moisture and/or grease may be transferred to the obj ect , thus 
leaving an outline of the ridges of the f ingers or palm thereon . 
This print is called a latent impression, the word " latent " meaning 
hidden , that is , the print many times is not readily vis ible (The 
S cience of Fingerprints , 1984 , p .  1 7 0 ) . 
sources were certainly a maj or aid in f ingerprint and 
t race evidence17 detect ion , but had several drawbacks : 
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high costs ( up to $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 ) , weight and bulk , w i t h  most 
uni t s  requiring high-power water cooling systems and a 
l imited area of light output ( Law Enforcement 
Technology ,  March 1 9 9 5 )  . 
During the mid 1 9 8 0 ' s , units were introduced that 
were much more af fordable , portable and user f riendly . 
The latter 1 9 8 0 ' s  and early 1 9 9 0 ' s  saw the introduct ion 
of forensic l ight sources , also known as alternate 
l ight sources (ALS ) . These units  are priced up to 
$ 2 0 , 0 0 0 , are quite portable and proj ect wide patterns 
o f  l ight , al lowing the search to progress much faster . 
Forensic l ight sources produce powerful invisible 
and visible f i ltered l ight at various wavelengths . 
Many model s  have the abi l ity to vary the wave lengt h  o f  
l ight . The pro j ected l ight exc ites latent print 
res idues ( Inherent Fluorescence ) ,  f luorescent powders 
and various chemical dyes . Fingerprint searches are 
17 " Trace evidence " is a generic term for smal l ,  often 
microscopic material . Such evidence may easily be overlooked in 
crime scene investigation unless proper care is exercised in the 
search . The variety of trace evidence is almost endless . The more 
common types of trace materials found at scenes of crimes include : 
body fluids , f ibers , hairs and so forth . In short , the scope of 
trace evidence is such that anything of a small or microscopic s i ze 
can potentially be trace evidence . 
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usua l ly conducted on evidence that has f irst been 
exposed to " superglue " 'S fumes , stained with one o f  
t h e  various l i quid stains that have been formulated f o r  
fingerprint process ing or is dusted w i t h  a f luorescent 
fingerprint powder . I f  a lumines cent print i s  found , 
it can be photographed using the l ight source with t he 
appropriate f i lter over the camera lens ( Journal o f  
Forensic Ident i f icat ion , November/December 1 9 94 ) . The 
f i lm is then deve loped and " l ife  s i z e "  images of the 
latent is printed and used to compare against suspect 
inked print s or automated computer searches . 
Forens i c  l ight source s  can also fac i l itate the 
discovery o f  hai r ,  f iber and biological stains at both 
t he crime scene and in the forensic laboratory . 
In short , forens i c  l ight sources have evolved 
s ign i f icantly in the last several years , have come down 
in price and are user friendly for those agencies t hat 
1 8  " Superglue " is a cyanoacrylate based adhes ive which was 
developed in the late 1 9 5 0 ' s  as a bonding material for plastics and 
metals . Superglue was first used as a method to visual ize latent 
fingerprints in 1978 and through use , experimentation and 
publication has gained wide acceptance as an effective means to 
develop latent fingerprints . The obj ect to be fingerprinted is 
placed in contact with the fumes which causes the ridge structure of 
the latent print on the obj ect to appear white . The print can be 
photographed , l i fted by means of print pOWder/tape or other lift ing 
procedures . Because superglue is cyanoacrylate based, the 
technique is commonly referred to as " superglue " or the " superglue 
procedure " ( Techniques of Crime Scene Investigation , 1 9 8 7 , p .  8 6 ) . 
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have personne l trained i n  crime scene process ing . 
Forens i c  l ight sources are tools which have added 
sign i f i cantly to the search for latent f ingerprints as 
wel l  as for t race evidence . 
Automated Fingerprint Iden t i f i c a t i on Sys tems : 
I t  has long been recogni zed that the pattern o f  t he 
frict ion ridges of the f ingers , palms , toes and soles 
o f  the feet are , for practical purposes ,  individual and 
const itute a pos i t ive means of ident i ficat ion of an 
individual . The inherent complexity of l arge numbers 
o f  ridges located with a high degree of randomness has 
led t o  an a lmost infinite diversity of pattern , no two 
o f  which have ever been found to be ident ical . I n  
other words , n o  two individual s  have ever been found to 
have identical fingerprint s .  Within forens i c  science 
circles , the bas i c  factors that f ingerprints are 
permanent and individually unique is universal ly 
accepted . In short , fingerprint s and f ingerprint ing 
have been t reated quite thoroughly in the l i t e rature 
and wel l  understood in police c i rcles . Therefore , this 
researcher wi l l  only c larify the general knowl edge o f  
t h i s  subj ect without reconsidering the extensive 
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detai l s  o f  the field . 
Prior to 1 9 8 4 , latent f ingerprint s recovered at a 
crime s cene by Fairfax County Pol ice crime scene 
technicians had to be manually compared with t hose of a 
known suspect . A magni fying glass and keen eyes were 
an invest igator ' s  only tools  and the task was s low and 
laborious . During March 1 9 8 4 , the Northern Virginia 
Regional I dent i f i cat ion System ( NOVARI S )  went on-
l ine . 19 
This computerized fingerprint analys i s  system 
represents impress ive technological advances . Housed 
in Fairfax , Virgini a ,  NOVARI S  i s  operated j ointly by 
t he Fairfax County Police Department and nine other 
Northern Virginia law enforcement agencies . NOVARI S  
ut i l i z e s  a computer t o  scan latent fingerprint s 
recovered from scenes of crimes and inked tenprint 
cards20 and compares them with all exist ing f inger -
19 Personal interview conducted on June 6 ,  1 9 9 5 , with 2nd 
Lieutenant Steve Hal l ,  Supervisor of the Northern Virginia Regional 
Identi f ication System (NOVAR I S ) . Lt . Hall has been the NOVARIS 
supervisor for approximately f ive years . 
2 0  Inked tenprint cards display the f ingerprints of identi f ied 
individuals that are on standardized cardstock . This is 
accomplished by rolling the known persons f ingers in black printers 
ink and them systematically rol l ing each f inger from side to side in 
the appropriate box on the print card . The f ingers are rolled in 
such a way as to obtain all available ridge detail on each f inger . 
The ridge detail is then used for classif ication and comparison . 
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prints o f  known o f fenders placed on f i l e  by the 
part i cipat ing agencies . The computer can classify and 
compare f ingerprints thousands of t imes faster than a 
t echnic i an ,  a l lowing the ident i f i cation of c riminals 
who otherwise might go undetected . 21 
Typically,  after a latent fingerprint i s  recovered 
at a homicide s cene occurring within Fairfax County , 
the latent print i s  entered into the NOVARIS data base 
to be searched against the approximate 1 9 5 , 0 0 0  known 
inked tenprint cards . These cards consist  of persons 
who have been arrested and fingerprinted among t he nine 
part i cipat ing j urisdictions . 22 I f  an ident i f i cat ion 
is not made within the NOVARI S ,  the unknown latent i s  
then searched against fingerprint data bases f rom 
Washington , D . C . , Montgomery County ,  Maryland , and 
Prince George ' s  County , Maryland . The NOVARIS has t he 
capab i l ity to interface with these j urisdict ions . The 
automated search is done from the NOVARIS site by 
NOVAR I S  technicians . 23 
21 
23 
Hall interview . 
Hall interview . 
Hal l  interview . 
I f  the automated searches are negative to this 
point , t he latent print will then be entered into the 
Virginia State Automated Fingerprint Ident i f ication 
Syst em by NOVARI S  technicians at the NOVARI S  s i t e . 
The latent i s  searched against the state ' s  
approximately 8 0 0 , 0 0 0  known inked tenprint cards . 
These cards cons ist of persons who have been arrested 
and f i ngerprinted throughout the Commonwealth o f  
Virgini a . �  
I f  t he . latent search i s  unproduct ive , the latent 
w i l l  be submitted to the Federal Bureau of Inve st i ­
gation ( FB I )  t o  be entered and searched i n  t he i r  
automated f ingerprint ident i f icat ion system . I t  i s  
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est imated the FB I ' s  data base has more than 2 0  mil l ion 
known inked tenprint cards . 2s 
A big advantage of the NOVARI S  and state AFI S  
system i s  that once the unknown latent print i s  entered 
into the data base and an immediate ident i f icat ion i s  
not made ; the systems wi l l  cont inual ly search and 
compare t he unknown latent to a l l  known cards entered 
in t he future . This search wi l l  cont inue unt i l  such 
24 Hal l  interview . 
Hall interview . 
t ime as a technic ian commands the system to cease 
searching . 26 
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The NOVARI S  has already proven i t s e l f  a s  an 
invaluable tool . S ince it ' s  incept ion , the NOVARI S  has 
ident i f ied e leven suspects in homicide cases . 27 
ffi� i�.ll �I¥I!l$s �gffi+£ �v�li\+B!H�7 
As per departmental policy , after phys ical 
evidence i s  col lected and analyzed,  i t  i s  secured in 
t he Fairfax County Police Department ' s  Property 
Sect i on . Any o f f i cer introducing evidence in a court 
case must be able to account for the whereabouts of 
that evidence cont inuously since its  recovery , and be 
abl e  to cert i fy that only police personnel had access 
t o  it . This is commonly referred to as " chain o f  
custody" ( Moenssens et al . ,  1 9 8 6 , p .  6 2 ) . 
The Fairfax County Pol ice Department came into 
existence July 1 ,  1 94 0 . Since the department ' s  
beginning , a l l  items of evidence and property were 
manually submitted to the Property Room . " Property 
cards " were comp leted by those persons sUbmitt ing 
26 Hall interview . 
27 Hall interview . 
evidenc e . Property cards were the main tracking 
documents used to locate a l l  evidence up through t he 
early 1 9 8 0 s . At one point , there were over 3 0 , 0 0 0  
i t ems o f  evidence and other miscel laneous art icles  in 
the Property Room . 28 
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During January 1 9 8 6 , the computer aided Recovered 
Evidence Management System ( REMS ) was implemented . The 
REMS a l lows Property Room clerks to locate and track by 
automated means approximately 2 0 , 0 0 0  items . 29 
During, this transit ion an unknown number of 
property cards were inadvertent ly destroyed for various 
reasons . Without the original property cards , locat ing 
old evidence i s  very di f f icul t , i f  not almost 
imposs ible . 3 0  
S ince 1 9 8 5 ,  mandatory , semi - annual audits are 
syst ema t i c a l ly conducted on a l l  items in the Property 
Room . Occas ionally,  an unaccounted- for piece o f  
evidence i s  located . However ,  without the original 
property c ard , the unaccounted- for item cannot be 
28 Personal interview conducted on June 5 ,  1 9 9 5 , at the 
Fairfax County Police Department Property Section with Mr . James P .  
Henderson , Supervisor of the Property Sect ion . Mr . Henderson has 
worked in the Property Section over 2 0  years and has been the 
supervisor of that Section for approximately three years . 
29 Henderson interview . 
30 Henderson interview . 
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traced back t o  i t s  origin . 31 
Add to this di f f i cult task of securing and 
maintaining phys ical evidence human errors such as 
improper 11 digit case numbers ; improper s ix digit 
property numbers ; improper storage locat ion codes ; 
i l l egible hand wri t ing ; and so fort h ,  i t  should become 
apparent that evidence from years past may have been 
discarded or i t s  present whereabouts unknown . 
Case in point : 
On March 8 ,  1 9 7 9 , a 14 year old female was 
stabbed to death in the western part of Fairfax 
County . Several latent print s of comparison value. 
were l i fted from t he scene and did not ident i fy t o  
any possible suspects . 
Within a short period o f  t ime , a j uvenile 
acquaintance was developed as a suspect . Thi s  
suspect was requested to submit to a polygraph 
examinat ion . The parents denied the polygraph 
exam , moved the chi ld to Connecticut , and refused 
any further cooperat ion . S ince this j uveni l e  was 
a suspect only , and his f inger prints were not on 
f i l e , he could not be e l iminated . 
The original detectives exhausted a l l  leads 
and eventual ly this case became " inact ive . "  
During the early part of 1 9 9 5 , this case was given 
t o  the Cold Case Squad for cons iderat ion . During 
the case preparat ion phase , criminal history 
checks were conducted on a l l  named suspe ct s . I t  
w a s  l earned that during October 1 9 9 3 , t h e  j uvenile  
suspect , now an adult , was arrested and 
f i ngerprinted for a " bad check . "  With known inked 
prints of the suspec t  availabl e ,  a very viable 
lead could be pursued . When Cold Case Squad 
31 Henderson interview . 
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personnel attempted to obtain the latent prints 
f rom the Property Room , they could not be located . 
After an exhaust ive review of the original case 
j acket , it  i s  unc lear if the latent prints were 
ever placed in the Property Room or retained in 
the original crime scene technic ian ' s  case j acket . 
The technician that processed the homicide scene 
and l i fted the unknown latent prints retired f rom 
t he department several years ago . The technician 
was located and questioned about the latent l i f t s . 
The ret i red technician does not remember the 
details  of the case and thought his case 
j acket /latent l i f t s  may be stored in t he general 
county archives . 
A written request was submitted to the 
management of County Archives to initiat e  a 
locat ion search for the latent print cards . 
Without any further written documentat ion or 
start ing point , this i s  the proverbial  " f inding a 
needle in a hay stack . "  
Unfortunately,  this i s  a classic example o f  a 
" no "  answer to the solvab i lity factor " I s the 
evidence s t i l l  avai lable ? "  ( Synopsis of case 
# 7 9 0 6 7 2 6 6 7 )  . 
The solvab i l ity factor quest ions " lil .$ffi!j am�§J 
�I!i�$!! ••• #P;� gili�1t II and II a!#! #P;�i@ ;I*#n�i§§i �n �h§ 
S@§@1! " have s imilar impl icat ions and w i l l  be discussed 
in t andem . 
In general , a suspect i s  an individual be l i eved t o  
be t he o ffender in a c a s e  but f o r  whom the det ect ive 
has insuf f i c i ent informat ion to estab l i sh probable 
cause for an arrest . From an invest igat ive stand 
point , it must always be kept in mind that witnesses 
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could be suspects and v i s a  versa . 32 
There are numerous reasons to reinterview 
witnesses and suspects , when appropriate . Before r e -
interviewing a witness ,  it must b e  kept in mind that a n  
interview may alert a suspect to a reinvest igat ion o r  
bring f a l s e  hope to the victim ' s fami ly . I t  would be 
appropriate to explain to the fami ly what has brought 
about the new or continuing interest in the case 
( unless , of course , they are the suspect s )  . 33 
Just i f i cat ions for reinterviews with witnesses and 
suspects inc lude the fol lowing : 34 
• An interview may enl ighten the detect ive and 
provide ins ight into changing relat ionships and 
associat ions . 
• Witnesses that were friends of the suspect at the 
t ime of t he homicide may not be any longer . In 
some cases , they may even be adversaries . 
• The witness may have been afraid of the suspect at 
t he t ime . 
32 Personal interview conducted on June 6 ,  1 9 9 5 , at the 
Criminal Invest igations Bureau with members of the Cold Case Squad . 
Members present included Lieutenant D .  Wil son and Detectives S .  
Hendren , R .  Smith and R .  Walker . Detective Hendren has been a 
detect ive for 14 years and with the Fairfax County Pol i ce Department 
23 years . Detective Smith has been a detective for four years and 
with the Fairfax County Police 16 years . Detective Walker has been 
a detective ten years and with the Fairfax County Police Department 
21 years . 
3 3  Wilson , et al , interview . 
34 Wilson ,  et al , interview . 
• Time may have made the witness stronger or the 
suspect weaker . 
• The witness may now be in need of help with 
another aspect of the Criminal Just ice System . 
• The witness may have become a better person , 
gotten married , found rel igion or any number o f  
other things . 
• The witness j ust doesn ' t  mind gett ing involved 
now . 
• People have been known to purposely not ident ify 
suspects or give false informat ion because o f  
bus iness cons iderations . 
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• Experience has shown that many t imes an of fender 
t e l l s  at least one person about his /her 
involvement . Locat ing these witnesses can provide 
t he f inal element for arrest and/or c losure . 
As previously described , cases ass igned to t he 
Cold Case Squad are classi f ied as " Inactive , " i . e .  a l l  
invest igat ive leads have been exhausted and no 
informat ion exists  which would lead to an arrest or 
exceptional c l earance . The real i ty of this solvab i l i ty 
factor i s  that i f  no new leads or informat ion are 
avai lable to further advance the invest igat ion , then 
resources should not be expended on this case . 
On t he other hand , i f  a viable lead i s  obtained 
for an otherwise , inact ive case , the lead shoul d  be 
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explored . I t  i s  ant icipated l eads wi l l  come available 
from other law enforcement agencies and through 
anonymous phone calls from persons who provide 
informat ion to Crime Solvers . 35 
Case in Point : 
For 1 5  years Fairfax County police have had 
few c lues that would lead to the arrest of the 
person who shot and k i l led an Alexandria builder 
in a wooded area near Lorton on July 1 4 , 1 9 8 0 . On 
that day in 1 9 8 0 ,  a clean- cut man in his early 
2 0 ' s  walked into the Alexandria Redevelopment 
Company o f f ice and asked to see the victim,  Terry 
B lackstock . The man , who called hims e l f  " Bob 
Anderson , "  had telephoned twice before but never 
left  a message . Anderson told Blackstock he had a 
sma l l  parce l  of land he wanted to develop . The 
two talked for about 15 minutes in B lackstock ' s  
o f f i ce and then left together . Several hours 
late r ,  B lackstock was found shot to death 
approximately seven miles from his business 
o f f i ce . 
An audit of Blackstock ' s  business and 
f inanc ial records revealed he was in debt and 
t here was suspicion that several insurance 
documents were fraudulent . Detectives suspect 
Anderson was hired to k i l l  Blackstock . Al l leads 
were exhausted and the case became inact ive . 
During March 1 9 9 5 , an Arl i ngton County 
Police Detect ive came upon some informat ion and a 
" t ip "  was passed onto the Cold Case Squad . 
35 The Crime Solvers program is a j oint ef fort of the police 
department , the business community and the news media to deter crime 
through the identification and apprehension of suspects . Business 
leaders serve on a local board of directors for the program and 
sol i c i t  funds for rewards from area businesses . The board 
determines the amounts of reward to be paid to anonymous callers who 
provide information leading to arrests and indictments for serious 
crimes committed in Fairfax County . News media feature an unsolved 
crime each week and encourage individuals with information to call 
the Crime Solvers telephone number . 
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Because o f  the potent ial o f  this lead , squad 
members are once again combing through the 
informat ion gathered on Blackstock ' s  death . It i s  
bel ieved that with a l ittle more informat ion this 
case can be solved . The Fairfax County Pol ice 
Crime Solvers is offering a $ 1 , 0 0 0  reward to 
anyone who can provide informat ion for an arrest 
and indictment . This case is periodically given 
to local media to be featured in the news and on 
Crime Solvers . ( Summary of Fairfax County case 
# 8 0 1 9 6 1 7 7 0 ) . 
In conc lus ion , this researcher has enthus iast i -
cally and methodically reviewed the l i terature in t he 
c riminal j ustice arena and re lated fields . Thi s  
researcher feels conf ident in stat ing that a 
comprehensive literature review was conducted . 
The Res earch Des ign 
Chapter Three 
Methodology 
The obj ect ive o f  screening unsolved homic ide 
cases involve s  a process that predicts which cases 
would have the best chance o f  being resolved . At a 
management l eve l ,  determining the extent o f  fol low - up , 
amount o f  resources committed/exhausted and when to 
suspend invest igative e f fort s is  a monumental 
determinat ion . Dec i sion making involves the cont inued 
appl icat ion of solvabil ity factors plus operat ional 
input from assigned detectives on the progress of 
assigned cases . Suspension determinat ion may include 
lack of further l eads , solvabil ity factors or 
unavai lab i l ity o f  invest igat ive resources . 
One o f  t he goals for ut i l i z ing solvab i l i ty 
factors i s  to deve lop a c lear pro f i l e  of cases with the 
most potential for c lose - abil ity and ident ify cases 
with a low potent ial for clos e - abi l ity . Armed with 
this data , the Cold Case Squad supervi sor i s  in a 
posi t ion to make qua l itat ive dec i sions as t o  which 
cases should be assigned for follow-up invest igation , 
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which cases should be deferred , or which cases should 
s imply be f i led pending rece ipt of additional 
informat ion . 
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The dec i s i ons that will  b e  made , based o n  the 
tot a l i ty of such dat a ,  are qualitat ive dec i s ions t hat 
result in quant itat ive act ions . There fore , i t  is very 
important that the historical data on which such 
deci s ions are based is cont inually updated and t he 
analys i s  of this data i s  as comprehens ive and accurate 
as possibl e . 
The Population 
The population for this the s i s  is the 75 unsolved 
homic ides which have occurred in Fairfax County, 
Virginia ,  f rom January 1 ,  1 9 6 4  through December 3 1 ,  
1 9 9 4 . The study populat ion i s  the 4 2  unsolved 
homicides which have occurred in Fairfax County ,  
Virginia ,  between January 1 ,  1 9 8 6  and December 3 1 ,  
1 9 9 4 . The populat ion i s  l isted in Tabl e  Six . 
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Table Six 
1 9 6 4  2 1 9 8 0  3 
1 9 6 5  1 1 9 8 1  2 
1 9 6 6  0 1 9 8 2  3 
1 9 6 7  1 1 9 8 3  2 
1 9 6 8  0 1 9 8 4  2 
1 9 6 9  0 1 9 8 5  0 
1 9 7 0  2 1 9 8 6  3 
1 9 7 1  0 1 9 8 7  4 
1 9 7 2  3 1 9 8 8  4 
1 9 7 3  2 1 9 8 9  6 
1 9 7 4  1 1 9 9 0  3 
1 9 7 5  2 1 9 9 1  7 
1 9 7 6  1 1 9 9 2  5 
1 9 7 7  2 1 9 9 3  4 
1 9 7 8  1 1 9 9 4  .2. 
1 9 7 9  3 TOTAL 7 5  
The rat ional ity for the study populat ion and i t s  
t ime f rame is twofold . First , more than hal f  ( 4 2  o r  
5 6 % )  of the 7 5  unsolved homic ides have occurred during 
t he past nine years ( 1 9 8 6  - 1 9 94 ) . To management 
personne l ,  this si zable percentage of unsolved cases i s  
of great concern . Because of l imited resources and 
s t a f f ing for t he Cold Case Squad , management dec ided to 
give a higher priority to the 4 2  unsolved cases . 
Secondly, experience has shown that the older t he case , 
the more diff icult it i s  to locate physical evidence ,  
witnesses and other spe c i f i c  informat ion . Pract i c a l ly 
speaking , no detect ive , no matter how many homicide s  he 
or she has investigated,  can know for sure at the 
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beginning j ust what witness , suspect , feature , or piece 
o f  phys ical evidence wi l l  be important . There fore , 
note taking i s  of the utmost importance in death scene 
invest igat ion . The further back one goes into the 
unsolved homicide archives , the more obvious i t  become s 
t hat comprehens ive , accurate and detai led notes are 
l acking . I t  seems the more complex the homicide , the 
more accumulat ive vast amounts o f  informat ion became . 
Detect ives from " days of old"  did not have the luxury 
of personal computers and re lated automated case 
management tools . I t  appears homic ide supervisors f rom 
past decades , when reviewing cases , did not place an 
emphas i s  on systematic written notes and preserving 
them for later review and/or admiss ion into evidence .  
In des cribing the purposes of note taking and 
sUbmitt ing written report s ,  many texts ment ion t hat it 
represents t he o f f icial memory of a department . 
Regret tably , trying to locate and decipher notes and 
reports from some o f  the older cases into dist inct 
phases o f  the invest igat ion is very di f f icul t ,  if not 
imposs ible . Police o f f i cers are not renowned for 
sharing informat ion with each other . What knowledge 
t hat is shared between detectives is often t imes 
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informa l ly disseminated . Unfortunately,  there are 
s ituat ions when the original detect ive left the 
homicide sect ion , a wealth of undocumented information 
was gone . From a management pos ition , unless viable 
leads or other pert inent informat ion is " rediscovered" 
or received , unsolved cases prior to 1 9 8 6  wi l l  be given 
a low invest igat ive priority . 
Data Col l ec t i on Procedures 
The 42 unsolved homicide s  comprising the study 
populat ion wi l l  be reviewed and a brief summary of each 
case w i l l  be presented in an appendix . The format for 
each unsolved case wi l l  be as fol lows : 
Vict im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
Because these cases are unsolved,  intimate 
det a i l s  o f  each incident wi l l  remain confident ial . The 
deta i l s  in the summaries wi l l  intent ionally be vague so 
as not to compromise any invest igat ions . For example , 
when a gun was the weapon of choice , the response 
" f irearm "  wi l l  be used . Identi fying addit ional 
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des criptors o f  a f i rearm such as pistol , ri f l e , 
revo lver , semi - automat ic , shotgun , cal iber and so forth 
may j eopardi z e  an invest igat ion . Ambiguous des criptors 
such as " shot several t imes " or " stabbed numerous 
t ime s "  wi l l  be used . The exact number o f  t imes a 
vict im was shot or stabbed and the spe c i f i c  locat ion ( s )  
on t he body wi l l  not be inc luded s o  as not to 
compromise any cases . Being intent ional ly vague 
e l iminates the pos s ib i l ity of a suspect claiming to 
have learneq the details  of an invest igat ion from 
out s ide sources . The ambiguity also protects strategic 
aspects o f  the cases , maintains confident ial ity o f  the 
invest igation ,  protects the rights o f  the suspects and 
t he sensib i l i t ie s  of the fami ly of the victim . Be ing 
this protect ive of the deta i l s  of the cases may seem 
extreme , but there are many wel l  documented cases where 
a suspect c laims to have int imate knowledge of the 
c rime obtained f rom public  sources . 
As each o f  the 4 2  homicides are reviewed , a 
solvab i li ty factors work sheet wi l l  be completed . The 
solvab i l ity factors work sheet is depicted in Figure 
Thre e . 
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Figure Three 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
Has the death been ruled a homicide? 
Has the sc ene location been determined? 
Has the v i c t im been identi f i ed ?  
I s  there phys ical evidence that can 
iden t i fy a suspe c t ?  
Can any evidence b e  reproc es sed to 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  
Are there named suspec t s  in the c a s e ?  
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s i x  
months ? 
All of the solvab i l ity factors are quest ions 
which w i l l  be answered with a yes or no response .  
Each o f  the nine solvabil ity factors i s  an independent 
variable . Resolving the case i s  the dependent 
variable . 
The answers to the nine solvab i l ity factor 
ques t i ons wi l l  then be combined into a s ingle s core and 
summarized in a table . The compilat ion o f  the nine 
quest ions for the 42 cases wi l l  be computated by t he 
statist ical /analyt i c  software of SPSS : The Stat istical  
Package for the Social Sciences . 
The 4 2  cases w i l l  be placed in rank order from 
highest to lowest solvab i l ity factor score . The rank 
order w i l l  by l i sted in table form by the victim ' s 
name , i f  t he vict im has been ident i f ied and case 
number .  The case number provide s  basi c  information 
which w i l l  eas i ly al low the reader to cross reference 
94 
between the sample populat ion and rank order l i s t . The 
f irst two digit s  of a case number ident i f ies the year . 
The next three numbers ident i f ies the Jul i an Day . The 
remaining digit s  are sequent ial event numbers . 
For example , the case number 8 0 1 9 6 6 1 7 7 0  i s  
decoded as fol lows : 8 0  represent s t he year 
1 9 8 0 ; the Jul i an Day 1 9 6  is the 1 9 6th day o f  
t he year , or July 1 5 th ; the rema ining digits 
1 7 7 0  i s  the event number and reveals this 
event was the 1 , 7 7 0th event reported t o  the 
Fairfax County Pol ice Department Emergency 
Operat ions Center on that day . 
Al l unsolved cases which are resolved between 
January 1 ,  1 9 9 5 , through September 1 5 , 1 9 9 5 , w i l l  be 
i dent i f ied and evaluated . Each resolved case w i l l  
inc lude a n  explanat ion of the factor ( s )  which were 
instrumental in the i r  resolut ion . 
Special  attent ion w i l l  be given to resolved cases 
to i solate any factor ( s )  which contr ibuted to t he 
resolut ion which was not among t he original nine 
solvab i l ity factors . I f  s igni f icant new solvab i l ity 
factors are ident i f ied, the original nine factors may 
be modif ied so as to improve invest igat ive guidance . 
Ult imate ly ,  t he evaluat ion of exi st ing solvab i l ity 
factors and ident i fying addit ional factors w i l l  
contribute to the Cold Case Squad i n  resolving cases 
which otherwise would remain unsolved . 
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Chapter Four 
Results 
Chapter Four i s  presented in two sect ions . The 
f i rst sect ion t i tled Findings and Discussion, 
summarizes the study population and responses to each 
o f  the nine solvab i l ity factors . A f inal synopsis is 
provided for each solvabil ity factor . 
The second sect ion t i t led Interpre tation o f  
Findings , addresses whether the hypothes i s  has been 
proven and summarizes the three cases which were 
resolved between January 1 ,  1 9 9 5  and September 1 5 , 
1 9 9 5 . The solvab i l ity factor ( s )  which primari ly 
contributed to each case resolut ion i s /are ident i fied 
and discussed . 
Findings and D i s cuss ion 
The study populat ion of 42 unresolved cases was 
reviewed and a solvabil ity factors work sheet was 
completed for each case . Appendix E presents a summary 
of each case within the study population and completed 
solvab i l ity factors work sheets .  Figure Four highl ight s 
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t he compilat ion of the nine solvabi l ity factors from 
t he study populat ion analys i s . 
Figure Four 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
Has the death been ruled a homi c ide? 3 9  3 
Has the s c ene location been determined? 3 6  6 
Has the vic tim been identi f ied? 4 1  1 
I s  there phys ical evidence that can 2 3  1 9  
iden t i fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence b e  reproc essed to 2 4 0  
yield further clues? 
Is the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  4 2  0 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  2 4  1 8  
Are there wi tnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  9 3 3  
Have there been leads in the l a s t  s i x  13 2 9  
months ? 
Three cases have not been ruled homicides . They 
are : 
Case No . 
8 6 0 5 0 2 1 2 6 3 0  
9 2 0 3 6 0 0 0 6 5 2  
9 4 1 6 8 0 0 1 2 3 4  
Victim 
BARROWS , Cindy 
BRACKENN , Richard 
JONES , Gai l  
W/F / 1 9  
W/M/53  
W/F / 3 6 
Although the three cases have not been ruled 
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homicide s ,  any new informat ion o r  leads would b e  acted 
upon by the Cold Case Squad . 
The locat ion where the vict im was killed has not 
been determined in s ix cases . They are : 
Case No . Victim 
8 6 0 5 0 2 1 2 6 3 0  BARROWS , Cindy 
8 8 2 9 2 0 0 0 3 5 7  DUNBAR , John 
8 8 3 0 3 0 0 0 8 2 8  LEWIS , Leader 
8 9 1 8 3 0 0 1 2 8 6  GORDON , Riannon 
9 0 1 2 5 0 0 0 9 7 8  DARAB , She i la 
9 3 3 4 0 0 0 0 6 4 6  - Unknown -
W/F/ 1 9  
B/M/ 4 1  
B/M/ 2 7  
W/F/9 
W/F / 2 8  
W/F/ 2 7 - 3 4  
I n  one case the vict im has not been ident i f ied . 
The case i s : 
9 3 3 4 0 0 0 0 6 4 6  - Unknown - W/F/ 2 7 - 3 4  
In t he remaining solvabil ity factors summaries 
98 
spe c i f i c  informat ion wi l l  not be given . The summaries 
will remain intent iona l ly vague so as not to compromise 
any invest igat ions . 
There are 2 3  cases where phys ical evidence has t he 
potent ial to ident i fy a suspect . In general ,  1 2  o f  the 
23 cases where phys ical evidence can ident i fy a suspect 
involves a bullet and/or bullets  that were removed f rom 
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t he victim during the autopsy . Three cases yie lded a 
cartridge case or cases which were recovered at the 
scene . The ident i f i cat ion and examinat ion of bul l et s ,  
cartridge cases and f irearms are often an integral part 
of the forensic invest igat ion in homicide cases . I f  a 
weapon is recovered which i s  be l i eved to be the murder 
weapon , a f irearms examinat ion wi ll be performed . The 
f i rearms examiner usual ly compares the bul let ( s )  
recovered f rom the victim t o  known test f ired bul lets 
from the recovered weapon by compari son microscopy . 
The recovered bul let ( s )  can be said to mat ch t he test 
bul l e t ( s )  i f  the maj or port ions o f  t he i r  striat ions are 
identi ca l  around the periphery and it can be concluded 
the two were f i red from the same weapon . 
As with the individual characteristics which may 
be reflected in the markings on bul let s ,  markings can 
be impres sed and scratched onto the cartridge casing by 
various parts of the gun ' s mechanism . The f irearms 
examiner can compare these markings and l ink a car­
tridge case to a spe c i f ic weapon . 
As a matter of rout ine , the f irearms examiner 
would enter t he markings on the cartridge cases into 
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the Drugf ire36 data base . Obviously ,  a conclusive 
f i rearms examinat ion is a vital invest igat ive aid,  
especially when the murder weapon is recovered in t he 
possession of an individual . 
In four cases usable amount s of DNA were 
recovered . I f  and/or when a suspec t  i s  developed,  a 
sample of the suspect ' s  blood w i l l  be obtained for DNA 
typ ing and genetic  profile comparison to the DNA 
recovered at the scene . At present , gene t i c  pro f i l i ng 
c an discr iminate the quest ion sample to the known 
sample to less than one in a few mi l l ion or even 
b i l li ons of individuals in the overal l  populat ion . In 
other words , the profile of the suspect can be unique 
or virtually unique when compared to the overal l human 
populat ion . 
36 Drugfire was conceptuali zed by the FBI during the late 
1 9 8 0 ' s  and went on- l ine during July 1992 . Drugfire ' s  goal i s  to 
increase the solution rate of gang , drug- related and other types of 
serial shootings through the automation of forens i c  firearms 
identification . Drugfire ' s  obj ect ive is the collect ion and sharing 
of forensi c  f irearms information through data imagery . Forensi c  
f i rearms information is used t o  link unsolved shootings to other 
shooting incidents and confiscated f irearms . The Drugfire system 
cons ists of a high- speed telecommunications network which l inks 
Drugf ire work stations in six regional forensic laboratories 
throughout the Baltimore/Washington area . Drugfire al lows federal , 
state and local authorities to compare firearms evidence from 
unsolved shootings in a regional database to determine if the same­
guns are being used repeatedly . ( Personal interview with Julien J .  
Mason , Senior Forensic Scientist/Firearms Examiner , on September 1 ,  
1 9 9 5 ,  a t  the Northern Virginia Regional Forens ic Laboratory) . 
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Latent print s were recovered from two cases which 
are o f  comparison value . I f /when a suspect i s  
deve loped , inked t e n  print s wi l l  b e  obtained and 
compared to the latent prints recovered f rom the s cene . 
Al though ident i f iable latent prints are not often 
recovered from crime scenes , they remain one o f  the 
most valuable types of phys ical evidence in c riminal 
invest igations . 
Two cases involve foreign hairs which were 
recovered fr.om the victim . Hairs are among the most 
common types of phys ical evidence encountered and 
recovered at scenes of crimes . Human head hair and 
pubi c  hairs are often found at homic ide scenes . Known 
and quest ioned hairs can be unequivocally exc luded f rom 
having a common origin , i f  they are found to be 
sign i f icant ly different . I f  the samples are simi lar , 
it i s  common for an examiner to conclude the hairs 
" could have shared a common origin . "  Although this 
opinion is normal ly the strongest which can be given in 
a hair comparison case , hair examinat ions often provide 
invest igat ive guidance and are frequently used by the 
prosecut ion during trial . 
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There are two cases in which evidence was 
reprocessed . One case involved addit ional DNA test ing 
and t he other case involved firearm examinat ions 
between a gun recently recovered from a suspect to t he 
bul l et recovered from the victim . 
In all  4 2  cases , the evidence i s  available . 
Generally,  evidence which is recovered from the crime 
scene and at the autopsy i s  packaged and stored in the 
police evidence room . I t  has been this researcher ' s  
experience that most recovered evidence i s  never 
analyzed unt i l  a suspect is located . Often t imes 
recovered evidence is such that it does not lend i t s e l f  
t o  laboratory analysis . Examples of this type o f  
evidence could include , but are not l imited to t he 
vict im ' s personal effects such as j ewe lry, rings , watch 
and c lothing . Recovered at t he autopsy f rom the victim 
could be b lood for toxicology ,  f ingernai l  scrapings , 
head and pubi c  hair samples , inked f ingerprints of t he 
vict im and personal e f fects s t i l l  on the body . 
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In 2 4  cases there are named suspects . The degree o f  
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involvement o f  the suspects varies great ly . The 
spectrum o f  involvement may range from the named 
suspect actual ly being the perpetrator to no 
involvement at all  and legit imately being in the area 
at the t ime of the homicide . 
There are named witnesses in nine cases . The 
s igni f ic ance of the witnesses varies immensely . For 
example , the witness may be a neighbor who took the 
init iat ive to call the police after observing the 
v i c t im ' s accumulated mai l  and car had not been moved 
for several days . Often t imes the witness saw a 
susp i cious person or vehicle j ust prior t o  the homicide 
or heard noises  which provided invest igat ive guidance .  
In a few o f  the cases , the witness actual ly 
observed t he homicide and has personal knowledge o f  the 
perpetrator . Unfortunately, some witnesses no longer 
l ive in the immediate area , have died, or for whatever 
reason , cannot be located . 
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In 2 9  cases , leads have been developed or called-
in to t he Cold Case Squad . Many of the leads are f rom 
unident i fied cal lers who only give fragmented 
informat ion . Concerted ef fort s are made to fol low - up 
a l l  leads . This becomes a monumental task and i s  very 
t ime consuming . There i s  no rel iable way to quickly 
measure a lead ' s verac ity . Therefore , a fresh lead 
must be systemat ically invest igated and independently 
corroborated . 
Interpretation of Findings 
As stated in Chapter One , page 12 , this 
researche r ' s hypo thesis is : 
The formulat ion of a Cold Case Squad would 
measurably reduce the number of unresolved 
homicides within Fairfax County . 
The hypothesis  has been proven as there i s  a 
measurable reduct ion in the number o f  unresolved 
homicides within Fairfax County . From the 4 2  cases 
comprising the study population inc lusive January 1 ,  
1 9 9 5  through September 1 5 , 1 9 9 5 ,  two cases have been 
c losed by arrest , one case c losed by except ional 
clearance and one case is pending approval from the 
Commonwealth Attorney ' s  Office to obtain arre st 
warrants .  
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The SPSS Program computated the two " c losed by 
arres t "  cases and the one " except ional c learanc e "  case 
as 7 . 1% o f  the study populat ion . The "pending " case is 
2 . 4 % o f  the study population . When combining the 
c losed by arrest/except ional clearance cases with t he 
pending case , t he computat ion is 9 . 5 % of the study 
populat ion . 
Tabl e  S even i s  the study populat ion presented in 
rank order from highest to lowest potent ial of 
solvabi l ity . The rank order was determined by the SPSS 
Program based on yes or no answers to the nine 
solvab i l ity factor quest ions . 
I t  i s  interest ing to note , the two cases c losed by 
arrest are at rank order posit ion one with e ight 
solvab i l ity factors present and rank order posit i on six 
with seven solvabil ity factors present . The one 
pending case is at rank order posit ion three with e ight 
solvab i l ity factors present and the except ional 
clearance case is  at rank order position 3 0  with f ive 
solvab i l i ty factors present . 
Case Nwnber 
9 2 3 1 5 0 0 0 9 7 5  
9 3 3 3 4 0 0 1 2 6 5  
8 92 72 0 0 0 1 94 
9 1 3 6 2 0 0 1 5 4 3  
9 2 2 9 5 0 0 0 4 3 5  
9 3 3 1 0 0 01 7 2 3  
9 4 0 0 9 0 0 0 7 5 5  
9 4 0 9 1 0 0 0 5 3 8  
9 4 1 3 0 0 0 0 5 8 0  
9 4 3 2 4 0 0 0 742 
8 6 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 02 
8 6 2 2 0 1 5 0 6 3 0  
8 72 5 1 0 0 0 3 6 4  
8 73 5 10 0 1 7 4 6  
8 9 0 9 90 0 0 4 4 3  
8 92 96 0 0 0 3 4 2  
8 9 3 2 6 0 0 0 3 2 1  
9 0 2 6 5 0 0 1 6 6 0  
9104 7 0 0 0 5 2 2  
9 1 2 2 2 0 0 1 4 6 4  
9 1 2 7 1 0 0 0 4 3 2  
9 3 3 6 5 0 0 1 5 8 7  
9 4 1 6 8 0 0 1 2 3 4  
8 6 0 5 0 2 1 2 6 3 0  
8 7 0 2 0 1 3 5 5 2 2  
8 7 1 1 4 2 2 4 2 16 
8 8 3 0 3 0 0 0 8 2 8  
8 9 1 8 3 0 01 2 8 6  
9 0 1 2 5 0 0 0 9 7 8  
9 2 3 4 9 0 0 0 0 5 6  
8 8 2 9 2 0 0 0 3 5 7  
9 3 3 4 0 0 0 0 6 4 6  
Tab l e  Seven 
Vic t im' s Name 
HEAD , M .  
WHITE , B .  
GRAY , D .  
MITCHELL, B .  
MCKAGAN , J .  
RICCA, T .  
YOUNG , C .  
ROCHE , J .  
GREENWELL , M .  
LAWRENCE ,  R .  
CRUTCHFIELD , A .  
CAMPBELL , J .  
SOBER-ADLER, E .  
HERHOLTZ , J .  
BONILLA, J .  
ADIYEH , A .  
DO , N .  
DANG- TRAN, T .  
WEBSTER, J .  
GRAHAM , W .  
BENNETT , R .  
KHUSHNOOD, M .  
JONES ,  G .  
BARROWS , C .  
HOFFMEYER , W .  
WONG , Y .  
LEWIS ,  L .  
GORDON , R .  
DARAB , S .  
AKBAR , G .  
DUNBAR , J .  
-UNK- W/ F ,  2 7 - 3 4  
Solvab i l i ty 
Fac tors 
Present 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
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Resolved 
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In the John Toland homicide , the solvab i l ity 
factor " Have there been leads in the last six months ? "  
was the f actor that broke the case . During November 
1 9 9 4 , the Cold Case Squad rece ived a confident ial  
t e lephone cal l f rom a person in prison who stated there 
was a f e l low inmate ident i f ied as David Petruska 
bragging about kill ing a " fag" in the Northern Virginia 
area . After interviewing the caller , it  became 
apparent David Petruska was reveal ing spe c i f i c  det a i l s  
o f  t he homicide that only a person who was at t he 
homicide scene would know . Further invest igat ion 
ident i f ied a companion of Petruska . This companion 
a l so had knowledge of int imate detai l s  that only a 
person who was at the scene would know . Petruska ' s  
companion agreed to t e s t i fy for a reduced sentence in 
an unre lated case . On February 2 8 ,  1 9 9 5 , David Petruska 
was found gui lty o f  f i rst degree murder by j ury and 
sentenced to 5 0  years in pri son for Toland ' s murder .  
In the Amilcar Menj ivar case , the primary 
solvab i l i ty factor " Have there been l eads in t he last 
six months ? "  i s  credited for potent i a l ly c los ing this 
homicide . Anonymous information was rece ived which 
ident i f ied t he shoote r ,  where the shooter could be 
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found and where the murder weapon was located . 
Addit ional invest igat ion corroborated the lead and t he 
f i rearm was recovered from the suspect . The secondary 
solvab i l ity factor " I s there phys ical evidence that c an 
ident i fy a suspect ? "  i s  also credited for potent ially 
c los ing this homic ide . The recovered f i rearm was 
ident i f ied as the weapon f iring the fatal bul lets which 
were recovered from the victim during the autopsy . 
During March 1 9 9 5 ,  this case was given to the 
Commonwealth Attorney ' s  Office for review and approval 
to obtain murder warrants .  As of September 1 5 , 1 9 9 5 , 
t he Commonwealth Attorney ' s  Office has not made a 
deci s ion t o  proceed forward with this case . Thi s may 
seem like a long period of t ime for the Commonwealth 
Attorney ' s  Office to have this case but it i sn ' t .  
Since the suspect and his whereabouts are known to t he 
Cold Case Squad , the Commonwealth Attorney ' s  Office 
need not be in any rush . 
In the Paul Harley homic ide the solvab i l ity factor 
" Have there been leads in the last six months ? "  was the 
factor that broke the case . An anonymous caller gave 
informat ion which implicated Charles Shank and Steven 
King as the persons who murdered Harley . Addit ional 
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invest igat ion revealed Charles Shank was the shooter 
and Steven King was an accomplice . On April 3 ,  1 9 9 5 , 
Charles Shank was found gui l ty of f irst degree murder 
by j ury and sentenced to 4 0  years in prison . On Apr i l  
2 1 ,  1 9 9 5 ,  Steven King was found guil ty of second degree 
murder by j ury and sentenced to 2 0  years in pri son . 
In t he Richard Brackenn incident , the facts of the 
case ( to include the phys ical evidence was inconsistent 
with the wife ' s  statement and there was a s ix m i l l ion 
dollar insurance payo f f ) were given to the Commonwealth 
Attorney ' s  Office for review and approval to obtain 
murder warrant s .  During January 1 9 9 5 , the Commonwealth 
Attorney ' s  Office dec ided not to prosecute the case 
because " there i s  no provable mot ive and/or c riminal 
culpab i l i ty . "  Since the Commonwealth Attorney ' s  Office  
w i l l  not prosecute this  case , it  has been rec lassif i ed 
as " Closed by Except ional Means . "  
Chapter Five 
Conc lusions 
Chapter Five is a summary of conclusions based 
upon the dat a ,  f indings and knowledge gained whi l e  
conduct ing research f o r  t h i s  thesis  proj ect . 
In the Toland , Menj ivar and Harley cases , the 
solvab i l i ty factor " Have there been any leads in the 
last six months ? "  was the primary factor whi ch broke 
each case . Although this writer doesn ' t  have any 
research data to back up this conc lus ion , it i s  safe to 
say that many murderers are not arrested due to 
c riminal invest igat ive e f fort s by the pol ice , but 
rather from informat ion that comes to the police f rom 
the people in the community . For this reason , i t  i s  
important that members o f  the media and general pub l i c  
b e  given as much informat ion as possible about the 
c rime . Informat ion which should be withhe ld from the 
pub l i c  are the crit ical points and related physical 
evidence that only the murderer would know . 
Nat ionally,  televi s ion programs l ike Unsol ved 
Mys teri es and America ' s  Mos t  Wan ted have demonstrated 
that such programs can be powerful tools in 
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apprehending dangerous criminals . Loca l l y ,  programs 
such as Crime Sol vers , broadcast ing over the radio , 
televis ion and print ing in the newspapers are very 
e f f e c t ive means of he lping to catch the perpetrator . 
I t  i s  important for people of the community t o  be l i eve 
t he ir pol i ce department w i l l  fol low through i f  t hey 
t ake t he t ime and e f fort to call  in informat ion on a 
case . 
S ince the leads that broke the Toland , Menj ivar 
and Harl ey cases were confidential  and/or anonymous , it  
i s  unc lear what relationship the callers had with the 
murders . However , it i s  c lear their l ead along with 
other invest igat ive informat ion was t he cornerstone for 
t he successful apprehension and prosecution o f  the 
perpetrator . Most incident s which require pol ice 
assistance will generate a written report that may 
later become the foundat ion of the detect ive ' s  case in 
court . Obviously , a homicide invest igat ion has the 
potent ial  to produce volumes o f  hand written notes and 
other recorded informat ion . A large - scale , cont inuing 
homic ide invest igat ion ,  involving a relat ively sub­
stantial number of detectives w i l l  c reate vast amount s 
o f  informat ion which w i l l  need to be processed qui ckly 
and permanent ly recorded so this information i s  
ava i lable to any one of a number of detect ives when 
needed . 
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Whi l e  researching unsolved homicide case f i les for 
this t he s i s  proj ect , i t  qui ckly became apparent some o f  
t he detect ives f rom the past were very lax in preparing 
complete , accurate , detailed notes and reports .  In 
some cases , original f i e ld note s  were never found and 
suppl emental reports were ambiguous .  
With the O . J .  S impson trial j ust ending , i t  must 
be ant i cipated courtroom lawyers will  try many tricks 
and t actics to convince the j ury to al low t he i r  
defendant to g o  f ree . In several o f  the unsolved 
homicide cases , lack of detai led notes could result in 
grave consequences . The detect ive ' s  inabi lity to 
locate pert inent informat ion and fami l iarize hims e l f  
w i t h  important e lement s of the case most l ikely wi l l  
lead t o  unfavorabl e  results in a criminal prosecut i on . 
Most detect ives from past decades never thought t o  
look to the future and cons ider i f  t he homic ide in 
question i s  not solved by the original detect ive , what 
can be done to make future fol low- ups easier? 
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Within the past decade , there seems to have been a 
concerted e f fort to apply scient i f i c  methodology to 
c riminal invest igat ions , especially in the form o f  
computeri zed information management . The Fairfax 
County Police Department routinely ut i l i zes out s ide 
resources such as HALT and VI CAP . Within , the 
department depends on sophist icated computer systems to 
store and access its vast data bases . 
Computer usage may create a paradox . Unless 
properly synthes i zed and analyzed,  this data wi l l  do 
l it t l e  except produce large informat ional archive s . 
Computers have no doubt made homic ide invest igat ion 
analyses many more t imes e f fective than in the past . 
Present ly,  the use of computers provides the 
detect ive with the abi l ity to quant i fy and extrapolate 
informat ion contained in volumes of case report s . The 
types of informat ion that can be analyzed is l imited 
only by what i s  recorded by the invest igat ing o f f i cers 
and the imaginat ion o f  the person ( s )  des igning the 
computer input screen . Such informat ion would 
otherwise be and once was , lost in paper f i les . 
An area which was not researched and appears to 
have a t remendous impact on how the Cold Case Squad 
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( and in general ,  the Fairfax County Police Department ) 
i s  perceived is the " Fairfax Peer Survivors ' Group " 
( FPSG) . The FPSG was establi shed by the Fairfax County 
Pol ice Department ' s  Vict im/Witness Ass i stance Unit . 3? 
The FPSG began in 1 9 9 1  and i s  comprised of " homic ide 
survivors " whose family member or loved one was t he 
vic t im of a homic ide within Fairfax County . The 
Directo r ,  Ms . E l l i s ,  explained the FPSG meets every 
other Wednesday evening and of fers emot ional support 
and understanding to individual s  who are left  behind 
after a death due to homic ide . The idea for the 
support came when Ms . E l l i s  ( and other Vict im/Witne s s  
counse lors ) who he lp Fairf ax County crime vict ims 
t hrough the various stages of the c riminal j ustice 
system saw relat ives and friends of homic ide vict ims 
suffering a dif ferent kind of grieving process . 
The fami l i e s  of homic ide vict ims are infl icted by 
devastat ing , emot ional t rauma . Ms . E l l i s  has seen 
37 The Victim/Witness Unit is posit ioned in the Criminal" 
Investigations Bureau in order to ensure immediate and direct help 
to victims of violent crime . The Victim/Witness Unit function is to 
assist victims of felony crimes or crimes causing inj ury or death 
and help witnesses in prosecution cases to participate effectively 
in the criminal j ustice process .  The Victim/Witness Unit was 
established by the Fairfax County Police Department to demonstrate 
that the criminal j ustice system is responsive to the needs , 
concerns and rights of all victims and witnesses . ( Personal 
interview with Ms . Carol Ellis , Director of the Victim/Witness Unit ,  
on September 16 , 1 9 9 5 ) . 
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shock and apathy , helplessness and terror , overwhelming 
rage , guilt  and intense yearning for the one who i s  
dead . Moreover ,  relat ives and friends of homicide 
vict ims also have the added burden of dealing with 
pol ice , lawyers and others in the criminal j ustice 
system . 38 " The criminal j ustice system is not 
structured for emot ions ; it ' s  structured for l aw , " said 
Ms . E l l i s . 
From a management point of view, the quest ion may 
be asked : I s  it advantageous for the department to 
have a Cold Case Squad when staffing and funding is 
l imited? Espec ially when three cases out of 75 
unsolved homic ides have been resolved and a fourth case 
is  pending . Overwhelming , t he answer to this quest i on 
i s  yes . There is no way to place a monetary value on 
the emotions o f  homicide survivors . The Cold Case 
Squad is in a win - win situat ion . Whenever a cold 
case i s  be ing reopened ,  as a matter of rout ine the 
vict im ' s f amily is contacted . The Cold Case Squad 
detect ive is especially careful not to unj ustly raise 
their hopes . I t  is explained to the family what has 
brought about the new , or continuing interest . 
3 8 Ellis interview . 
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This contact with the family lets them know the 
department has not forgotten them . Addit ionally,  when 
an arrest is made in a case that is many years old,  
several things happen . First , any art icle or other 
media coverage which depicts a posit ive image o f  t he 
department is always welcomed . Secondly,  it makes 
others in the community real i z e  that we as police 
o f f i cers do care about the old cases . Lastly,  medi a  
coverage o n  resolving cold cases may generate c a l l s  o n  
other unsolved cases . 
This researcher can foresee the Cold Case Squad 
resolving additional unsolved homi cides . The members 
o f  t he squad are experienced,  veteran detect ives who 
are self -mot ivate d .  The squad is left alone to work 
the old,  unresolved cases and i s  given suf f ic i ent re ­
sources . The Cold Case Squad also has the support o f  
t he administrat ion . Written guide l ines and procedures 
are now in place for the day to day operat ions o f  the 
squad . The Cold Case Squad ' s e f fect iveness w i l l  only 
be l imited by the detect ive ' s  imaginat ion and ingenu­
ity . With these factors in their favo r ,  it i s  be ­
l i eved the Cold Case Squad wi l l  become more e f fect ive 
and cont inue to turn the l iabi l i ty of t ime into an 
asset . 
The Homic ide Detec t ive 
No greater honor wi l l  ever be bestowed or a more 
profound duty imposed than when entrusted with the 
invest igat ion of the death of a human be ing . 
1 1 7  
I t  is  the detect ive ' s  duty to f ind fact s ,  regardless o f  
color o r  creed , without prej udice and to let n o  power 
on earth deter the detect ive from present ing these 
facts to the court without regard to personal ity . 
Anonymous 
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VIOLENT CRIMINAL APPREHENSION PROGRAM 
VICAP 
u.s. Departmenl of Juslice 
Federal Bureau of Invesligalion 
Crime Analysis Report 
NATIONAL CENTER FOR THE ANALYSIS OF VIOLENT CRI�H: 
HOW TO COMPLETE THE VICAP CRIME ANALYSIS REPORT FORM 
VICAP SUBMISSION CRITERIA 
The VICAP Crime Analysis Report form has been designed to collect information regarding the 
following types of crimes whether or not the offender has been arrested or identified: 
(1 )  Solved or unsolved homicides or 3nemprs, especially those that involve an abductioni are apparenciy 
random, motiveless, or sexually oriented; or 3re known or suspected to be part of a series. 
(2) Missing person, where the circumstances indicate a strong possibility of foul play and the victim is 
still missing. 
(3) Unidentified dead bodies. where the manner of death is known or suspected to be homicide. 
CCl.'le$ where Ihe offender hCl.'l been arre.led or idenlified .hould be .ubmilled .0 un.olved CCl.'le$ 
in Ihe VICAP .y$lem can be linked 10 known offenders. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
• Use black ink or pencil. Legibly print all written responses. 
• Unless stated otherwise, check as many boxes as apply for each item. 
• If in doubt about how to respond to a given item. be guided by your experience and good judgment. Proof 
beyond a reasonable doubt is not required, but do not guess either. 
• If there 3re details of the case that you feel are important but that do not fit well into the items 
provided in the VICAP Crime Analysis Report, describe them in the narrative. 
• If you wish to supplement or correct information previously reported to VICAP, submit a new VICAP Crime 
Analysis Report but complete only Items 1 through 18. 27 and 36 plus the Item(s) you wish to 
supplement or correct. You need not resubmit unchanged items. 
• For advice or assistance regarding this report or its completion. call VICAP at (703) 640·6131 .  
• 1£ you are submitting this VICAP Crime Analysis Report in conjunction with a request for a criminal 
personality profile evaluation. you mU51 contact the CRIMINAL PROFILE COORDINATOR assigned 
to the FBI Field Division in your area. The CRIMINAL PROFILE COORDINATOR is charged with the 
responsibility of assisting you with your request for a criminal personality profile and will advise you of 
additional materials that must be submitted in order to evaluate your case properly. He/she will review the 
materials and will submit the entire profile package to the National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime 
on your behalf. Do nOI .ubmil Criminal PersonalilY Profiling CCl.'le male rials direcliy 10 VI CAP. 
Only the VICAP Crime Analysis Report should be submitted directly to VICAP. 
• Muiliple viclim. & mulliple offenders 
If your incident has MVL TIPLE VICTIMS. you must complete a separate VICAP Crime Analysis Report 
form for each victim. Offender information need not be duplicated. 
If vour incident has MVL TIPLE OFFENDERS. submit only one complete VICAP Crime Analysis Report 
per victim; xerox and attach additional offender page(s) (Items 55 through 84) to each Report as needed. 
Examples: 
I )  For two ( 2 )  victims and one ( I )  offender, you must complete two ( 2 )  VICAP Crime Analysis Report 
forms (one for each victim). Do not duplicate the Offender information (Items 55 through 84) in 
the second Report. 
2) For two (2) victims and two (2) offenders, you must complete two (2) VICAP Crime Analysis Report 
forms. Victim #1 and offender #1 would go or. the first Report form and victim #2 and offender #2 
would go on the second Repon form. 
3) For one (I) victim and two (2) offenders, you must complete one ( I )  VICAP Crime Analysis Report 
form. The victim and offender #1 would be reported in the body of the VICAP Crime Analysis 
Report form, and offender #2 would be reported by copying an additional offender page Otems 55 
through 84), completing it, and attaching it to the VICAP Crime Analysis Report. 
• Before submitting the VICAP Crime Analysis Report, make a copy for your records. 
• Mail all VICAP Crime Analysis ReportS, Supplements, and/or Corrections to: 
VI CAP 
N ational Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime 
FBI Academy 
Quantico, VA 22135.  
• Enclosing Crime Scene Photographs with the VICAP Crime Analysis Report will assist the VICAP staff in the 
evaluation of the case. 
• A VICAP Case Number will be assigned [0 your case when it is processed and will be provided to you as soon 
as possible. The VICAP Case Number should be referenced in any subsequent correspondence or telephone 
communications with VICAP regarding the case. 
• The Narrative Summary is intended to provide VICAP Analysts with a general overview of the case. Minute 
details of the investigation need not be provided here; the VICAP Crime Analysis Report will capture most 
of [he detail necessary to complete the analysis. A person unfamiliar with your case, however I should have at 
least a general idea of what happened after reading your brief narrative. 
Examples: 
I) The partially decomposed body of an adult female was discovered in a wooded area of a state park, 
one.-quarter mile from a major state highway. There are indications of sexual assault, Victim died 
of gunshot wounds. It appears that the victim was not killed at the body recovery site. The 
victim's whereaboU[s prior to her death have not been established. 
2) Female juvenile was last seen at school. Investigation indicates that she was possibly abducted at or 
near the school while en route home. The victim has not returned nor has her body been 
recovered. Investigation indicates that it is unlikely that the victim is a runaway or that she 
disappeared of her own accord. This case is strikingly similar to one chat occurred 
approximately 8 months ago in the same vicinity. 
3) The reported offender entered a locked single·family residence occupied by a man, his wife, and 2 
infant children. While the offender was gathering property in the residence, the husband con· 
fronted the offender. The husband was shot immediately and died. The wife responded after 
hearing the gunshot and was physically restrained by the offender. The offender hit her repeatedly 
with his fists, forced her to commit oral sex, and raped her repeatedly. The wife survived the 
arrack. The children were noc assaulted. The offender left the residence, and a vehicle was heard 
to leave the area. Offender arrested during the commission of a burglary in the same neighborhood 
one week later. 
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I. ADMINISTRA TlON 
CASE ADMINISTRATION 
FOR VICAP USE ONLY 
I. VlCAP ea.. Numben _____ _ Z. FBI ea.. Numben ______ _ 
J. FBI 00. 4. VlCAP AlIi ...... ... 
5. Reporting Agency, ________________________ _ 
6. Add,e .. , ___________ _ 7. Ci�, ____________ _ 
8. CounCVI 9. State) ___ 10. ZIPt ________ _ 
1 1 .  Reporting Agency" ORt Numberl ___________________ _ 
12. Reportina Agcncy" Cue Numberl ___________________ _ 
13. NCIC Number If Victim Is 1) Mis.ing or 2) an Unidentified Dead Bodyl _______ _ 
14. Investigator's Name: ________________________ _ 
IS. Investiptor" Phone Number: ____ _ 
16. VICAP Crime Analy.is Repon Type, 
1 0 Original Submission of This Casc 
2 0 Supplement to Previously Submitted Information 
3 0 Correction of Previously Submitted Information 
17.  Inveltipting Agcncy's Case Statu.: 
o Opcn (active investigation) 
O 'Sulpcnded (inactive investigation) 
o Open -- Arrest Warrent Issuc:d 
-4 0 Cleared by Arrest 
D Exceptionally Cleared (by UCR 
definition) 
CRIME CLASSIFICATION 
18. This VICAP Crime Analysis Report Pertains to the Following Type Calc (check one only): 
1 0 Murder or Anempted Murder __ Victim Identified (go to Item 19) 
2 0 Unidentified Dead Bodv Where Manner of Death Is Known or Suspected to Be 
Homicide (go to Item 19) 
o Kidnapping or Milling Person with Evidence of Foul Play (victim arill missing) 
(go to hem 20) 
19. Baled on Your Experience and the Reaulu of the Investigation of This Cate, Do You 
Believe This Offender Has Killed Before? 
1 0 Yes (explain in Narrative Summary) 99 0 Unable to Determine 
Z D No 
20. There Is an Indication That This Case l.s Related to Organized Drug Trafficking: 
1 D Ye. Z D No 99 0 Unable to Determine 
DATE AND TIME PARAMETERS 
Z I. Today', Date: __ ' ---1 ---1 
(mo) (da) (yr) 
Military Approx· 
Date Time Exact imate 
ZZ. Victim Last Seen: --' --' --' D D 
(mo) (da) (y,) 
ZJ. Death or Major Assault: --' --' --' D D 
(mo) (da) (y,) 
Z4. Victim or Body Found --' --' --' D D 
(mo) (da) (y,) 
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II. VICTIM INFORMATION 
VICTIM STATUS 
25. This Is Victim __ of __ Victim(s) in This Incident. 
(number) (total) 
26. Statui of Thil Victim: 
1 0 Deceased (al result of this incident) 
2 0 Survivor of Attack 
3 0 MiSlinl 
VICTIM IDENTIFICATION 
27. Name: 
((aSl, fint. middle) 
28. Alias(cs) (includinl maiden name and prior married names): 
29. Resident City: ________ _ )0. State: 
32. Social Security Number: 33. FBI Numb<" 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
34. Sex: 
1 0 Male 2 C Female 
35. Roc<: 
1 C Black 
2 0 Caucasian 
36. Date of Binh: _, _, _ 
(mo) , (da) , (yr) 
99 G Unknown 
� Hispanic 
o Oriental/AJian 
37. Age (or best c:uimatc) at Time of Incident: 
99 G Unknown (years) 
38. Height (or best estimate): __ feet __ inches 
99 C Unknown 
39. Approximau!: Weight: ____ Ibs. 
99 C Unknown 
40. Build (check onc only): 
99 0 Unknown 
o Other 
99 0 Unknown 
1 o Small (thin) o Large (stocky) 
2 o Medium (average) 99 o Unknown 
4 1 .  Hair Length (check one only): 
1 G Bald or Shaved 4 o Shoulder Length 
2 c: Shorter Than Collar Length 5 C Longer Than Shoulder Length 
3 G Collar Length 99 o Unknown 
42. Hair Shade (check one only): 
1 o Light 3 o Neither 1 or Z Above 
2 o Dark 99 o Unknown 
43. Predominant Hair Color (check one only): 
1 = Gray and/or \Vhite = Black 
= Blond .:: Other 
= Red 99 ;::: Unknown 
= Brown 
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If your victim is either a missing person or an unidentified dead body, respond to Items 44 through 48, 
Otherwise. go to hem 49. 
44. Abnormalities of Teeth: 
1 C None 
2 C Braces 
c: Decayed C Other (describe): __ _ 
6 C Noticeable Gaps 
o Broken or Chipped 
4 0 Crooked 
7 :J Some or All Missing 
8 0 Stained 
99 0 Unknown 
45. Glasses or Corrective Lenses Normally Worn by or Allociatcd with Victim: 
I 0 None 6 0 Metal Frame 
2 0 Prescription 7 0 Rimless 
3 g ��::�:s 8 0 Other (describe): _____ _ 
o Plastic Frame 99 0 Unknown 
SCARS AND/OR BIRTHMARKS 
46. Location of Noticeable Scan or Birthmarks (not taUOOt): 
1 0 None 4 0 Torlo 
2 0 Face. Head. or Neck 5 0 Buttocks 
o Arm(,) or Hand(,) 6 0 Fe .. or Leg(.) 
TATTOOS 
47. Tattoo Locations: 
1 0 None 
2 0 Face, Head, or Neck 
3 0 Arm(.) or Hand(,) 
48. Tattoo Designs: 
4 0 Torso 
5 0 Buttocks 
6 0 Feet or Leg(s) 
o Other (delcribe): __ _ 
99 0 Unknown 
o Other (describe): __ _ 
99 0 Unknown 
1 0 Initials or Words 
2 0 Numbcrl.) 
o Other (,pecify), _____ _ 
o Picrure(s) or Design(s) 99 0 Unknown 
OUTSTANDING PHYSICAL FEATURES 
49. Did the Victim Have Outstanding Physical Fearures (croned eyes, nmiceable limp, physical 
deformity, ctc.)? (Do not repeat information reported in Items 44 through 48. above.) g �:' (de.cribe), _________________________ _ 
99 0 Unknown 
CLOTHING OF VICTIM 
50. Generally Preferred Clothing Style (this item deals with general style of dress typically preferred by 
the victim, not a detailed clothing description): 
1 � Business Suit 6 0 Work Clothes or 
2 0 Casual Uoifonn 
[J Gaudy or Garish 88 0 Other (describe): _____ _ 
4 0 Spon or Athletic 
5 0 Western Wear 99 0 Unknown 
5 1 .  Generally Preferred Predominanr Color Tone of Clothing 
(check onc only): 
1 0 Whites C Blucs 
2 0 Yellows 0 PurplcsNiolcu 
3 0 Greens 6 0 Reds/Orange. 
o Brownarrans 
o GrayslBlack. 
5 2 .  If This Victim is a Missing Person or Unidentified Dead, Give a Detailed Description of Clothing: 
MISCELLANEOUS 
53. Victim's Residence (check one only): 
1 0 Single-Family Dwelling 
2 0 Multi·Family Dwelling 
3 0 Temporary or Transient Housing 
4 0 Motor Vehicle 
5 0 Street 
99 0 Unknown 
54. Current Occuparion(s): 1) ________________________ _ 
2) ______________________________________ _ 
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Ill. OFFENDER INFORMATION 
OFFENDER DEFiNED. As used in rhis VICAP Crime Analysis Report, "offender" includes arre'tee', 
perpetrators, or penons the investigator has reasonable cause to believe arc responsible for the 
commi"ion of the crime. 
OffENDER STATUS 
55. This Is Offender ____ of __ Offender(,) in This Incident. 
(number) (total) 
56. The Offender Is (check one only): 
1 0 Unknown--Not Seen (go to hem 85) 
2 0 Unknown--Sccn 
3 0 Identified (named)--Not in Custody 
o In Custody 
o Deceased 
, OFFENI�ER IDENTIFICATION 
57. Name: 
(last, fint. middle) 
58. Alias(cs) (including maiden name and prior married name.): 
59. Resident City: ________ _ 60. Stat., 6 1 .  ZIP, 
62. Social Security N�mber: 63. FBI Numbe" 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
64. Sex: 
1 o Male 
65. Race: 
1 C Black 
2 o Caucasian 4 
66. Date of Binh: _, _, _ 
(mo) I Ida) I (Y') 
99 � Unknown 
o Female 
o Hispanic 
[J Oriental/ruian 
67. Age (or best estimate) at Time of Incident: 
99 C Unknown (years) 
99 o Unknown 
5 o Other 
99 o Unknown 
68. Height (or best estimate): __ feet __ inches (to __ feet __ inches) 
99 C Unknown 
69. Build (check one only): 
1 [J Small (thin) o Large (stocky) 
2 C Medium (average) 99 o Unknown 
70. Hair Length (check one only): 
1 Q Bald or Shaved 4 Q Shoulder Length 
2 = Shorter Than Collar Length 5 C Longer Than Shoulder Length 
3 C Collar Length 99 C} Unknown 
7 1 .  Hair Shade (check one only): 
1 G Light C Neither 1 or 2 Above 
2 .= Dark 99 C Unknown 
72. Predominant Hair Color (check one only): 
1 = Gray and/or White 5 :: Black 
2 = Blond 6 = Other 
= Red 99 = Unknown 
= Brown 
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73. Was Wearing Glasses: 
1 0 Yes C No 
74. Facial Hair (check all that apply): 
1 0 None 3 0 Beard 
2 0 Mustache C Other 
75. Appeared Generally Well Groomed: 
I 0 Yeo 2 LJ No 
76. Offender Wore a Diaguile or Mask: 
I 0 Ye. 2 0 No 
SCARS AND/OR BIRTHMARKS 
77. Noticeable Scan or Birthmark. (not tattooa): 
I 0 Yes 2 0 No 
TATTOOS 
78. Noticeable Tanoo.: 
I 0 Ye. 2 0 No 
OUTSTANDING PHYSICAL FEATURES 
99 Q Unknown 
99 [j Unknown 
99 0 Unknown 
99 0 Unknown 
99 0 Unknown 
99 0 Unknown 
79. Other Outstanding Physical Fearores of the Offender Not Reported Above 
(croaaed eyes, noticeable limp, physical deformity, etc.): 
I 0 Ye. W�cribe), ________________________________________________ ___ 
2 O No 
99 0 Unknown 
IV. IDENTIFIED OFFENDER INFORMATION 
If you have an offender in custody or identified in thia casc, complete Items 80 through 84. 
Otherwise. go to hem 85. 
OFFENDER BACKGROUND 
80. Cities and States of Rcaidcnce during Lan 5 Yean (exclude current ciry of residence): 
I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
8 1 .  Liat the States the Offender Hal Visited during Lut 5 Yean (attach separate sheet if neceuary): 
I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
82. Foreign Countries Lived or Traveled in: 
I )  
2 )  
3 )  
4) 
PROPERTY OF OTHERS 
83. Offender Was in Postetsion of Property of Othen (check all that apply): 
I 0 Body Pam 4 0 Jewelry 
o Clothing 5 0 Photo(.) 
o Credit Card{.), Check •• or other 88 0 Other (.pecify), _____ _ 
1.0. 
OFFENDER'S ADMISSIONS 
84. Offender Admits Other Similar Crime(.) of Violence: 
1 0 Yea (attach details) 2 0 No 
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V. VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 
VEHICLE USED IN THIS INCIDENT 
85. Is a Vehicle Known to Have Been Used in Thi' Incident? 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No or Unknown (go [0 hem 96) 
NOTE: Complete vehicle information if 1) a vehicle waf uted by the offender in rhi. 
incident. or 2) this is a milling penon case and the vehicle i, millin,; or 3) this i. an 
unidentified dead c.uc and the vehicle hal been connected with the victim; or .) the 
vehicle iI in any way aicnificantly involved in this incident. 
86. Did the Vehicle Belone to, or Wal It under the Civil Control of. the Victim? 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No 
87. The Vehicle Would Normally Be Described at Beinl: 
1 0 Exceptionally Well Maintained ("sharp") 3 0 Neither 1 or 2 Above 
2 0 Not Generally Well Kept ("bcar'\lp") 99 0 Unknown 
88. The Vehicle Would Normally Be Described al Beinl: 
1 0 NewcrlLatc Model 3 0 Neither 1 or 2 Above 
2 0 Older Model 99 0 Unknown 
89. license Number: __________ _ 90. License Stat., _______ _ 
9 1 .  Vehicle Year: ______ _ 92, Make: 93, Model: 
94. Body Stvle: 
1 0 Passenger Car 
2 0 Van 
3 (j Pic:k-up Truck 
4 0 "Jeep" Type (i.e .• Bronco. Blazer. ctc.) 
5 0 Tractor-Trailer 
95. Color: 
(top) (bottom) 
6 0 Motorcycle 
88 0 Other (specify): _______ _ 
99 0 Unknown 
VI. OFFENSE M. O. 
OFFENDER'S APPROACH TO VICTIM AT TIME OF INCIDENT 
96. The Victim or a Witncu Reported That the Offender's Approach to Victim Was: 
1 0 No living Victim or Person Witnessed the Offender's Approach to Victim 
(go to Item 100) 
o By Deception or Con: Openly. with Subterfuge or Ploy (e.g., offen assistance or requesta 
direction) (go to Item 97 and then go to Item 100) 
o By Surprise: Lay in Wait or Stepped from Concealment 
(go to hem 98 and then go [0 Item 1 00) 
4 0 By "SHu": Direct and Immediate Physical Assault (go to Item 99) 
97. If the Offender Initiated Contact with the Victim by Means of Deception, Indicate the Type of 
Deception Below: 
1 0 Posed as Authority Figure 7 0 Asked for or Offered Assistance 
2 0 Posed as Business Person 8 0 Caused or Staged Traffic Accident 
3 0 Asked Victim to Model or Pose for G Phony Police Traffic Stop 
Photos 10 0 Solicitation for Sex 
4 C; Offered Job, Money, Treats, or Toys 1 1  0 Offered Ride or Transportation 
5 C Implied Family Emergency or Illness 1 2  0 Other Deception 
6 C Wanted to Show (something) 
98. If the Offender Initiated Contact with the Victim by Means of Surprise, Indicate the Type of 
Surprise Below: 
1 = Lay in Wait--Out of Doors 
2 = La.,.. in Wait--In Building 
3 = Lay in Wait--In Vehicle 
C Victim Sleeping 
5 c::; Other Surprise 
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99. If the Offender Initiated Contact with the Victim by Direct and Immediate Phy.ical Allauit. 
Indicate the Type of Direct and Immediate Physical Assault Below: 
1 LJ Immediately and Physically Over- 3 0 Choked Victim 
powered Victim (picked up, carried 0 Stabbed Victim 
away, etc.) 0 Shot Victim 
[] Hit Victim with Hand. Fist, or 0 Other Direct Assault 
Clubbing Weapon 
EXACT GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
100. La.t Known Location of Identified Victim or Location of Unidentified Dead Body Recovery Site: 
a. 0 Ciry of (if within incorporated city, town, etc.) 
b. 0 County of (if not within incorporated city, town, etc.) 
c. State, _______ _ d. ZIP, ____ _ 
LOCATION OF EVENTS 
BODY RECOVERY SITE 
101.  Description of General Area of the Body Recovery Site (check onc only): 
1 0 Rural 3 0 Urban 
2 0 Suburban 99 0 Unknown 
102. The Neighborhood of the Body Recovery Site Is Predominantly (check one only): 
1 0 Business, Industrial, or Commercial 4 0 Uninhabited or Wilderness 
2 0 Farm. or Agricultural 99 0 Unknown 
) 0 Residential 
103. The Body Recovery Site Was (check as many as apply): 
1 0 Any Residence 7 0 In an Open Field 
2 0 At or Near a School or Playground 8 0 In a Vehicle 
3 0 In a Retail Shopping District 9 0 On Public Transportation 
o On a Public Street 88 0 Other (.pecify), _______ _ 
o In a Vice Area 
6 0 A Densely Wooded Area 99 0 Unknown 
104. The Body Recovery Site Was Victim's Residence: 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
105. The Body Recovery Site Was Victim's Work Place: 
1 e Ye. 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
106. Potential Wimelles at the Time the Offender Left the Body at the Body Recovery Site: 
1 C Other People Were Present in the 2 0 Area Was Essentially Desened 
Immediate Area 99 0 Unknown 
M URDER OR MAJOR ASSAULT SITE 
107. Was the Murder or Major Assault Site the Same as the Body Recovery Site? 
1 ::i Yes (go to Item 1 13) 2 0 No or Unknown 
108. Description of General Area of Murder or Major Assauh Site (check one only): 
1 0 Rural 3 0 Urban 
2 0 Suburban 99 0 Unknown 
109. The Neighborhood of Murder or Major Alsault Site la Predominandy (check one only): 
1 C Business, Industrial. or Commercial 4 0 Uninhabited or WilderneSi 
2 [] Farm. or Agriculrural 99 0 Unknown 
3 C Residential 
1 10. The Murder or Major Assault Site Was (check as many as apply): 
1 LJ Any Residence 7 0 In an Open Field 
2 C At or Near a School or Playground 8 0 In a Vehicle 
3 C In a Retail Shopping District 9 0 On Public Transportation 
o On a Public Street 88 0 Other (specify): _______ _ 
o In a Vice Area 
C A Densely Wooded Area 99 0 Unknown 
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VI. OFFENSE M. O. (cont.) 
1 1 1 .  The Murder or Major Assault Site Was Victim', Residence: 
1 [j Yes 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
l i Z. The Murder or Major Assault Site Was Victim's Work Place! 
l O Y.. 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
1 13. Potential Wimc5Ics at the Time of the Murder or Major Assault: 
1 0 Other People Were Prescnt in the 2 0 Area Was Euentially Deserted 
Immediate Area 99 0 Unknown 
SITE OF OFFENDER'S INITIAL CONTACT WITH VICTIM 
1 14. Waf the Site of the Offender', Initial Conuct with the Victim the Same .1 the Murder or Major 
Assault Site? 
1 0 Yes (go to Item 120) 2 0 No or Unknown 
l IS. Description of General Area of Initial Offender·Victim Contact (check one only): 
1 0 Rural 3 0 Urban 
2 0 Suburban 99 0 Unknown 
1 16. The Neighborhood of Initial Offender-Victim Contact Is Predomin4ntly (check one only): 
1 0 Business, Industrial. or Commercial 4 0 Uninhabited or Wilderness 
2 0 Farm or Agricultural 99 0 Unknown 
3 0 Residential 
1 1 7. The Initial Offender-Victim Contact Was (check as many as apply): 
1 [j Any Residence 7 0 In an Open Field 
2 C At or Nea'r a School or Playground 8 0 In a Vehicle 
3 0 In a Retail Shopping District 9 0 On Public Transportation 
4 0 On a Public Srreet 88 0 Other (specify): _______ _ 
5 0 In a Vice Area 
6 C A Densely Wooded Area 99 0 Unknown 
1 18. Initial Offender-Victim Contact Was Victim's Residence: 
l O Y.. 2 0 No 
1 19. Initial Offender-Victim Contact Was Victim's Work Place: 
l O Y.. 2 0 No 
99 0 Unknown 
99 0 Unknown 
120. Potential Witnesscs at the Time of the Initial Offender-Victim Contact: 
1 0 Other People Were Present in the 2 0 Area Was usentially Deserted 
Immediate Area 99 ' 0 Unknown 
VICTIM'S LAST KNOWN LOCATION 
1 2 1 .  Was the Site of the Victim's Last Known Location the Same as the Site of the Initial Contact 
between the Victim and Offender? 
1 G Yes (go to hem 127) 2 0 No or Unknown 
122. Description of General Area of Victim's Lan Known Location (check one only): 
1 0 Rural 3 0 Urban 
2 0 Suburban 99 0 Unknown 
123. The Neighborhood of Victim's Last Known Locarion Was Predominantly (check one only): 
1 0 Business, Industrial. or Commercial 4 0 Uninhabited or Wilderness 
2 0 Farm or Agricultural 99 0 Unknown 
3 0 Residential 
124. The Victim's LaSt Known Location Was (check as many al apply): 
1 0 Any Residence 7 0 In an Open Field 
2 C At or Ncar a School or Playground 8 0 In a Vehicle 
3 C In a Retail Shopping District 9 0 On Public Transportation 
C On a Public Street 88 Q Other (specify): _______ _ 
C In a Vice Area 
6 C A Densely Wooded Area 99 c:::: Unknown 
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125. The Victim's Lan Known Location Was Victim's Residence: 
1 ;:: Yes 2 [J No 99 0 Unknown 
126. The Victim's Last Known Location Was Victim's Work Place: 
1 Q Yes 2 C No 99 0 Unknown 
EVENTS AT ASSAULT SITE 
127. There Is Evidence That the Offender Disabled the Telephone, Other Utiliricf. or SecuritY Device.: 
1 0 Ye. 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
128. The Property at the Crime Scene(s) Was Ran.acked. Vandalized. or Burned: 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
129. There Are Indications That the Offender Took Steps to Obliterate or Deltroy Evidence at the 
Scene: 
1 0 Ye. 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
OFFENDER'S WRITING OR CARVING ON BODY OF VICTIM 
130. Writing or Carving on Body: 
1 0 Ye. (describe): ________ _ 
1 3 1 .  Instrument Used to Write or Carve on Bod)': 
1 0 Knife or Other Sharp Instrument 
2 0 Blood 
3 0 Lipslick 
2 0 No 
4 0 Writing lnatrument (pen, etc.) 
88 0 Other (.pecify): _______ _ 
OFFENDER'S WRITING OR DRAWING AT THE CRIME SCENE 
132. Writing or Drawing at Crime Sccne(.s): 
1 0 Yes ' (deacribe): ________ _ o No 
133. lrutrument Uled to Write or Draw at CTim� Scen�(s): 
1 0 Knife or Other Sharp Instrument 4 0 Writing Instrument (pen, etc.) 
2 0 Blood 88 0 Other (specify): _______ _ 
3 0 Lipstick 
SYMBOLIC ARTIFACTS AT CRIME SCENE 
134. Was There Evidence to Sunest a Deliberate or Unulual Rirual/ActfI'hing Had Been Performed on, 
with. or ncar the Victim (Iuch as an orderly formation of rockl, burnt candlet. dead aoimaiJ, 
defecation. etc.)? 
1 0 Yes (deacribe): 0 No 
99 0 Unknown 
OFFENDER'S COMMUNICATIONS 
Item 135 deals with communicationa initiated by the offender with rctpect to the crime. 
Examples would be: an offender tending a letter or tape recordinl to the police or media 
claiming responsibility for the crime; a ransom note; or a sUlpicioul communication received by 
the victim prior to the crime. (Ibis item does not refer to con venation between the offender 
and victim during commiuion of the crime.) 
135. Was There Any Communication from the Offender Before or After the Crime? 
1 0 Yes (enclolc a copy or svnopsu 2 0 No 
of the communication) 99 0 Unknown 
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VII. CONDITION OF VICTIM WHEN FOUND 
1l0DY DISPOSITION 
136. There Is Rea.on to Believe the Offender Moved the Body from the Area of the Death Site to the 
Area of the Body Recovery Site: 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No 3 0 Unable to Determine 
1 3 7. Evidence SUBle.1I the Offender Disposed 
1 0 Openly OJ.played or Otherwile 
Placed to Insure Discovery 
Z 0 Concealed, Hidden. or Otherwise 
Placed in Order to Prevent Diacovcry 
of the Body in the Followinl Manner: 
3 0 With an Apparent Lack of 
Concern as to Whether or Not the 
Body Wu OJ.covered 
99 0 Unable to Determine 
138. It Appean the Body of the Victim Wat IntentionaUy Placed in an Unnatural or Unu.ual Potition 
after Death Had Occurred (C.I., staled or POled): 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No 3 0 Unable to Determine 
139. Body Waf Discovered ... 
1 0 Buried 
2 0 Covered 
3 0 In a Body of Water (stream, lake, river, 
etc.) 
o In a Buildin& 
o In a Container (e.I., dumPiter, box 
refri&erator) 
6 0 In a Vehicle 
7 0 Scattered (body pam) 
8 0 None of the Above 
140. U the Body Will Discovered in Water, Was It Weighted? 
1 0 Yet -- With What? 2 0 No 
RESTRAINTS USED ON VICTIM 
141.  Will the Victim Bound? 
I 0 Yes 2 0 No (&0 to Item 146) 
142. Anide(s) Used to Bind or Restrain the Victim or the Body: 
l O An Article of Clothing 4 0 Chain 
2 0 Tape 5 0 Handcuff. or Thumbcuffs 
3 :J Cordage (e.g., rope, string, twine, wire, 88 0 Other (specify): _______ _ 
leather thong, etc.) 
143. The Evidence SuggCSts That the Restraining Device(.) Was (check one only): 
1 0 Brought to the Scene by the Offender ] 0 Both 1 iilnd 2 Above 
2 0 An Article Found iilt the Scene by 99 0 Unknown 
the Offender 
144. Para of Body Bound (check as many as apply): 
1 C Hands or Anns 
2 0 Feet, Ankle(s), or Legs 
3 C Neck 
4 = Anns Bound to Torso 
5 0 Hands and Ankle(s) Bound Together 
88 0 Other (specify): _______ _ 
145. The Bindings on the Victim Were Excessive (much more than necessary to control victim's 
movements): 
1 e Yes 2 0 No 3 0 Unable to Determine 
146. The Body Was Tied to Another Object: 
1 e Yes 0 No 
141. Was a Cag Placed in or on the Victim's Mouth? 
1 C Yes (describe): 2 0 No 
99 0 Unknown 
148. Was a Blindfold Placed on or over the Victim's Eyes? 
1 C Yes (describe): 2 0 No 
99 0 Unknown 
149. Was Victim's Entire Face Covered? 
1 = Yes -- With What? ______ _ 2 C No 
99 (J Unknown 
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CLOTHING AND PROPERTY Of VICTIM 
150. Clothing on Victim When Found: 
1 0 Fully Orc.scd 
2 0 Partially Undrcllcd 
3 0 Nude 
88 0 Other (.pecify), _______ _ 
1 5 1 .  There h Evidence the Victim Was Re-drclled by Offender: 
1 0 Yeo 2 0 No 3 0 Unable to Determine 
152. There " Evidence to Suggclt That Any or All of the Victim', Clothing had been Ripped or Torn: 
1 0 Yel 2 0 No 3 0 Unable to Determine 
153. There Is Evidence to SUuclt That Any or All of the Victim', Clothing had been Cut from the Body: 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No 3 0 Unable to Determine 
154. ItCIDJ of the Victim', Clothing Were Milling from the Body Recovery Site: 
1 0 Yeo (identify)- 2 0 No 
99 0 Unknown 
ISS. Victim', Clothing (not on the body) Recovered al the Body Recovery Site Was: 
1 0 Plied Neatly 3 0 Hidden 
2 0 Scanered 4 0 Not Applicable 
156. Bued on the Investiption, There Is Evidence to SU&&c.t That the Offender Took Small Pcnonal 
Item.. (other than clothina) From the Victim (these items may or may not be valuable, e.g., photOl, 
driver'. licenae. real or co.tume jewelry. etc.): 
1 0 Ye. (.pecify)- 0 No 
99 0 Unknown 
VIII. CAUSE OF DEATH AND/OR TRAUMA 
CAUSE OF DEATH 
U victim is a .urvivor. go to hem 158. 
157. Medical Examiner'. or Coroner'. Officially Lilted Cau.e of Death: 
1 0 GUl1lhot Wound(.) 1 1  0 BUJ'nI -- Fire 
2 0 Stab Wound(.) 12 0 Burm -- Chemical 
3 0 Cuni", or Incite Wound(.) 13 0 Bumo -- Scalding 
4 0 Blunt Force Injury 14 0 Hypothermia or Expolure 
5 0 Strangulation -- Manual, Ligature. 15 0 Malnutrition or Dehydration 
Undetermined (circle one) 16 0 Electrocution 
6 0 Smothering 17 0 Cru.hi", Injury 
7 0 Airway Occlu.ion -- Internal 18 0 ExplOlive Trauma 
8 0 TaRO Compreuion 19 0 Undetermined 
9 0 Hanginl 88 0 Other (.pecify), _______ _ 
10 0 Drowning 
TRAUMA 
158. Maior Trauma Location(.) 
1 0 Head I Face I Neck 
2 0 Ann(.) I Hand(.) 
(check at many as apply): 
o Torso 
4 0 Lel(') I Feet 
5 0 Br ... I(.) 
6 0 Buttocka 
159. Extent of Bhm' Force Injury: 
1 0 None 
7 0 Genitalia 
8 0 Anu. 
88 0 Other (.pecify), _______ _ 
99 0 Unable to Determine 
2 0 Minimal (minor bruiling only. possibly caused by offender' • •  lapping to conuol the 
victim) 
o Moderate (injury inflicted which in iuelf could not have cauaed death) 
4 0 Severe (injury which in iudi could have cauaed death. whether it wa. the cau.e of 
death or not) 
o Extreme (injury inflicted beyond that nece .. ary for death. Overkill) 
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VIII. CAUSE OF DEATH AND/OR TRAUMA (cont.) 
160. Eotlmated Number of Stab WouDdo, ____________________ _ 
161.  Eotlmated Number of Cumnl Woundo, ___________________ _ 
162. Number of Entry Gun.hot Woundo, ____________________ _ 
163. Ranle of Gunflr .. 
1 0 Not Applicable 4 0 Close (powder re.idue I tattooin&) 
2 0 Diltant (no .upplinl ' tattooin&) 5 0 Contact 
3 D intermediate (.tlppllnl ' tattaoinl> 
III fE MARKS ON VICTIM 
164. Bite Mark. Were Identified on the Victim', Body: 
1 D Yea D No (go to Item 166) 
165. Loa,tion of Bite Markl: 
1 0 Face 6 0 Groin 
2 D Ned 
3 0 Abdomen 
4 D Breaot(.) 
5 D Buttaclu 
7 D Genitalia 
8 D Thilh(.) 
88 D Other (.pecify), _______ _ 
ELEMENTS OF TORTURF OR UNUSUAL ASSAUl.T 
166. There 11 Evidence to Sugelt That tbe Offender Dl.filUred the Body of the Victim in Order to Delay 
or Hinder Identification of the Victim (burned body; removed and took handa, feet, head; etc.): 
1 D � 2 D � 
167. Elemenb of Unulual or Additional A .... ault upon Victim: 
168. 
169. 
1 D None 6 D Offender Explored. Probed. or 
o Victim. Whipped Mutilated Cavities or WoundJ 
o Burn. on Victim of Victim 
4 0 Victim Run Over by Vehicle 88 0 Other (specify): _______ _ 
5 0 Evidence: of Cannibalitm I Vampiri.m 
Body Pam Removed by Offender: 
1 o None (go to Item 170) 10 D Ann(.) 
2 D Head 1 1 D Leg(.) 
3 D Scalp 1 2  D Brout(.) 
4 o Face 13 D Nipple(.) 
5 D Teeth 14 o Anus 
6 o Eve(.) I S  o Genitalia 
7 D Ear(.) 16 o Internal Organs 
8 D No .. 88 D Otber (.pecify), 
9 o Hand(.) 
Dismemberment Method: 
1 D Bitten Off 5 D Sawed Off 
2 D Cu. -- SkilledlSurgical 88 D Other (specify), 
3 D Cut -- UnakiUedlRoulh.cut 
4 D Hacked ' Chopped Off 
SEXUAL ASSAULT 
170. Is There Evidence of an Assault to Any of the Victim', Sexual Organt or Body Cavities? 
1 0 Yet 2 0 No (go to Item 1 78) 3 0 Unable to Determine 
1 7 1 .  Type Sexual A.uault, or Attempt (check all that apply): 
I D Vaginal 88 D Other (describe), _______ _ 
2 [] Anal 
o Victim Performed Oral Sex on Offender 99 0 Unable to Determine 
o Offender Performed Oral Sex on Victim 
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172. Semen Identification In a Body Cavity of the Victim: 
1 0 No 3 w In Anus 
2 0 In Vagina 4 C In Mouth 
173. Evidence of Other E;aculation: 
I 0 No 
2 0 On Body of Victim 
5 0 Unable to Determine 
3 0 Elsewhere at the Scene 
4 0 Unable to Determine 
174. There Is Evidence to Suggest Postmortem Sexual Assault: 
I 0 Ye, 2 0 No 3 0 Unable to Determine 
175. Is There Evidence of Sexual lnscrtion of Foreign Objet-t(s) (other than the pcnit) into the Victim', 
Body? 
I 0 Ye, 2 0 No <&0 to Item 178) 
176. Evidence of Sexual Inserrion of Foreign Objcct(s) Still in Body When First Di.covered 
(e.g .• rocks. twigs. knife. clothing): 
(object) (object) 
o Vagina ___________ _ 4 0 Mouth 
� ��:-------------- 88 0 Other ___________ _ 
177. There Is Evidence of Scxual lnacnion of Foreign Objcct(I) into Victim', BodY. but the Object Will 
Not In The Body When the Body Was Fint Discovered: 
� g �:s -- (describe object) into ----,,(b:-:oa=yc:ca=v;c::ty"'),-------
3 0 Unable to Determine 
IX. FORENSIC EVIDENCE 
WEAPONS 
178. Weapons Uled by Offender in Thil Assault: 
1 0 None 
2 0 Firearm 
3 0 Stabbing or Cutting Wupon 
4 0 BludBeon or Club 
179. AHault Weapon(l) Uled by Offender: 
o ligature 
6 0 Hancb or Fcct 
88 0 Other We.pon (describe): ___ _ 
1 0 Weapon of Opponuniry (offender findl weapon at or nur acene) 
2 0 Weapon of Choice (offender prctelecta weapon and brings to Icene) 
3 0 Both I and 2 Above 
99 0 Unknown 
180. Recovery of Assault Weapon(l) (check as many al apply): 
1 0 Not Recovcrcd 3 0 Recovered Elsewhere -- Where? _ 
2 0 Recovered At Scene 
181.  Type Firearm Uscd: 
I 0 Handl\1n 
2 0 Rifle 
3 0 Shotgun 
88 0 Other (,pecify): _______ _ 
99 o Unknown 
182. Caliber or GaUBe of Firearm(s) Ulcd: ____________________ _ 
183. Number of Groovel and Direction of Twilt of Recovered Bullet or Firearm: _______ _ 
18-4. Size of Shotgun Shell Pclleu Rccovered or Uled: ________________ _ 
BLOOD 
185. What 10 the Offender', Blood Type? 
I D A 3 D AB 
2 D B  4 0 0  
186. What 10 the Rh Factor of the Offender', Blood? 
1 0 Positive 2 0 Negativc 
99 0 Unknown 
99 0 Unknown 
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X. REQUEST FOR PROFILE 
187. Is Thi' VICAP Crime Anal,.i, Repon Beinl Submitted in Conjunction with a Reque.t for a 
Criminal Profile Evaluation? 
1 0 Yes (see note below) 2 0 No 
NOTE: If rhi. VICAP Crime Analysi. Report i, being submitted in conjunction with a request for a 
Criminal Pcnonaliry Profile evaluation. you mult contact the CRIMlNAL PROFILE COOR­
DINATOR '"ilP'ed to the FBI Field Divi.ion in your ares. The CRIMINAL PROFILE 
COORDINATOR i. charged with the responlibility of a •• ilting you with your tequelt for a 
criminal personality profile and will advite you of additional material. that mUlt be .ubmitted 
in order to properly evaluate your calC. He/.he will review the material. and will .ubmit the 
entire profile packale to the National Center for the AnalYlu of Violent Crime on your 
behalf. Do not submit Criminal Profiling cue materiala directly to VICAP. Only the VICAP 
Crime AnalYti, Report should be submined directly to VICAP. 
XI. OTHER RELATED CASES 
188. Are You Aware of Any Other Case. Which May Be Related to Thil One or [n Which 
Thil Offender May Have Been Involved? 
1 0 Yes (provide details below) 2 0 No 
If Yes. Lilt the Agency Name. State. Cale Number. Investiptor. and Phone Number of the 
Investigating Agency: 
Agency Name State Case No. Investiptor Phone No. 
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XII. NARRATIVE SUMMARY 
189. Give a BRIEF Narrative Summary of This Casc So the Reader Will Have a General Overview 
of the Casco the Details. the Most Unusual Characteristics. and the Sequence of Eventl. Allo 
Include Any Details of This Case You Feel Arc important, But That Have Not Previously 
Been Addressed (sec examples of Narrative Summaries in the instructions): 
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Public Rt:porting Burden for this collection of infonnation i!i estimated to averagt: two hours per response. 
includin� the time for reviewing the instructions. searching existing data sources. gathering and maimaining the 
data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding this burden 
estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information. including suggestions for reducing this burden, 
to: V1CAP, FBI Academy, Quantico. Virginia 22135: and to the Office of Management and Budget. Paperwork 
Rt:duction Project: OMB # 1 1  10·00 1 1 .  Washington. D.C. 20503 . 
• :, U. S. Governmenl Printing Office: 1994 · 379·290 (20022) 
Appendix C 
Vi rg i n i a  S t a t e  Po l i c e  
Homi c i de As s e s sment and 
L e ad Tracking Sys t em 
Cr ime Ana l ys i s  Report 
( HALT ) 
CRIME ANALYSIS REPORT 
I N  CONIU CTION WITH 
us DEPARTMENT OF IUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU O F  INVESTIGATION 
NATIONAL CENTER FOR THE ANALYSIS OF ViOlENT CRIME 
VIOUNT CRIMINAL APPREHENSION PROGRAM 
SPl l ( 5-1-93 )  
HOW TO COMPLETE THE HALT IVICAr CRIME ANALYSIS REPORT FORK 
SUBKISSION CRITERIA 
Tho HALT/VICAP Crime An alysis Report is des igned to be submi t t ed on the 
fol lowing types of  crimes , whether or not the o f f ender has been a rrested or 
· iden t i f i ed : 
0 )  Solved or unsolved homicides or at tempt s ,  especially those that involve an 
abduc tion; are apparently random, mot iveless , or sexually oriented ; or are 
known or suspected to be a part of a serie s .  
( 2 )  Miss ing persons , where t h e  circumstances indicate a s t rong possibility of 
foul play and the victim i s  s t i l l  miss ing . 
( 3 )  Unident i f ied dead bod i e s ,  where the manner of death is known or suspected 
to be homi cide . 
Cases tlhere the offender bas been arrested or identitied sbould be subei tted so 
unsol ved cases in tbe BALT/VICAP syste� can be linked to knOtID ottenders. 
If a crime meets any of the three cri teria l i s ted above , the en t i re HALT/VI CAP Crime 
Analysis Report �ust be f i l l ed out , as accurately and completely as 
pos s i ble . 
It is understood that a homicide may meet the general cri teria e s t ablished in 0) , 
above , but ,  is an apparent singular inciden t .  For example, a domestic homicide,  or 
a bar f ight which results in a homicide . If you, the principal investigator, feel 
that the l i ke l i hood of the o f t ender being involved in other crimes i s  negligible,  or 
the l i ke l i hood of the weapon being linked to other crimes i s  neg l i gi b l e ,  i t  is 
necessary to complete only the .bozed nlDlbers of the form . To aid in 
determining whether or not to t i ll out the complete form,  consider such things as 
the relationship between the v i c t im and the o f f ender ,  the motive f or the crime, or 
the o f t ender ' s  f rame of mind . S t rong consideration should be given to t i l ling out 
the complete form in cases involving a male spouse kil ler , parents who kill 
children , or children who k i l l  parents or grandparents . 
The HALT/VI CAP system is designed to provide usahle information to bene t i t  a l l  law 
enf orcement , in addition to gather ing specific areas of inf ormation . The qua l i t y  of 
the bene f i t  returned through the system will be COlJIIJ\ensurate w i th the qua l i ty of the 
information entered . 
INSTRUCTIONS 
• Use black ink or penc i l .  Print legib l y .  
• Unless s t ated otherw i s e ,  check as many boxes as apply for e a c h  i tem. 
• I f in doubt ahout how to respond to a given i tem, be guided by your 
experience and good judgement .  Proof beyond a reasonable doubt is not 
requi red , but do not guess , e i the r .  
• I f there a r e  details of t h e  case t h a t  you feel a r e  important but t h a t  d o  not 
fit well into the i tems provided in the HALT/VICAP form, describe them in the 
narra tive . 
SUBMISSION CRITERIA con ' t 
• If you wish to supplement or correct information previously reported, submit 
a new form, but complete only Items H1. 21 and 36 plus the items ( s )  you wish 
t o  supplement or correct . You need not resubmit unchanged items , 
• For advice or assis tance regarding this report or i t s  completion, call the 
Virginia State Police Violent Crimes Investigative Uni t  at ( 804) 323-2333 or 
323-2326 .  
• I f  you a r e  submi t t ing t h i s  HALT/VICAP Crime Analysis Report in conjunction 
wi th a request for a criminal investigative analysis , you .ust 
contact Virginia State Police Violent Crimes Investigative Unit at ( 804) 323-
2333 or the NCAve COORDINATOR ass igned to the FBI Field Division in 
your area. 
• Mnltiple victi ... , lIultiple offenders 
If your incident has IfULTIPLE VICTIIIS, you must complete a separate 
HALT/VICAP ' Crime Analysis Report for each victim, O f f ender inf ormation need 
not be duplicated. 
If  your incident has IlULTIPLE OFFENDERS, submit only one complete 
HALT/VICAP Crime Analysis Report per victim;  xerox and a t tach additional 
offender page (s)  ( I tems 55 through 84) to each report as needed . 
Exaaples: 
1)  For two victims and one of fender, you must compl ete two HALT/VICAP 
Crime Analysis Reports (one for each victim) . Do not duplicate the 
offender information (Items 55 through 84) in the second report .  
2) For two victims and two offenders , you must complete two HALT/VICAP 
Crime Analysis Report s .  Victim No . 1 and off ender No . I would go on 
the first report , and victim No . 2 and offender No . 2 would go on the 
second report .  
3 )  For one victim and two offenders , you must complete one HALT/VICAP 
Crime Anaiysis Report . The victim and offender No . 1 would be 
reported in the body of the HALT/VICAP Crime Analysis Report , and 
o f f ender No . 2 would be reported by copying additional offender pages 
( I tems 55 through 84) , completing them, and at taching them to the 
HALT/VICAP Crime Analysis Report . 
• Before submi tting the HALT/VICAP Crime Analysis Report ,  make a copy lor your 
record s .  
• Ha i l  a l l  HALT/VICAP Crime Ana lysis Reports , supplements and l o r  corrections 
t o :  
HALT 
Department of State Police 
P . O .  Box 21472 
Ri chmond , Virginia 23261-1472 
Telephone : 8041323-2333 
t I 
• Enclosing photographs of the crime scene in the HALT/VICAP Crime Ana l ysis 
Report will ass i s t.  the HALT and VICAP staffs in the evaluat ion of  the cas e .  
• A HALT/VICAP Case Number w i l l  b e  assigned t o  your case when i t  i s  processed. 
and w i l l  be provided to you as soon as poss i b l e .  That Case Number should be 
refe renced in any subsequent correspondence or telephone communi c a t ions with 
HALT or VICAP regarding the cas e .  
• The Narrative Summary i s  intended t o  provide HALT/VICAP Analysts w i t h  a 
general overview of the cas e .  Minute details of the investigation need not 
be provided here , the HALT/VI CAP Crime Analysis Report w i l l  capture most of 
the detail necessary to complete the ana l ys i s .  A person unfami l i a r  with your 
cas e ,  howeve r ,  should have at  least a general idea of what happened af ter 
reading your brief narrat ive . 
I}  The part i a l l y  decomposed body of a n  adult female w a s  discovered in a 
wooded area of a state park, one-quarter mile f rom a major highwa y .  
There a r e  indications o f  sexual assaul t .  Victim died of gunshot 
wounds . It appears that the victim was not killed at  the body 
recovery s i t e .  The victim ' s  whereabouts prior to her death have not 
been establ ished . 
2) Female juveni l e  was last seen a t  school . Investigation indicates that 
she was possibly abducted at  or near the school whi le en route home. 
The victim has not returned nor has her body been recovered . 
Inve s t igat ion indicates that it is unlikely that the victim is a 
runaway or that she disappeared of h e r  own accord. This case i s  
s t rikingly similar to one that occurred approximately 8 months ago i n  
t h e  same vicini t y . 
3 )  The reported o f f ender entered a locked single-family residence 
occupied by a man , his w i f e ,  and 2 infant children . Whi l e  the 
o f f ender was gathering property in the residence, the husband 
confronted the of fende r .  The husband was shot immediately and died . 
The w i f e  responded a f t e r  hearing the gunshot and was physi c a l l y  
restrained by t h e  of fender .  The o f f ender h i t  her repeatedly with h i s  
f i s t s ,  forced her to commit o r a l  s ex ,  a n d  raped h e r  repeatedly . The 
w i f e  survived the at tack . The children were not assaul ted . The 
o f f ender lef t the residence, and a vehicle was heard to leave the 
area . O f f ender arrested during the commission of a burglary in the 
same neighborhood one week l a te r .  
IT ! S  O�LY NECESSARY TO FILL OUT A HALT FORM T O  HAVE YOUR CASE ENTERED INTO BOTH 
HALT AND VICAP. 
HOMICIDE ASSESSM ENT AND LEAD TRACKING REPORT FORM 
I .  ADMINISTRATION 
-. CASE ADMIN ISTRATION 
ITEMS HI TH"OUGH • AIilE FOR IIALTfYICA' USE ONLY 
HI. HALT Case Number: 
2. FBI Case Number: __________ _ 
4. VICAP/HALT Assignment: 
BEGIN HERE 
1. VICAP Case Number: 
3. FBI 00: 
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[I] Reporting Agency: _________________________________ _ 
G Address: ________________________ G City: ________ _ 
[!j County:. G State: � Zip: _____ _ 
� Reporting Agency's ORI Number: ____________________________ _ 
� Reporting Agency's Case Number: ____________________________ _ 
� NCIC Number if  victim is Missing or an Unidentified Body: ____________________ _ 
� Investigator's Name: _________________________________ _ 
� Investigator's Phone Number: _____________________________ _ 
G HALTtvtCAP Report Type: 
1 0 Original Submission of this case 3 0 Correction of previous submission 
2 0 Supplemental to previous submission 
� Investigating Agency's Case Status: 
1 0 Open/Active Investigation 4 0 Cleared by Arrest 
2 0 Suspended/Closed 5 0 Exceptionally Cleared 
3 0 Open - Warrant Issued 
_ CRIME CLASSIFICATION 
� This HALT Repon penains to the following type case (One only): 
1 0 Murder or Attempted Murder--victim identified (go 10 Hem 19) 
2 0 Unidenlified Dead Body where manner of death is known or suspected to be Homicide (go to item 19) 
3 0 IGdnapping or Missing Person with evidence of foul play and victim is still missing (go 10 item 10) 
� Based on your experience and the resuhs of this investigation do you believe this offender has killed before? 
1 0 Yes (explain in narrative) 2 0 No 99 0 Unable to determine 
� Based on your experience and the results of this investigation. check a possible motive: 
1 0 Sexual Assault 5 0 Kjdnap for Sexual Purpose 9 0 Domestic Murder 
2 0 During Robbery 0 Kidnap for Ransom 10 0 Alcohol or Drug Abuse 
o During Burglary 7 0 Revenge 88 0 Other ________ _ 
4 0 During Arson 8 0 Contract Murder 99 D Unknown/no apparent motive 
1 H2A.1 Crime Classification Manual Number: ________ _ 
� Is there an indication that this case is related to Organized Drug Trar£icking. or Organized Crime 
(Traditional and Non-traditional)? 
1 0 Yes (Specify) 99 D Unable to determine 
2 0 No 
\ 
( , 
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_ DATE AND TIME PARAMETERS 
� Today's Date: I 
(mo) (d,y) (yr) Military 
Time Euc( Appro:limale 
� Victim Last Seen: -- -- -- o 
(day of wk) (mo) (d,y) (yr) 
@] Death/Major Assault: -- -- -- o 
(d,y of wk) (mo) (d,y) (yr) 
� Victim or Body Found: I o 
(d,y of wk) (mo) (d,y) (yr) 
II. VICTIM INFORMATION 
_ VICTIM STATUS 
� This is victim number of 
� Status of tbis victim: 
I 0 Deceased (As " result of this incident) 
2 0 Survivor of attack 
total victims in this incident. 
3 0 Missing 
o 
o 
o 
_ VICTIM IDENTIFICATION •••••••••••••••• 
� Namc 
r.:l �(�u� ... �R�'� ... -�· ,�,,�.)----------------------------------t!!:J Alias(cs) including maiden name and prior married names: 
� Exact Street Address: ___________ --::= ___________ -:=:-_____ _ � Resident City: §J County: ________ � State: ___ _ 
� Zip: El Ale Tel. No.: --== _________ §] Soe. See. NO.: ___ • ___ • _ _ 
� FBI No.: � VA SID No.: 
_ PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION ••• lilililililili ••••• 
� Sex; 
1 0  Male 
� Race: 
2 0  Female 99 0 Unknown 
I O Blaek 2 0 Caucasian 
Date of Birth: I 
(iiiO) (d ,y) (Yr) 
Hispanic 4 0 Oriental/Asian S O O'her 
99 0 Unknown 
Age, or best estimate. at time of incidcnt: _____ _ 99 0 Unknown 
Height, or best estimate: _____ feet, __ --'-___ inches 99 0 Unknown 
Approxjmate weight: ____ _ Ibs. 99 0 Unknown 
Build (check one only): I 0 Small (thin) 3 0 Large (stocky) 
99 0 Unknown 
99 0 Unknown 
Eye Color: 1 0 Black 
2 0 Blue 
o Brown 
4 0 G"y 
o Green 
6 0 H'zel 
99 0 Unknown 
G Hair length (check one only): 
1 0 Bald or shaved 
2 0 Shorter than coll�lr length 
o Collar length 
oS 0 Shoulder length 
5 0 Longer Ih;m shoulder length 
99 0 Unknown 
PAGE 3 � Hair shade (check one only): 1 0 Light 2 0 D:ux 3 0 Neither 1 nor 2 99 0 Unknown 
� Predominant hair color (check. one only): 1 0 Gray andlor white 
2 0  Blond 
3 0 R.d S 0 Black 99 0 Unknown 
4 0 Brown 6 0 Olh.r 
It Jour victim is eilher a miniol persoa or aD unidealified dud bod,., n,poDd to iteml " .broaCh 48. Otberwise 10 to item 49. 
44. AbnonnaJities of teeth: 
1 0 NODe 5 0 Decayed 0 Other (describe) 
2 0  Braces 
3 0 Broken or chipped 
4 0 Crooked 
6 0 Noticeable Gaps 
7 0 Some or all missing 
8 0 Stained 
45. Glasses or corrective lenses normally worn by or associated with victim: 
1 0 None 4 0 Bifocals 
2 0 Prescription 5 0 Plastic (rame 
3 0 Conta ...  (oolor ) 6 0 M.lal {ram. 
99 0 Unknown 
7 0  Rimless 
8 0 01h.r 
99 0 Unknown 
• SCARS AND/OR BIRTHMARKS ••••••••••••••• 
46. Location of noticeable scars or birthmarks (not tauoos): 
1 0 Non. 4 0 Torso 
2 0 Face. head or neck 5 0 Buttocks 
3 0 Ann(s) or hand(s) 6 0 F •• I or I.g(s) 
7 0  Otber 
99 0 Unknown 
. TATTOOS ..................................... .. 
47. Tattoo locations: 
1 0  Non. 
2 0 Face, head or neck 
3 0 Ann(s) or hand(s) 
48. Tattoo designs: 
4 0  Tono 
5 0 Buttocks 
6 0 Feet or leg(s) 
3 0 Picture(s) or design(s) 
7 0  Other 
99 0 Unknown 
99 0 Unknown 1 0 Initials or words 
2 0 Numb.r(s) 4 0 Olh.r����iiiiiiiiiii� •••• 1 • OUTSTANDING PHYSICAL FEATURES 49. Did the victim have oUlst:lnding physical features (crossed eyes, noticeable limp. physical deformity, etc.)? 
(Do nol repeat information listed in 44 through 48. above.) 
1 0 Yes (describe) ________________________________ _ 
2 0  No 
99 0 Unknown 
• SIGNIFICANT IDENTIFIER ............... .. 
H8. In your opinion. what is the most significant identifier. if the victim is unidentified? _____ '--_____ _ 
• CLOTHING OF VICTIM 
50. GeneraJly preferred clothing style (This item deals with geoeral style o f  dress typiC.1.lIy preferred by the victim. 
not a detailed description.): 
I 0 Business suit 
2 0  Casual 
3 0 Gaudy or garish 
4 0 Sport or athletic 
o Western wear 
6 0 Work clothes or uniform 
5 1. Generally preferred predomin:lnt color lone o f  clothing: 
I 0 Whites 4 0 I3lues 
2 0 Yellows 5 0 Pu rpleslViolets 
3 0 Greens 6 0 Reds/Oranges 
88 0 Olh.r __________ _ 
99 0 U n known 
7 0 Browns/tans 
8 0 Grays/Blacks 
52. If this victim is a missing person or unidentified dead, give a detailed description of clothing: 
---------------------- J } 
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_ MISCELLANEOUS ••••••••••••••••••• 
53. Victim's residence (check one only): 
J 0 Single family dwelling 
2 D Multi·f3mily dwelling 
H9. Residence location is (check only one): 
o Tempor3ry or transient housing 
4 0 Molor vehicle 
I 0 Rural 2 0 U,b.n 3 0 Suhurb3n 
.54. Current occupalion(s), legal or illcg::!l (How did the victim earn money?): 
5 0 Slreel 
99 0 Unknown 
1 .  ________________________________________________________________ __ 2. ________________________________________________________________ __ 
HIO. Victim's Vehicle Description: _____________________________ _ 
H I I. Marital Status: o S;nlle 3 o Separated 5 0  W;dowed 
o Married 4 0 
H12. Living with: 0 Spouse 3 0 
o Ch;ld,en 4 0 
H13. Lifestyle (CheCk as many 3S apply): 
1 0 Heterosexual 
Involved - outgoing 
Frequent socializer 
Infrequent socializer 
Introvert-withdrawn 
Transient 
2 0 Bisexual 
3 0 Homosexual 
4 0 Day PefSon - In early 
o Night Person - Out late Mentally III 
H14. Activity when last seen (check as many as apply): 
1 0 At residence 7 0 At restaurant 
2 0 Sleeping 8 0 At bar/tavern 
3 0 At school 9 0 At shopping mall 
4 0 To/from school 10 0 At recreation area 
5 0 AI wo,k 11 0 AI pany 
6 0 To/from work 12 0 In parking lot 
Divorced 88 0 Olhe, 
Parents S 0 Girlfriend 
Boyfriend 6 o Alone 
88 o Olhe, 
12 0 Runaway 
13 0 Drug Involvement (specify) 
14 0 Criminal Activity, i.e .• Prostitute. Pedophile, 
Pornography. Other ________ _ 88 0 Olhe, 
13 0 Driving/riding in vehicle 
14 0 Jou;nl 
15 0 Walk;.g 
16 0 H;ICbb;k;.g 
88 0 Olhe, _______ __ 
99 0 Unknown 
HIS. Evidence from victim (This is evidence removed (rom the victim which may assist in identifying victim or 
placing the victim al a scene.) Cbeek as many as apply: 
1 0 Fingerprints 3 0 Dcnlal charts S 0 Pulled pubic hairs 7 0 Body X·rays 
2 0 Major case impressions 4 0 Dental X-rays 6 0 Pulled head hairs 8 0 Other (delcribe)' _____ __ 
H16. Blood type: 
I D A D B 3 0  AB 4 0 0 
H17. RH Factor. 
1 0 Positive o Negative 99 0 Unknown 
H18. Subtypes Known: I 0 No o Yes (un below.) 
H19. DNA Typing: 1 0 No o Yes (By Who?) 
H20. Secretor: 1 0  No 2 0 Yes 
H2t. If identity is known. is photograph available? 
1 0 No 2 0 Yes 
H22. If  identity is unknown, is photograph, composite or reconstruction available? 
1 0 No 2 0 Yes 
III.  OFFENDER/SUSPECT INFORMATION 
As used i n  tbis HALT report. offender includes arrestees, perpetratoR, or penonl believed t o  be responsible (or tbe 
commission of the crime; a suspect 
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_ OFFENDER/SUSPECT STATUS ••••••••••••••• 
�ThiS is offender _ of_ tota) offenders in this incidenL 
�The offender/suspect is (check one only): 
1 0 Unknown (not seen, go to item 85) 
2 0 Unknown (secn) 
3 0 Identified (DOt in custody) 
4 0 In custody 
5 0 Deceased 
_ OFFENDER/SUSPECT IDENTIFICATION ••••••••••• 
�
N
ame : 
�,c�  .. 7.r.� .. �,."';.�,,�. )�----------------------------------------------------------------� Alias(es) including maiden name and prior married names: 
� Exact Street address: _______________ -== ____________________________________________ _ 
� Resident City: � Resident County: ______________ � State: 
______ 
_ 
� Zip: . � Area Coderre!. 
N
o.: __________________________ _ 
_ ���:�::y �o�S-C-R I-P�ION iliiil§].· .VA.SliiD.NO.·:iiiilEJ.63 •.• F.B.l N.O.': iiii 
G sell:: 
1 0 M.I. 2 0 Fem.l. 
G Race: 
99 0 Unknown 
1 0 Black 2 0 Caucasian 3 0 Hispanic 4 0 Oriental/Asian 5 0 Other 99 0 Unknow 
Date of Bir1b: 99 0 Unknown 
o Age. or best estimate. at time of incident: __________ _ 99 0 Unknown 
G Height. or best estimate: __ reel ___ inches (10 reet inches) 99 0 Unknown 
� Build (check one only): 
o Medium (average) 3 0 Large (stocky) 99 0 Un know 
� Approximate weight: _____ _ Ibs. 99 0 Unknown 
� H.lir length (check one only): 
1 0 B.lld or shaved ] 0 Collar length o Longer than shoulder leng' 
99 0 Unknown 2 0 Shorter than collar lenglh 
G H.lir shade (check one only): 
l O Ugh' 
� Predomin:::r.nt hair color (check one only): 
1 0 Gr3Y and/or white 
2 0 Blond 
oS 0 Shoulder length 
3 0 Nei ther I nor 2 
3 0 Red 
oS 0 Drown 
5 0 Di.ck 
6 n Other 
/ )  
99 0 Unkno\.\ 
99 0 Unkno\.\ 
� Eye Color: 
I 0 Black 
2 0 Blue 
G Was wearing glasses: 
1 0  Yes 
� Facial hair (check all that apply): 
I 0 None 
2 0 Must3che 
§!] AbnonnaJilies of teeth: 
1 0 NODe 
PAGE 6 
o Brown o Green 99 0 Unknown 
• 0 Gr3y 6 0 HOld 
2 0  No 99 0 Unknown 
3 0 Beard 99 0 Unknown 
• 0 O'h"' _______ _ 
5 0 Decayed 9 0 Dentures 
o Braces 6 0 Noticeable Gaps 88 0 Other (describe) 
o Broken or chipped 
4 0 Crooked 
� Appeared generally well groomed: 
1 0  Yes 
� Offender wore a disguise or mask: 
1 0  Yes 
o Some or all missing 
o Stained 99 0 Unknown 
o No 99 0 Unknown 
2 0  No 99 0 Unknown 
_ SCARS AND/OR BIRTHMARKS ••••••••••••••• 
� Location of noticeable SC3n or birthmarks (not tanoos): 
I 0 None 4 0 To,",o 88 0 Other (Specify) ____ _ 
2 0 Face. bead or neck 0 Buttocks 
3 0 Ann(s) or band(s) 6 0 Feet or 'eg(.) 99 0 Unkoown 
_TATTOOS .................................. .. 
[2!J Location of noticeable tattoos: 
I 0 None 
2 0 Face, bead or nea 
3 0 Ann(s) or hand(s) 
� Tattoo desigos: 
1 0 Initials or words 
2 0 Number(s) 
4 0 Torso 88 0 Otber (Specify) 
o Buttocks 
o Feet or leg(s) 99 0 Unknown 
3 0 Piclure(s) or delign(s) 99 0 Unknown 
88 0 Other 
�
(SIPieiciifYI)iiiiiiiiiiiiii •• _ OUTSTANDING PHYSICAL FEATURES I � Otber outstanding physical feature(s) of the offender/suspeCt nol reported above (crossed eyes.noticeable limp. 
physical defonnilY. skin disorders. elc.): 
I 0 Yes (describe) ________________________________ _ 
2 0  No 
-
99 0 Unknown 
� Unusual characteristics: 
1 0 Speech impediment 
2 0 Ment:!.1 Illness 
3 0 Left-handed 
H32. Composite available: 
1 0  No 
H33. Artist's rendering 3v3il3ble: 
1 0  No 
4 0 Noticeable odors (alcohol. tobacco, gasoline) List: _________ _ 
o Drug involvement (specify) _________________ _ 
6 D Other (specify) 
o Yes. Please attach (List make It model of kit &. numbers) 
D Yes. Ple:ue attach 
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IV. IDENTIFIED OFFENDER/SUSPECT INFORMATION 
H you hue an orCendtr I n  cuslody or 0 suspect IdenUned I n  this cast. complelt Ittlll. 8 0  lbroulb 84. Otberwue 10 t o  l&em 8 5  • 
.. OFFENDER/SUSPECT BACKGROUND •••••••••••• 
� List cities and states or residence during last .s years. Include cuel street addreJl, City, 
County, State, and telephone number if known. (uclude current residence): 
:��������== 
3.����� 4. === � List 3.l1 states the offender/suspect has visited during the last 5 years. (Attach separate sheet if ntecnary.): 
1 3 
2 _____________ _ � List foreign countries lived or traveled in: 
1 
2 _____________ _ � Marital status: 
1 0 Single 
2 0 Married 
� LivinG with: 
1 0 Spouse 
2 0 Children 
3 0 Separated 
4 0 Divorced 
o Parenu 
4 0 Boyfriend 
� List types of employment by offender/suspect within the last 3 years: 
_ PROPERTY OF OTHERS 
� Offender/suspect was in possession of property of othen (check all that apply): 
I 0 Body parts 3 0 Credit card(s). checks or other ID S 0 Photoes) 
o Widowed 
88 0 Other 
99 D Unknown 
5 0 Girlfriend 
6 0 Alnne 
88 0 Other 
2 0 Clothing 4 0 lewelry 88 0 Other (specify) 
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
 _ 
(Indude brid ducriptioD or properly ID Darratln. item 189) 
_ OFFENDER/SUSPECT ADMISSIONS ••••••••••••• 
� Offender/suspect admits other similar crimes of violence; 
1 D Yes (attach detailS) 2 0 No 
V. VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 
� Is a vehicle known to have been used in this incident? 
1 0 Yes 2 D No (go to itera 96) 
NOTE: Complete vehicle information if: ( 1 )  a vehicle W3.S used by the offender/suspect in this incident. or 
(2) this is a missing person C3.Se and the vehicle is missing, or 
(3) this is an unidentified dead C.:lSe ::md the vehicle h::ls been connected with the victim. or 
(4) the vehicle is ::Iny w::ly signific::lnt in this case. 
� Did the vehicle belong to or was it under the control of the victim? 1 0 Yes 
� The vehicle would normally be described as being: 
1 0 Exceptionally well mainl3.ined (sharp) 
2 0 Not generally well kent (beat up) 
3 0  
99 0 
Neither 1 nor 2 
Unknown 
2 0  No 
} 
[!!J The vehicle would normally be described 3S being: 
1 0 Newer/late model 3 0 Neither 1 nor 2 
2 0 Older model 99 0 Unknown 
� license number: � License slate: ________ _ 
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G Vehicle year: G Make: � Model: _____________ _ 
Body style: G 1 0 Passenger car 3 0 Pick-up truck 5 0 Tr3ctor-tr:ailer 88 0 Other (specify) 
2 0 Van 4 0 �Jeep· type (i.e., Bronco ) 6 0 Motorcycle 99 0 Unknown -------
� Color: Top _____________ _ Bottom _____________ _ 
� Distinctive features of vehicle: 
1 0 Missing parts (specify) : _____________________________ _ 
2 0 LoudlNo m u ffler: ______________________________ _ 
3 0 Lellering (speci ry): ______________________________ _ 
4 0 Paintings (specify) : ______________________________ _ 
o Rust (speeiry) : _______________________________ _ 
6 0 Damage (speci ry) : ______________________________ _ 
88 0 Q.ber (speci ry): _______________________________ _ 
99 0 Unknown 
§!] us, other vehicles owned or registend to ofCenderlsuspea or vehides to wrucb he has had acoc.ss. 
Registration Numbers: 
Include Slate and 
VI. OFFENSE M . O  . 
• OFFENDER'S APPROACH TO VICTIM AT TIME OF INCIDENT 
96. The victim or a witness reported that the oncoder's approach to the victim was: 
1 0 No living victim or person witnessed the offender's approach to victim. (co to item 100) 
2 0 By deception or con: openly. with sub terfuge or ploy (e.g .• offers assistance or requests directions.) 
(co to item 97 aod tben co to item 100) 
. 
3 0 By surprise: lay in wait or stepped from concealment. (Co to itera 98 aad tben Co to itelll 100) 
4 0 By "Bliu": direct or immediate physical assault. (co to Item 99) 
97. If the offender initiated contact with the victim by means of deception. indicate type of deception below: 
1 0 Posed as authority figure 5 0 Implied family emergency/illness 9 0 Phony police traffic SlOp 2 0 Posed as business person 6 0 Wanted to show (something) 10 0 Solicitatioo for sex 
3 0 Asked victim to model/pose for photos 7 0 Asked for/offered assistance 11 0 Offered rid e  or transponation 
4 0 Offered job. money, tre:llS or toys 8 0 C.3used/staged traffic accident 12 0 Other deception 
98. If the offender initiated contact with the victim by means of surprise, ind icate the type of surprise below: 
1 0 Lay in wait-out of doors 4 0 Victim sleeping 
2 0 Lay in wait--in building S O Other surprise 
3 D Lay in wait--in vehicle 
99. If the offender initiated contact with the victim by direct and immediate physical assault. 
indicate the type of direct and immediate physical assault below: 
1 D Immediately and physically overpowered victim (picked up. 
carried away. etc.) 
2 D Hit victim with hand. fist. or clubbing 
weapon 
3 0  
4 0  
o 
6 0  
Choked victim 
Stabbed victim 
Shot victim 
Olher direct assault 
_ EXACT GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION ••••••••••••• 
100. Last known location of identified victim or location of unidentified dead body recovery site: 
a. Street address b. City/Municipality of ____________ _ 
c. County of ___________ d. St31e _________ e. Zip Code _______ _ 
_ LOCATION OF EVENTS 
BODY RECOVERY SITE 
101. Description of gcncT31 arc:!. of the body recovery sile (one only): 
I 0 Rural 2 0 Suburban 3 0 Urban 99 0 Unknown 
102. The neighborhood of the body recovery site is predominantly (check one): 
1 0 Business, industrial or commercial 3 0 Residential 99 0 Unknown 
2 0 Farm or :lgricultuTal 4 0 Uninhabited or wilderness 
103. The body recovery site was (check as mOln), as 3pply): 
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I 8 Any residence 5 0 
2 At or nc:lt a school or playground 0 
In a vice area 
A densely wooded area 
9 0 On public transportation 
88 0 Olhe, (specily) 
3 0 In :1 Telail shopping district 0 
4 0 On :1 public street 0 
104. The body recovery sile was the victim's residence: 
In an open field 
In :1 vehicle 
I 0 Yes 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
lOS. The body recovery site W3.S the victim's workpJ3ce: 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
106. Potenli31 witnesses at the. time the offender left the body recovery site: 
1 0 Other people were present in the immediate area 99 0 Unknown 
2 0 Area was essenti3l1y deserted 
MURDER OR MAJOR ASSA ULT SITE 
107. Was the murder or major assaull site the same as the body recovery sile? 
1 0 Yes (co 10 item 113) 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
108. Description of general area of murder or m3jor assault site (check one): 
I 0 Runl 2 0 Suburban 3 0 Urban 99 0 Unknown 
109. The neighborhood of murder/major assault site is predominantly (check one): 
99 0 Unknown 
I 0 Business. industrial or commercial 4 0 Uninhabited or wilderness 
1 10. 
2 0 Farm or agricultural 99 0 Unknown 
3 0 Residential 
The murder or major assault site was (check as many as apply): 
I 0 Any residen� 0 In a vice area 
2 0  At or near a school or playground 0 A densely wooded area 
3 0 In a retail shopping district 0 In an open field 
4 0 On a public street 0 In a vehicle 
I l l. The murder or major assault site was victim's residence: 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
112. The murder or major :lSsault site was victim's work place: 
I 0 Yes 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
1 13. Potential witness at the lime of the murder or major assault: 
9 0 On public transportation 
88 0 Other (specify) 
99 0 Unknown 
1 0 Other people were present in the immediate area 0 Area was essentially deserled 
99 0 Urtknown 
SITE OF OFFENDER'S INITIAL CONTA CT WITH VICTIM 
1 14. Was the site of the offender's initial contact with the victim the same as the murder or major assault site? 
I 0 Yes (go to item 120) 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
1 15. Description of general arca of initial offender/victim contact (check one): 
1 0 Rural 2 0 Suburban 3 0 Urban 99 0 Unknown 
116. The neighborhood of initial conuet is predominantly (check one): 
1 0 Business. industrial or commercial 3 0 Residential 99 0 Unknown 
2 0 Farm or agricultural 4 0 Uninhabited or wilderness 
117, The initial offender/victim contact W:\S (cbeck as many a.s apply): 
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I 0 Any residence 2 0 At or near a school or playground 
0 
6 0 
In 3 vice area 
A densely wooded area 
9 0 On public transportation 
88 0 Other ('pecify) 
3 0 In a retail shopping district 0 In 3n open field 
4 0 On a public street 0 In 3 vehicle 
. 118. The ofrendcr/viclim contact was victim's residence: 
l O Ve. 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
119. The offender/victim contact was victim's workplace: 
l O Ve. 2 0 No 99 0 U n k n own 
120. Potential witness at the lime of the initial offcnder/Victim contacl: 
1 0 Other people were present in the immediate area 99 0 Unknown 
2 0 Area was essentially deserted 
VICTIM'S LAST KNOWN LOCATION 
99 0 U n k n own 
121. Was the site of the victim's last known location the S3me as the site of the initial contact between victim and offender? 
1 0 Yes (co 10 Item 127) 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
122. Description of generaJ area of victim's last known loc3tion (check one): 
I 0 Rural 2 0 Suburban 3 0 Urban 99 0 Unknown 
123. The neighborhood of victim's 1!lS1 known location W!lS predominantly (check one): 
124. 
1 0 Business. industrial or commercial 4 0 Uninhabited or wilderness 
2 0 Farm or agricultural 99 0 Unknown 
3 0 Residential 
The victim's last known location was (check 3S many as apply): 
I 0 Any residence 5 0  In a vice area 
2 0  At or near a school or playground 6 0 A densely wooded area 
3 0 In a retail shopping district 0 In an open field 
4 0 On a public street 0 In a vehicle 
9 0 On public transportation 
88 0 Other (specify) 
99 0 Unknown 
125. The victim's last known location was victim's residence: 
l O Ve. 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
126. The victim's last known location W!lS victim's workpl:tce: 
l O Ve. 2 0 No 99 0 U n k n own 
_ EVENTS AT ASSAULT SITE 
127. There is evidence that the offender disabled the telephone. other utilities or security devices: 
l O Ve. 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
128. The property at the crime scene(s) W!lS rans:tcted. vandalized or burned: 
l O Ve. ('pecify) 2 0 No 99 0 Unknown 
129. There are indications th3t the offender took steps to obliterate or destroy evidence at the scene: 
l O Ve. 2 0 No' 99 0 Unknown 
_ OFFENDER'S WRITING OR CARVING ON BODY OF VICTIM •••• 
130. Writing or carving on body: 
l O Ve. (de.cribe) ______________ _ 2 0  No 
131. Instrument used to write or carve on body: 
o Lipstick 88 0 Other (specify) 1 0 Knife or other sharp instrument 
2 0 Blood 4 0 Writing instrument (pen. etc) 
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• OFFENDER'S WRITING OR DRAWING AT THE CRIME SCENE •••• 
132. Writine or drawing 3t crime scene(s): 
1 0 Yes (describe) __________ _ 
133. Instrument used to write or dr.lw ::It cnme scenc(s): 
1 0 Knife or other sh:&rp instrument 
2 0 Blood 
3 0 Lipstick 
2 0  No 
4 0 Writing instrument (pen. etc.) 
88 0 Olher (specify) 
. SYMBOLIC ARTIFACTS AT CRIME SCENE ••••••••••• 
134. Was there evidence 10 suue!t a deliberate or unusual ritual tact/thing had been performed on, with, or near 
the victim (such as an orderly formation of rocks. burnt candles. dead animals, defecation. ctc.)? 
1 0 Yes (describe) _________________________________ _ 
2 0  No 
99 0 Unknown 
.OFFENDER'S COMMUNICATIONS •••••••••••••• 
Item 135 duls wllb communiutions initialed by the orrender wllb respect 10 tbe crime. Eumples would be: aD orrcadu 
sndia&: a Idler or • 'ape recordin, to the poilu or media chaiminc rnponsibilily ror tbe crime; . no,om bolc; 
or a suspidous c:ommuDication ruelnd by tbe victim prior to tbe crime. 
(Tbis item does Dot rder to cODYersalion between the orrender and victim durin� commission or tbe crime.) 
135. W:u tbere 3ny communicOltion from the offender before or after the crime? 
1 0 Yes (endose a copy or synopsis of the communication) 2 0 No 99 D Unknown 
VII. CONDITION OF VICTIM WHEN FOUND 
136. There is reason to believe the offender moved the body from the area of the duth site to the area of the body 
recovery site: 
1 0  Yes 2 0  No 
137. Evidence suggests the offender disposed of the body in the following manner: 
3 0 Unable to determine 
1 0 Openly displayed or otherwise placed to insure discovery 3 D With an apparent lack of concern as to 
2 0 Concealed, hidden. or otherwise placed in whether or nOI body was discovered 
order to prevent discovery 99 0 Unable to determine 
138. It appears the body of the victim was intentionally placed in an unnatural or unusual position after death had occurred 
(e.g., staged or posed): 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No 0 Unable to determine 
139. Body was discovered: 
o Buried 0 In a container (e.g .• bOI: dumpster, refrigerator) 
o Covered 0 In a vehicle 
3 0 �nv:r���)of water (stream. lake. 7 0 Scauered about (body parts) 
4 0 In a building 8 0 None of the above 
140. If the body was discovered in water. was it weighted? 
1 0 Yes (wilh W
hat?) 
���;��c��jili
2
1
0
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o ••••••••••••••••• 1 _ RESTRAINTS USED ON VICTIM 141. Was the victim bound? 
1 0  Yes 2 0 No (go 10 iteID 146) 
142. Article(s) used to bind or restrain the victim or the body: 
o An article of clothing 4 0 Chain 
o Tape 0 Hand or thumbcufrs 
3 0 Cordage (e.g., rope. string. twine. wire. leather 99 0 Other (specify) _____________ _ 
thong. etc.) 
143. The evidence suggests that the re5training device(s) was (check one only): 
1 0 Brought to the scene by the offender 3 0 Both I and 2 
2 0 An article found at tho 'ene by the offender 99 0 Unknown 
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144. Paris of body bound (check 3 S  m3ny 3 S  :lpply): 
1 0 Hands or anns 3 0 Neck 
2 0 Fect. anlclc(s) or legs " 0 Anns bound to torso 
5 0 Hands and ankle(s) bound together 
88 0 Olhcr ('pecify) 
145. The bindings on the victim were excessive (much more th .::.n necessary 10 control victim's movements): 
I 0 Yes 2 0 N o  3 0 U/l:lblc 10 determine 
146. The body was tied 10 :molher object: 
1 0  Ye, 2 0  No 
147. W:u .:l. g3g placed in or on the ... iclim's mouth? 
1 0 Yes (describe) 
__
_
____ 
_ 2 0  No 
99 0 Unknown 
148. Was 3 blindfold placed on o r  over the victim's eye's'? 
1 0 Yes (describ.) 
_______ _ 2 0  No 
99 0 U n k n own 
149. W3.S victim's entire (ace covered? 
1 0 Yes (describ.) _
__
_
__
_ 
_ 2 0 No 
99 0 Unknown 
_ CLOTHI N G  AND PROPERTY OF VICTIM ••••••••••• 
ISO. Clothing on victim when found: 
1 0 Fully dressed 3 0  Nude 
2 0 Partially undressed 88 0 Olhcr (.peci fy), __
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
 _ 
151. There is evidence the victim W3.S re-dressed by the offender: 
1 0 Yes 2 0 N o  3 0 Unable to determine 
]52. There is evidence to suggest that any or all of the victim's clothing had been ripped or tom: 
1 0 Yes 2 0 N o  3 0 Unable to determine 
153. There is evidence to suggest that any or all of the victim's clothing had been cut from the body: 
I 0 Yes 2 0 No 3 0 Unable to determine 
154. Items of victim's clothing were missing from the body recovery site: 
1 0 Yes (id.nlify) 2 0 No 
99 0 Unknown 
ISS. Victims clothing (not o n  the body) recovered at the recovery site: 
1 0 Piled n.ally 3 0 Hidd.n 
2 0 Scattered 4 0 Not applicable 
156. Based on the investigation, there is evidence to suggest that the offender took. small penonal items 
(other than clothing) from the victim. These items may or may not be valuable, (e.g .• photos, driver's license. 
real or costume jewelry, etc.): 
1 0 Yes (,p.cify) _
__ 
� 
___ 
_ 
2 0  No 
99 0 Unk.nown 
VIII. CAUSE OF DEATH AND/OR TRAUMA 
_ CAUSE OF DEATH 
tr victim is • sunivor, 10 to itcm 158. ( 157.1 Medic:)1 Euminer officially listed c.1.use of death: 
. 1 0 Gunshot wound(s) 
2 0 Slab wound(,) 
3 0 CUlling or incised wound(s) 
4 0 Blunt (orce injury 
o Strangulation (circle one-manual, ligature. undetermined) 
o Smothering 
7 0 Airway occlusion (internal) 
o Torso compression 
o Hanging 
10 0 Drowning 
11 0 Bum, (fire) 
12 0 Bum, (ch.mical) 
13 0 Burns (scaJdinc) 
14 0 Hypothermia o r  upolure 
15 0 Malnutrition o r  dehydration 
16 0 Electrocution 
17 0 Crushing injury 
18 0 Explosive trauma 
19 0 Undetermined 
88 0 Olb" (,p.cify) 
_
_________ 
_ 
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... TRAUMA ........................................ .. 
ill!J Major trauma location(s) (check 3S m;lny as 3pply): 
1 0 Head/bee/neck 4 0 Le&(s)/feel 
2 0 Arm(s)/h.nd(s) 5 0 B,e",,(s) 
3 0 Torso 6 0 Buttocks 
� Extent of Blunt Force trauma ONLY: 
I 0 None 
7 0 Genitalia 
8 0 Anu. 
88 0 O,he, (.pecify) ___________ _ 
99 0 Unable to determine 
2 D Minimal (Minor bruising only, possibly caused by offender's s13pping to control the victim) 
3 0 Moderate (Injury inflicted which in itself could not have caused death) 
4 D Severe (Injury which in itself could have caused death. whether it was the cause of death or nOl) 
o Extreme (Injury inflicted beyond that necessary for death. Overkill) 
� Estimated number of stab wounds ____________________________ _ � Estimated number of cutting wounds ___________________________ _ � Number of entry gunshot wounds _____________________________ _ � Range of gunfire: 
1 0 Not applicable 
2 0 Distant (no stippling/tanooing) 
3 0 Intermediate (stippling/tattooing) 
4 0 Close (powder residue/tattooing) 
5 0 Contact 
_ BITE MARKS ON VICTIM .............................. . 
164, Bite maries were identified on the victim's body:' 
I 0 Yes 0 No <go '0 ile .. 166) 
165. Location of bite maries: 
1 0  Face 4 0 Bre3.St(s) 7 0 Genitalia 
2 0 Neck o BUllocks 8 0 Thigh(.) 
3 0 Abdomen 6 0 Groin 88 0 Olher (specifY
)ij;liiiiiiiiiiil _ ELEMENTS OF TORTURE OR UNUSUAL ASSAULT 
166. There is evidence 10 suggest that the offender disfigured the body of Ihe victim in order to delay or hinder 
identification of the victim (burned body; removed and too Ie bands. feet. head; etc.): 
1 0  Yes 2 0  No 
167. Elements of unusual or additional assault upon victim: 
I tJ None 
2 0 Victim whipped 
3 0 Burns on victim 
4 0 Victim run over by vehicle 
168. Body parts removed by oCfender: 
1 0 None (go to item 170) 
2 0  He.d 
3 0 Scalp 
4 0  Face 
5 0  Tee,h 
6 0  Eye(s) 
169. Dismemberment method: 
I 0 Bitten oCf 
2 0 Cut · skilled/surgical 
3 0 Cut · unskilled/rough cut 
4 0 Hacked/chopped oCC 
5 0 Sawed 011 
o Evidence oC cannibalism/vampirism 
6 D OCfender explored. probed, or mutilated cavities 
or wounds oC victim 
88 0 O,he, (specify) _________________ _ 
7 0  E.,(s) 
8 0  Nose 
9 0  H.nd(s) 
10 0 Ann(.) 
II 0 Leg(s) 
12 0 B,e .. t(s) 
13 0 NippJe(.) 
14 0 Anus 
15 0 Genitalia 
16 0 Internal Organs 
88 0 Othe, (specily) ___________ _ 
88 0 O,her (specily) _________________________________ _ 
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• SEXUAL ASSAULT •••••••••••••••••• 
[!Z[J Is there evidence of an assault to any of the victim's se:rual organs or body cavities? 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No (10 to item 178) 3 0 Unable to determine 
r:!1I1 Type sel[ual assault. or attempt (check all that ::apply): 
o Vaginal 
D An.) 
3 0 Victim performed oral sex on offender 
4 0 Offender performed 0(3.1 sell: on victim 
88 0 Other (describe) 
_
_
_____
____ 
_ 
99 0 Unable to delennine 
� Semen identification·1" .. body cavily of the victim (complete itelDl 860 tbrouxb "64, Ir yu): 
1 0 No 3 0 In anus S 0 Unable 10 determine 
2 0 In vagina 4 0 In mouth 
173. Evidence of other ejaculation: 
) D Na 
2 0 On body of victim 
3 0 Elsewhere at the scene 
4 0 Unable to delennine 
174. There is evidence to suggest post mortem sexual assault: 
1 0 Yes 2 0 No 3 0 Unable to detennine 
175. Is there evidence of sexuaJ insertion of foreign object(s) (other than the penis) into the victim's body? 
1 D Yes 2 0 No (go to item 178) 
176. Evidence of sexual insertion of foreign object still in the body when first discovered (e.g., rocks. twigs. knife, clothing): 
(object) (object) 
) 0 V.g;n. ________
_ 
_ 4 0 Mouth _________ _ 
2 0  Pen;', 
_
_________ 
_ 88 0 Othe, _
__
_
_
____
_ 
_ 
3 0  Anus 
_
_
__
_
__
_
__ _ 
177. There is evidence of sexual insertion of foreign objecl(s) into victim'S body, but the object was not in the body 
when the body was first discovered: 
) 0 yes ______________ _ inlo 
2 0  No 
3 0 Unable to determine 
IX. FORENSIC EVIDENCE 
[!1!J Weapons used by  the offender i n  this assauH: 
1 0  None 
2 0 Firearm 
o Lig3ture 
6 0 H3nds or feet 
3 0 Stabbing or cutting weapon 
4 0 Bludgeon or club 
88 0 Othe, (describe) 
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
 
_
 
[!ID Assault weapon(s) used by offender: 
1 0 Weapon of opportunity (offender finds weapon at or near scene) 
2 0 Weapon of choice (offender preselects weapon and brings to scene) 
(i[] Recovery of assault weapon(s) (check as m:my as 3ppJy): 
3 0 Both 1 .nd 2 
99 0 Unknown 
1 0 Not recovered 3 0 Recovered elsewhere (where)? 
_
___
_
___
_
__
_ 
_ 
2 0 Recovered 31 scene 
� If firearm used. specify type (ir nol Co 10 ilera 1145): 
1 0 H3ndgun 88 0 Other (specify), _
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
 _ 
2 0 Rifle 99 0 Unknown 
3 0 Shotgun 
� C31iber or g3uge of fire:mn used: _____________
_
____
____
__
_
____ _ 
am Number of grooves 3nd direction of twist of recovered fire3rm: 
__
__
_
___
___
_
__
_
___
_ _ 
um Size of shotgun shell peliels recovered or used: _____________
_
_
_
_
_
__
_
__
_ 
_ 
� Is Ihe firc3rm 3V3il:l,bJe? 
1 0  No 2 0 Yes 
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� Type of round used: _______________________________ _ [!!!!) Number of lands and grooves, :lnd direction of twist (bullet only): _________________ _ � Width of i3nd impression: ______________________________ _ 
� Width of groove imprcssion: _____________________________ _ 
� Weight of projeclile: _______________________________ _ 
H4!i. JC used. is knife or cutting/sI3bbing wcapon 3vail.:able? (ir not used, 10 10 item 1147) 
I 0 No 2 0 Yes (descr;be) ______________________ _ 
H46. If answer 10 H45 is �No.� is wound interpretation possible? 
I 0 No 2 0 Yes (descr;be) ______________________ _ 
H47. If blunt force used. is the weapon 3vailable?{lr bol used, go 10 itcm 1148): 
I 0 No 2 0 Yes (descr;be) ______________________ _ 
H48. If answer to H47 is �No." was wound interpretation possible? 
I 0 No 2 0 Yes (describe) ______________________ _ 
H49. If used. is ligature 3v3ilable? (ir nol usd. 10 to IttlD 1150.) 
I 0 No 2 0 Yes (describe) ______________________ _ 
H50. Ir answer to H49 is �No.� is wound interprel31ion possible? 
I 0 N
:
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_ BLOOD . 
185. What is the offender's blood type? 
I D A 
2 0  B 
3 0  AB 
' D O 
99 0 Unknown 
186. What is the Rh factor of the offender's blood? 
1 0 Positive 2 0 Negative 99 0 Unknown 
_ EVIDENCE FROM THE SCENE OR OTHER EVIDENCE FOUND ON THE VICTIM . 
This is rore iSD nidence which raay assist in identiryinS the orrnder. 
ill l.  Unidentified latents: 
1 0  No 2 0  Yes 
HS2. If yes, latents suiuble for entry into Autom:l1ed Fingerprint Identific3tion System? 
1 0 No 2 0 Yes (identify system), _________________ _ 
H53. Foreign hair: 
1 0 Animal (identify) ____ -:-_________________________ _ 
2 0 Human (identify · type. race, color) ________________________ _ 
HS4. Significant foreign fibers: Signific3nt is defined as fibers. which due to the number. type, or location found, 
may be from the suspect or another scene. 
1 0  No 
2 0 Yes (describe 3S completely as possible): 
H55. Foreign blood: 
I 0 No 2 0 Yes 
H56. If yes, type, if known: 
I 0 A 3 0  AB 99 0 Unknown 
2 0 B , 0 0 
H57. Subtype(s) 3vail3ble: 
1 0 No 2 0 Yes (list) 
H58. DNA type 3v3iLlble: 
I 0 No 2 0  Yes (list where done) 
H59, Foreisn $3liv:l: 
1 0  No 
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2 0 Yes (list Iype(s) A ,  D ,  AB, 0 i f  seCrelor) _______________________ _ � Seminal nuid: 
1 0  No 2 0  Yes 
� Secretor. if .:answer to H60 is "Yes:" 
1 0 No 2 0 Yes (1;$1 Iype('» _____________________ _ 
� Suhlype(s) 3V3i13blc. if answer to H60 and 1-16) are "Yee 
1 0 No 2 0 Ye, (1;$1 Iype,) ______________________ _ � Speml3tozoa present: 
1 0  No 2 0 Yes (if yes, are 13ils intact? __ ) 
� DNA typing done, if answer 10 H63 is "Yes:" 
_ OT��:
o
PHYSICAL ��I;���=
r
l
e d
.
o
i
ne
.
) 
•••••••••••••• 
H65. Are unidentified tire tracks present at the scene? 
1 0  No 2 0  Ye, 
H66. Ir answer to H65 is "Yes," arc wheelbase or track width measurements available? 
1 0  No 2 0  Ye, 
H67. Do measurement,s suggest or indicate size or type of vehicle? 
1 0 No 2 0 Ye, (de,cribe) ___________________ "'-__ _ 
H68. Was :1 cast made or scaled phologT3phs taken of lire impression? 
1 0  No 2 0  Ye, 
H69. If answer to H68 is ·Yes," was any tire identification (unction performed? 
1 0 No 2 0 Ye, (de'cribe) ______________________ _ 
H70. Were any unidentified footwear impressions present at the scene? 
1 0  No 2 0  Ye, 
H71. If answer to H70 is ·Yes,� was a cast or scaJed photograph laken? 
1 0  No 2 0  Ye, 
H72. If answer to H71 is -Yes,· was any identification function performed? 
1 0 No 2 0 Ye, (de'cribe) ______________________ _ 
H73. List any other physical evidence available, and its significance: 
X. REQUEST FOR PROFILE 
187. Is this HALT Report being submitted in conjunction with II request for Criminal Investigative 
Analysis (profile)'? 
I 0 Yes (see nole below) 2 0 No 
NOTE: If you are sUbmitting this repon in conjunction with a request for Criminal Investigative Analysis 
(profiling) by the Virgini:! St3te Police. you do not need to submit the case materials (photographs, 
maps, etc.) to HALT. but you must contact the Virginia State Police Violent Crimes Investigative 
Unit concerning h.lndling of these m:r.teri:lIs (Telephone 804-323-2333). 
If you are submitting this report in conjunction with a request for Criminal Investigative Analysis 
(profiling) by the FBI you must contact the National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime 
coordin:uor at the FBI Field Division in your area. 
XI. OTHER RELATED CASES 
188. Are you aware o f  any other similar cases o r  o n e  i n  which Ihis offender may have been involved? 
1 0 Yes (provide details below) 2 0 No 
Agency Name State Case Number Investigator Phone No. 
; ) 
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Type o f  Offense 
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XII. NARRATIVE SUMMARY 
[2!!J Give a brief narrative or this case so the reader will have a general overview oC the case, the de13ils. the most unusual 
characteristics. and the sequence of events. Also, include any details oC this case you {eel 3fC: important. but have not 
been previously addressed. (See c:umples oC narrative summaries in the instructions. Attach paper with additional 
details if necessary) 
Appendix D 
Le t t e r  o f  I nqu i ry Conc e rn i ng 
C o l d  Ca s e  S quads 
FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
1 0600 PAGE AVENUE, FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22030-408 1 
May 2 2 , 1 9 9 5  
Dear Supervisor : 
Greet ings f rom Fairfax County, Virginia !  
Colonel M. Douglas Scot 
Chief of Pollee 
Please let me explain why I am writ ing to you . Recent ly,  
our department formed a " Cold Case Squad . "  The Cold Case 
Squad is a branch o f  our Homicide Sect ion and is tasked 
with the respons ibi l i ty of reinvest igating o l d ,  
unresolved homicides . 
I t  i s  my understanding your agency has a Cold Case Squad . 
I am conduct ing thesis  research for a Masters of Science 
Degree in Criminal Just ice from Virginia Commonwealth 
Universi ty .  My thesis  research involves Cold Case Squads 
and I am request ing any informat ion you may have 
available . I am spe c i f ically interested in : 
• Closure rate data 
• Number of cases handled 
• Solvab i l ity factors 
• Any other informat ion you bel ieve may help add 
validity to my research . 
I nformat i on may be mailed to the above address . I can be 
reached at from 7 : 0 0 am to 3 : 3 0  pm , Monday 
t hrough Friday . I am thanking you in advance for your 
assistance . 
Sincerely , 
Rodney L .  Gohn , Lieutenant 
Supervi sor , Crime Scene Sect ion 
Appendix E 
Summa ry o f  S tudy Popu l a t i on 
W i t h  Comp l e t e d  
S o l vab i l i ty F a c t o r s  Work S he e t s 
1 .  Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
YEAR 1 9 8 6  
CRUTCHFIELD , Allen W/M/2 2  
8 6 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 2  
2 / 1 1 / 8 6  
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
3 0 1 8  Virginia Dare Court , Chant i l ly , VA 
Victim was walking down the street in 
front of his house when the suspect 
came up behind him and shot him . 
Possibly drugs . 
Weapon : Firearm 
Suspect : Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
Has the death been ruled a homic i de ?  • 
Has the scene location been determined? • 
Has the vic t im been identi f i ed? • 
I s  there phys ical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a suspe c t ?  
C a n  any evidence be reproc essed to • 
yield further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  six • 
months ? 
2 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
Vict im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
CAMPBELL , James G .  W/M/ 2 6  
8 6 2 2 0 1 5 0 6 3 0  
8 / 8 / 8 6  
3 1 0 5 - B  Groveton Street , Alexandria , VA 
Victim was found on the f loor o f  his 
home by co-workers when he failed to 
show up for work . He was beaten t o  
death . 
Unknown 
Hammer 
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the vic tim been identi fied? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
identi fy a susp e c t ?  
Can any evidence be reproc essed to • 
yield further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the l a s t  s ix • 
months? 
3 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Vict im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
BARROWS , Cindy W/F/ 1 9  
8 6 0 5 0 2 1 2 6 3 0  
2 / 1 9 / 8 6  
Beulah Park 
Vict im was at a party and did not 
return home . Vict im was reported 
miss ing by her mother on 2 - 1 9 - 8 6 . 
Victim ' s remains were found on 4 - 1 0 -
8 7 . Exact cause and manner o f  death 
unknown . It is be l ieved t he victim 
was dumped in the park . 
Possibly sexual 
Unknown 
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the scene locat ion been determined? • 
the vic tim been iden t i f i ed? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reproc es sed to • 
yie l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  six • 
months ? 
1 .  Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
YEAR 1 9 8 7  
HOFFMEYER , Wi l l iam A .  W/M/ 5 0  
8 7 0 2 0 1 3 5 5 2 2  
1 / 2 0 / 8 7  
4 8 6 1  Randolph Drive 
Synops i s : Victim was found by a co- worker after 
he fai led to show up for work . Victim 
was shot several t imes . 
Mot ive : Unknown 
Weapon : Firearm 
Suspect : Unknown 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
Has the death been rul ed a homicide? • 
Has the scene location been de termined? • 
Has the vic t im been iden t i f i ed ?  • 
I s  there phys ical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a susp e c t ?  
Can any evidence be reprocessed to • 
yi e l d  further c lu e s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months ? 
2 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Vic t im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Motive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
WONG , Yin Ling Lo O/F/ 4 1  
8 7 1 1 4 2 2 4 2 1 6  - Non UCR-Herndon PD 
4 / 2 4 / 8 7  
7 0 3  Archer Court , Herndon,  VA 
The vict im was home with her 2 yr . old 
son . An unknown subj ect ( s )  entered 
the home , t ied up the vict im and 
locked the son in bathroom . The house 
was ransacked . The victim was shot . 
Robbery 
Firearm 
Unknown 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the s c ene l ocation been determined? • 
the vic tim been ident i f i ed? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a susp e c t ?  
Can any evidence be reprocessed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the l a s t  six • 
months ? 
3 .  Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
SOBER-ADLER , Eige W/F/4 3 
8 7 2 5 1 0 0 0 3 6 4  
9 / 8 / 8 7  
Locat ion : 
Synops is : 
2 2 0 0  Centrevi l l e  Road , Days Inn Motel 
Victim was found nude near parking 
lot . Vict im was sexual ly as saulted . 
Victim was mental ly disturbed . 
Mot ive : Sexual 
Weapon : Rock 
Suspec t : Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
Has the death been ruled a homicide? • 
Has the sc ene location been determined? • 
Has the v i c t im been iden t i f i ed ?  • 
I s  there phys i c a l  evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence b e  reproce s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the last six • 
months ? 
4 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Vic t im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsi s : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
HERHOLTZ ,  Jeannie A .  W/F / 3 2  
8 7 3 5 1 0 0 1 7 4 6  
1 2 / 1 7 / 8 7  
7 5 5 8  Telegraph Road,  Hayf ield Shopping 
Center 
The victim made a cash withdrawal from 
an ATM at the SC . She went shopping 
in several stores . The vict im was 
found strangled in her car that was 
parked in the SC lot . Her purse and 
other personal items were miss ing . 
Robbery 
Strangled 
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the vic tim been iden t i f i ed? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
identi fy a susp e c t ?  
C a n  any evidence be reprocessed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  six • 
months ? 
1 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
YEAR 1 9 8 8  
TOLAND , John W/M/3 1  
8 8 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 3 6  
8 / 7 / 8 8  
Brim Lane o f f  Bull Run Post Office Rd . 
The victim was found in his vehicle 
shot several t imes . The victim was a 
homosexual and was known to f requent 
the 1 - 6 6  rest stop area to meet other 
men . 
" Gay Bashing "  
Firearm 
Unknown 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the vi c t im been iden t i f i ed ?  • 
there physical evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspe c t ?  
Can any evidence be reproce s s ed to • 
yield further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witnes s e s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months ? 
2 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synops i s : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
DUNBAR , John E .  B/M/4 1 ( Jamaican) 
8 8 2 9 2 0 0 0 3 5 7  
1 0 / 1 8 / 8 8  
8 8 0 0  Block Georgetown Park 
Vict im was found in the parking lot of 
D i f ficult Run Stream Val l ey Park . He 
was shot several times . His hands 
were bound in e lectrical cord . I t  
appeared h e  was executed at a n  unknown 
locat i on and dumped along the road . 
Drug related 
Firearm 
Unknown 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the vic tim been identi f i ed? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
ident i fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reproc e s sed to • 
yield further c lues ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspe c t s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the last six • 
month s ?  
3 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Vict im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
LEWI S ,  Leader Jr . B/M/ 2 7  
8 8 3 0 3 0 0 0 8 2 8  
1 0 / 2 9 / 8 8  
Alban Road 
Victim,  from Montgomery , Alabama , was 
found along the road with mul t iple 
stab wounds . The vict im was wanted in 
Alabama for murder and has served t ime 
for robbery . I t  appears the victim 
was dumped at the Alban Rd . locat ion . 
Unknown 
Knife 
None 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been rul ed a homicide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the vic t im been identi f i ed? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a susp e c t ?  
Can any evidence b e  reproce s s ed to • 
yield further c l ue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec ts in the case? • 
Are there witnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the l a s t  six • 
month s ?  
4 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
RAVER ,  Rachael A .  W/F / 2 2  
FULTON , Warren H .  W/M/ 2 2  
8 8 3 4 1 0 0 0 6 6 3  
Between 1 2 /4 / 8 8 ,  0 0 3 0  1 2 / 5 / 8 8 , 2 4 0 0  
Wooded are a ,  1 8 0 0  Blk Hunter M i l l  Rd 
The vict ims met friends at a bar in 
Washington , D . C .  They left the bar at 
approx . 12 : 3 0 a . m .  and stated they 
were enroute to victim # l ' s  res idence . 
On 1 2 / 6 / 8 8  at 9 : 3 0 a . m . , a c i t i zen 
found the vict ims in a wooded area o f f  
Hunter M i l l  Rd . Victim # 1  was nude 
from the waist  down and had been 
sexual ly assaulted . Vict im #2  was 
found approx . 50 yds . away , ful ly 
c lothed,  shot once . Wallets  were 
miss ing from both vict ims . Victim 
#l ' s  gold j ewe l ry was s t i l l  on the 
corpse .  A weapon was not recovered . 
Victim # l ' s  vehicle was recovered in 
Queens , NY 1 / 3 0 / 8 9 . PERK from Victim 
# 1  indicates a B/M ( head hair/pub i c  
hai r )  . 
Robbery/Sex 
Firearm 
Unknown B/M 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the v i c t ims been iden t i f i ed? • 
there phys i c a l  evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reprocessed to • 
yield further clues? 
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the last six • 
month s ?  
1 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
Vict im : 
Case No : 
Dat e : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Motive : 
Weapon : 
Suspec t : 
YEAR 1 9 8 9  
BAKER , Amy W/F / 1 8  
8 9 0 9 0 0 0 0 72 8  
3 / 2 9 / 8 9  
Route 9 5  and Backl i ck Road 
The victim was originally reported 
missing on 3 /3 1 / 8 9 ,  to the Staf ford 
County Sheri f f ' s Department after she 
fai led to arrive at her parent ' s  home 
on 3 /2 9 / 8 9 ,  from a trip from a 
relat ive ' s  residence in the Falls 
Church area . Her vehic l e  was located , 
and towed by Virginia State Pol ice 
Department , abandoned on 1 9 5 
Southbound , in the area of Backl ick 
Road during the early morning hours on 
3 / 3 0 / 8 9 . The victim ' s body was 
discovered on 3 /3 1 / 8 9 , part ially 
c l othed in a wooded area adj acent to 
Southbound 9 5  and the of f - ramp to 
Backl ick Road . 
Sexual 
Ligature 
None 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the vic t im been iden t i f i ed ?  • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
ident i fy a susp e c t ?  
Can any evidence be reproce s s ed to • 
yield further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witne sses in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the last six • 
months? 
2 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Vict im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synops i s : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
BONILLA, Jose I .  H/M/4 6 
8 9 0 9 9 0 0 04 4 3  
4 / 9 / 8 9  
Basement of 6 0 0 6  Kno l lwood Drive 
The victim was found stabbed t o  death 
in basement laundry room of apartment 
bui lding . There was approximately 
$ 2 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 miss ing from the vict im . 
Robbery 
Knife 
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been rul ed a homicide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the v i c t im been identi f ied? • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
i denti fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reprocessed to • 
yield further clues? 
Is the evidence s t i l l  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tnes ses in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the l a s t  six • 
months ? 
3 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Location : 
Synops i s : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
GORDON , Riannon R .  W/F/9 
8 9 1 8 3 0 0 12 8 6  
7 / 2 / 8 9  
Bentonbrook Drive 
On 7 / 2 / 8 9 , the vict im was abducted 
from Lake Braddock Drive . The v i c t im 
was discovered deceased on 7 / 4 / 8 9 ,  
under a group o f  pine trees o f f  o f  
Bentonbrook Drive . I t  appears t he 
vic t im was dumped at this location . 
The cause of death was asphyxiation . 
Sexual assault was involved and the 
vict im had been bound . 
Sexual 
Physical Force/Suf focation 
Unknown 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homic i de ?  • 
the scene location been determined? • 
the v i c t im been iden t i f i ed? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reproc essed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  in the case? • 
Have there been leads in the l a s t  six • 
months ? 
4 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
Vic t im :  
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
GRAY , Daniel E .  B/M/ 3 6  
8 9 2 7 2 0 0 0 1 94 
9 / 2 9 / 8 9  
6 8 0 1  Clowser Court 
Victim was shot as he exited his 
townhouse to go to work at approx . 
0 5 3 0  hours . He had recent ly 
terminated an extramarital affair with 
a co-worker after his wife found out . 
Co - worker had been harassing the 
victim prior to death . 
Domestic 
Firearm 
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the s c ene locat ion been determined? • 
the vic tim been iden t i f i ed? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reproc essed to • 
yi e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the last six • 
months ? 
5 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Vict im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
ADIYEH , Al i W/M/3 5  
8 9 2 9 6 0 0 0 3 4 2  
1 0 / 2 3 / 8 9  
6 4 3 6  Springfield Plaza 
Vic t im was found dead in car in front 
of People ' s  Drug Store at approx . 0 7 3 0  
hours . Victim was shot several t imes . 
Victim had been in Peoples at approx . 
0 2 0 0  hours . Robbery does not appear 
to be a mot ive . 
Unknown 
Firearm 
None 
SOLVABIL ITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the sc ene location been de termined? • 
the v i c t im been iden t i f i ed ?  • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a suspe c t ?  
Can any evidence b e  reproc e s s ed to • 
yie l d  further c lues ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s ix • 
month s ?  
6 .  Vict im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
DO , Nhan Thong O/M/ 5 6  
8 9 3 2 6 0 0 0 3 2 1  
1 1 / 2 1 / 8 9  
3 2 1 7  Apex Circle 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
The victim was shot whi l e  s i t t ing in 
his vehicle parked at the curb out s i de 
his res idence by an unknown assai l ant . 
Pol it ical 
Weapon : Firearm 
Suspect : Unknown 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
Has the death been ruled a homic ide? • 
Has the s c ene location been determined? • 
Has the vic tim been identi f ied? • 
I s  there physical evidence that can • 
ident i fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence b e  reproce s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further c lues? 
Is the evidence s t i 1 1  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec ts in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s ix • 
months ? 
1 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Vict im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
YEAR 1 9 9 0  
DARAB , Sheila N .  W/F/2 8 
9 0 1 2 5 0 0 0 9 7 8  
Unknown - Found on 5 / 6 / 9 0  
Vienna Metro 
The victim was found by Metro Pol ice 
in her vehic l e  (V . W .  Rabbit ) badly 
decomposed on 5 / 6 / 9 0 . Autopsy 
revealed victim was strangled by 
l igature . Victim was last seen by her 
boyfriend in Stafford County ,  on 
2 / 1 6 / 9 0 , enroute to visit her chi ldren 
in Vienna . Invest igat ion shows that 
victim ' s husband and chi ldren left  the 
country for India on 2 / 1 7 / 9 0 . 
Domestic 
Strangulation 
Husband 
SOLVABI LITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homi c ide? • 
the s c ene l ocation been determined? • 
the vic t im been ident i f i ed? • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
i dent i fy a suspe c t ?  
Can any evidence be reproc e s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further c lues ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months ? 
2 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
Vic t im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
HARLEY , Paul S .  W/M/24 
9 0 2 4 3 0 0 2 0 4 5  
8 / 3 1 / 9 0  
9 6 0 6  Hage l Circle , Lorton , VA 
The victim was visit ing with f ri ends . 
Two suspects entered the home pos ing 
as pol ice o f f icers and t ied up a l l  
persons present . The vict im was shot 
after being tied up . 
Possibly drugs 
Firearm 
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homic ide? • 
the s c ene location been de termined? • 
the vic t im been iden t i f i ed ?  • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a suspe c t ?  
Can any evidence be reproc es sed to • 
yield further c l ue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tnes ses in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months ? 
3 .  Victim : DANG- TRAN , Tuyett A/F / 5 2  
Le , Triet A/M/ 6 1  
Case No : 9 0 2 6 5 0 0 1 6 6 0  
Date : 0 9 / 2 2 / 9 0  
Locat ion : 3 6 1 5  Dannys Lane 
Synopsis : The vict ims were shot in the driveway 
of the i r  home by unknown assai lant s . 
Mot ive : Pol it i cal 
Weapon : Firearm 
Suspect : Unknown 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
Has the death been ruled a homicide? • 
Has the s c ene location been de termined? • 
Has the vic t ims been identi f i ed? • 
I s  there phys ical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reproce s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further c l ue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months ? 
1 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Vict im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synops i s : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
YEAR 1 9 9 1  
WEBSTER , Joann P .  W/F/44 
9 1 0 4 7 0 0 0 5 2 2  
0 2 / 1 6 / 9 1  
8 6 0 1  A Sacramento Drive 
The victim was found by P . D .  at 
approximately 0 9 0 0  hours after being 
requested to check on her we l l - be ing 
by her boss . The victim did not 
report to work on t ime , and her phone 
was ringing busy . The vict im was 
found on her bed , fully clothed , and 
bleeding from the head . There was an 
obvious struggle in the l iving room 
and it appears the killer attacked her 
when she opened the door to leave for 
work . Vict im was stabbed mul t iple 
t imes . 
Domestic 
Kni fe 
Boyfriend 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the scene location been determined? • 
the v i c t im been iden t i f i ed? • 
there phys i c a l  evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reproce s s ed to • 
yield further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months ? 
2 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
RA ,  Yhun S .  A/M/ 5 5  
9 1 2 2 6 0 0 0 0 3 5  
0 8 / 1 3 / 9 1  
7 0 0 2  Evergreen Court 
The victim was found beaten in the 
foyer of his place of bus iness by his 
wife . The victim died of blunt force 
to the head , after returning from a 
business meet ing . 
Unknown 
B lunt obj ect 
Unknown 
SOLVABI LITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the sc ene location been determined? • 
the v i c t im been identi f i ed ?  • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
ident i fy a suspe c t ?  
Can any evidence be reproc e s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the case? • 
Have there been l eads in the last six • 
months? 
3 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspec t : 
GRAHAM , Wal t e r ,  J .  W/M/ 5 9  
9 1 2 2 2 0 0 1 4 6 4  
0 8 / 1 2 / 9 1  
2 0 0 0  Hunt ington Avenue 
Vict im was found in his l iving room 
after a friend requested the PD to 
check on his wel l  being . The door was 
unsecured and the victim was found 
nude and st rangled . The victim was 
known to frequently pick up young 
black males as sex partners , and he 
was last seen al ive on Thursday , 
August 8 ,  1 9 9 1 . 
Unknown 
Lamp 
Uknownn 
SOLVABI LITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the scene location been determined? • 
the v i c t im been identi f i ed? • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reprocessed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspe c t s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witnes s e s  i n  the case? • 
Have there been leads in the l a s t  six • 
months? 
4 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synops is : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
MENJIVAR , Ami lcar W/M/ 2 5  
9 1 2 4 0 0 0 0 5 5 3  
0 8 / 2 8 / 9 1  
Wendy ' s ,  7 3 9 1  Lee Highway 
Two black males entered the restaurant 
after c los ing at the rear of the 
bus iness as the victim and a fel low 
employee exited to c lean around the 
dumpster . The victim was forced back 
inside where suspect one , brandishing 
a f i rearm ,  rounded up the other 
employees and demanded to know where 
the manager was . Suspect two told the 
employees to get on the f loor . The 
victim was then shot by suspect one as 
he was being led to locate the 
manager .  
Robbery 
Firearm 
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the sc ene locat ion been determined? • 
the v i c t im been iden t i f i ed? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a susp e c t ?  
C a n  any evidence be reproc essed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the last six • 
months ? 
5 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
Vict im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
BENNETT , Roderick B/M/ 2 5  
9 1 2 7 1 0 0 0 4 3 2  
0 9 / 2 8 / 9 1  
5 9 0 5  Mount Eagle Drive 
The victim was discovered at approx . 
0 7 3 0  hours , laying on the ground next 
to the fence separat ing Bel l e  Haven 
Towers from the Mont ibe llo Condos . 
The victim was shot . Invest igat ion 
revealed that eight vehicles in the 
parking lot had been tampered with 
somet ime during the night and it 
appears the vict im had property from 
one of these vehicles in his pocket . 
The victim,  who was ident i f ied t hrough 
NOVARI S ,  had a criminal history 
inc luding robbery and auto theft . 
Unknown 
Firearm 
Unknown 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the scene location been determined? • 
the v i c t im been ident i f ied? • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspe c t ?  
Can any evidence be reproc essed to • 
y i e l d  further c lues? 
Is the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the last six • 
months ? 
6 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synops is : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
HILL , Michael C .  B/M/ 3 2  
9 1 3 2 7 0 0 0 2 2 8  
1 1 / 2 3 / 9 1  
Parking lot of Belle Haven Towers 
6 0 3 4  Richmond Highway 
Vict im was discovered in the parking 
lot with mult iple gun shot wounds 
after units  responded to the area to 
invest igate reports of " shot s f i red . " 
The victim was wearing three pagers 
and was carrying false ident i f icat ion . 
He was wanted for murder in the 
District of Columbia for a drug 
related kill ing and in Montgomery 
County ,  MD for Probat ion Violat ion . 
Ident i fi cat ion was made through 
NOVARIS . 
Drug related 
Firearm 
None 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been rul ed a homicide? • 
the sc ene location been determined? • 
the vic t im been iden t i f ied? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a suspe c t ?  
Can any evidence be reprocessed to • 
y i e l d  further c lues ? 
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec ts in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months? 
7 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
MITCHELL , Brian G .  W/M/ 3 5  
9 1 3 6 2 0 0 1 5 4 3  
1 2 / 2 8 / 9 1  
9 1 0 0  Richmond Highway 
Victim was involved in an altercat i on 
at Be lvoir Gri l l  and was stabbed 
multiple t imes . Fates Assembly 
Motorcyc le Club involved . 
Gang related 
Knife 
Unknown 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homic ide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the vic t im been ident i f i ed? • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
ident i fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reprocessed to • 
yield further c lues? 
Is the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witnes s e s  i n  the case? • 
Have there been leads in the last s ix • 
months? 
1 .  VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Location : 
Synops is : 
Motive : 
weapon : 
Suspect :  
YEAR 1 9 9 2  
BRACKENN, Richard E .  - W/M/ 5 3  
9 2 0 3 6 0 0 0652 
0 2 / 0 5 / 9 2  
1 4 8  River Park Drive 
Suspect states she retrieved a pistol from her 
closet so her husband could give her lessons on gun 
safety . The husband was sitting at his desk in the 
master suite of their bedroom . As the wife was 
carrying the pistol in the palms of her hands to 
give del iver it to her husband , the pistol 
" accidently" went off . The wife claims she did not 
have her f inger on the trigger . Her husband was 
struck in the rear lower left portion of the head 
above the neck and the proj ectile exited in the 
hairline area above the left eye . He was medivaced 
to Fairfax Hospital where he was pronounced dead . 
There was a multi -million insurance pay off for the 
" accidental " death.  Because of several inconsi s ­
tences i n  the wife ' s  statement and physical evidence 
that is inconsistent with the wife ' s  statement , this 
incident is still unresolve d .  The Commonwealth ' s 
Attorney will not prosecute this case unless a 
provable motive and criminal culpability is found 
against the wife . 
Unknown 
pistol 
Wife 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
Has the death beeD ruled a homicide? • 
Has the sceDe 10catioD beeD determined? • 
Has the victim beeD ideDtified? • 
Is there physical evideDce that caD ideDtify a suspect? • 
Can any evideDce be reprocessed to yield further clues? • 
Is the evideDce still available? • 
Are tbere named suspects in the case? • 
Are there witnesses in the case? • 
Have there beeD leads in the last six mODths? • 
2 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synops is : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
BANDERA, Mari lyn M .  W/F/4 5 
9 2 0 7 8 0 0 0 9 7 2  
0 3 / 1 8 / 9 2  
6 4 0 5  Tenth Street 
Victim ' s husband returned home from 
work to f ind his wife on family room 
f loor . A struggle took place . Victim 
sustained mUl t iple stab wounds and 
head trauma . Victim appears to have 
been sexually assaulted . No s igns o f  
forced entry . 
Sexual 
Knife 
None 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the sc ene location been determined? • 
the vic t im been identi f i ed? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
identi fy a susp e c t ?  
Can any evidence be reproce s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  six • 
months ? 
3 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
MCKAGAN , Jerome W/M/4 6 
9 2 2 9 5 0 0 0 4 3 5  
1 0 / 2 1 / 92 
2 0 1 7  George Washington Boulevard 
Vic t im discovered deceased on kitchen 
f loor . The victim is a known drug 
dealer and user . He was shot in t he 
head . No signs of forced entry . 
Possible drug related . 
Firearm 
None 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the vic tim been identi f ied? • 
there physical evidence that can • 
ident i fy a susp e c t ?  
C a n  any evidence be reproc essed to • 
yield further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  in the case? • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months ? 
4 .  VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
HEAD , Michael L .  B/M/ 1 9  
9 2 3 1 5 0 0 0 9 7 5  
1 1 / 1 0 / 9 2  
Location : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Motel at 6 1 4 0  Richmond Highway 
Victim was found in bed with gun shot 
wounds . The vict im was wanted in 
Westmore land County on drug charges .  
Drugs 
Weapon : Firearm 
Suspect : None 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
Has the death been ruled a homi c ide? • 
Has the s c ene location been determined? • 
Has the v i c t im been iden t i f i ed? • 
I s  there physical evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspe c t ?  
Can any evidence be reprocessed to • 
y i e l d  further c l ue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tnes ses in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the last six • 
months ? 
5 .  VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
AKBAR , Ghulam H .  W/M/ 4 9  
9 2 3 4 9 0 0 0 0 5 6  
1 2 / 1 4 / 9 2  
8 5 1 3  Bauer Drive 
Synopsis : Vict im , a cab driver for Arl ington 
Yel low Cab , was found dead on s idewalk 
in front of his apartment . His pockets 
were turned ins ide out . Cause o f  death 
was mass ive head trauma . 
Mot ive : Robbery 
Weapon : Unknown 
Suspect : None 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
Has the death been ruled a homicide? • 
Has the s c ene locat ion been determined? • 
Has the vi c t im been identi f i ed? • 
I s  there physical evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence b e  reproc es sed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months ? 
1 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsi s : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
YEAR 1 9 9 3  
RI CCA , Tina R .  W/F / 2 7  
9 3 3 1 0 0 0 1 7 2 3  
1 1 / 0 6 / 9 3  
14 7 5 0  Conference Center Drive 
Vict im was performing dut ies as 
security guard at the construct ion 
site for Rockwel l  Internat ional . She 
was found in a temporary o f f ice 
trailer by a fel low security o f ficer . 
She had been shot numerous t ime s . 
Unknown 
Firearm 
None 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been rul ed a homicide? • 
the scene location been determined? • 
the v i c t im been ident i f i ed? • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
ident i fy a susp e c t ?  
Can any evidence be repro c e s s ed to • 
yield further c lues ? 
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec ts in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tnes ses in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  six • 
months ? 
2 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspec t : 
WHITE , Barbara E .  W/F/ 1 8  
9 3 3 3 4 0 0 1 2 6 5  
1 1 / 3 0 / 9 3  
7 2 3 4  Fairchild Drive 
Vic t im fai led to report to work . Her 
father went to her apartment to check 
on her we l l  being . The vict im was 
found in bathtub stabbed numerous 
times . The 18 month old grand­
daughter was in the apartment 
unharmed . 
Domestic 
Knife 
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the scene location been de termined? • 
the v i c t im been identi f i ed ?  • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reproce s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further c l ue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months ? 
3 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
Unknown 
9 3 3 4 0 0 0 0 64 6  
1 2 / 0 6 / 9 3  
Wooded area near Sharpsburg Road 
The remains of a white female , 2 7 - 3 4  
years , 5 ' 2 " .  was found . The vict im 
was stabbed to death . I t  appears t he 
victim was dumped at this locat ion . 
Victim entered into VICAP and NCI C .  
Unknown 
Kni fe 
Unknown 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homic i de ?  • 
the s c ene location been de termined? • 
the vic t im been identi f i ed ?  • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a suspe c t ?  
Can any evidence be reproce s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further c lues? 
Is the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months ? 
4 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
VICTIM : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
KHUSHNOOD , Mohammed W/M/ 2 0  
9 3 3 6 5 0 0 1 5 8 7  
1 2 / 3 1 / 9 3  
2 9 2 0  Southgate Drive 
Victim was the lone attendant working 
at the Citgo Sel f - Service Stat ion . 
Citi zens reported to police that no 
one was in the cashier ' s  booth to turn 
on the pumps . Responding uni t s  
located the vict im a t  the rear of the 
bui lding . He had been shot several 
times . 
Robbery 
Firearm 
None 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homic ide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the v i c t im been ident i f i ed? • 
there phys i c a l  evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence b e  reproc es sed to • 
yield further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai labl e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the last six • 
month s ?  
1 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synops i s : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Subj ect : 
YEAR 1 9 94 
YOUNG , Charlotte W/F/ 5 7  
9 4 0 0 9 0 0 0 7 5 5  
1 / 9 / 9 4  
7 9 5 1  Audubon Ave . , Alex . , Virginia 
The vict im was found on the f loor of 
her apartment with a shower curtain 
covering her face . 
Unknown 
Strangulation 
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the scene location been determined? • 
the vic tim been identi f ied? • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
identi fy a susp e c t ?  
Can any evidence be reprocessed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witnes s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months? 
2 .  Vict im : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
ROCHE , Joann L .  W/F/ 6 3  
9 4 0 9 1 0 0 0 5 3 8  
3 /2 8 / 94 
4 6 4 1  Hol ly Avenue 
Synopsis : The vict im was di scovered in her house 
by a fami ly member who responded to 
check on her .  The victim was stabbed 
several t imes . 
Mot ive : Unknown 
Weapon : Kni f e  
Subj ect : Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
Has the death been ruled a homicide? • 
Has the s c ene location been determined? • 
Has the vic tim been identi f i ed ?  • 
I s  there phys ical evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reproc e s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the last six • 
months ? 
3 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
GREENWELL , Marvin B .  W/M/ 5 5  
9 4 1 3 0 0 0 0 5 8 0  
5 - 1 0 - 94 
5 8 4 0  Cameron Run Terrace 
The victim had not shown up for work 
and his estranged wife went to check 
on him . In pol ice presence the victim 
was di scovered stabbed in the bedroom . 
Unknown 
Kni f e  
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homic ide? • 
the scene location been determined? • 
the vic tim been identi f i ed ?  • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
ident i fy a suspe c t ?  
Can any evidence be reproce s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been leads in the last six • 
months ? 
4 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
Is 
Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Location : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
JONES , Gail W/F/ 3 6  
9 4 1 6 8 0 0 1 2 3 4  
6 - 1 7 - 94 
1 1 7 7 7  North Shore Drive 
The victim was discovered having a 
convuls ion on the f loor by her mother . 
Rescue was cal led and the vict im 
transported to the emergency room . 
There was evidence around the neck 
that the victim had been strangled . 
The victim implicated her boyfriend 
before she died from the inj ures . 
Domestic 
Hands 
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the s c ene location been determined? • 
the v i c t im been ident i f i ed? • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
iden t i fy a susp e c t ?  
C a n  any evidence be reproce s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further c l ue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  avai lab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspec t s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s e s  i n  the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the last s ix • 
months ? 
5 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Location : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect : 
LAWRENCE , Robin B/F/ 3 8  
9 4 3 2 4 0 0 0 74 2  
1 0 / 2 0 / 94 
8 6 4 6  Reseca Lane 
Vic t im was found dead in her home from 
multiple stab wounds . Her two year 
old child was in the home , but 
unharmed . 
Unknown 
Knife 
Unknown 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the scene location been determined? • 
the vic tim been identi f i ed ?  • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
identi fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reproce s s ed to • 
y i e l d  further c l ue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there wi tne s s es in the c a s e ?  • 
Have there been l eads in the l a s t  s i x  • 
months ? 
6 .  
Has 
Has 
Has 
I s  
Victim : 
Case No : 
Date : 
Locat ion : 
Synopsis : 
Mot ive : 
Weapon : 
Suspect ( s )  
ROBLES , Joseph W/M/24 
9 4 2 8 5 0 0 0 74 4  
1 0 / 1 2 /94 
7208  Neuman Street , 
Vict im was shot numerous t imes by two 
black males who had come to his house 
to del iver drugs . Vict im was 
transported from local hospital to his 
fami ly in Texas for care . Vict im 
succumbed to his wounds on 1 1 - 2 5 - 94 in 
Texas . 
Drug rel ated 
Firearm 
Yes 
SOLVABILITY FACTORS YES NO 
the death been ruled a homicide? • 
the scene location been determined? • 
the vic tim been ident i f i ed? • 
there phys ical evidence that can • 
ident i fy a suspec t ?  
Can any evidence be reproc essed to • 
yield further clue s ?  
I s  the evidence s t i l l  ava i l ab l e ?  • 
Are there named suspects in the c a s e ?  • 
Are there witne s s e s  i n  the case? • 
Have there been l eads in the last six • 
months ? 
